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16, Abstract (Cont'd)

Finally, the engineering problems (or assumed problems) that require solution
are summarized.

It is concluded that magnetically supported energy storage wheels are technically
feasible and can be economic for certain applications. Further development is warranted
in the light of the growing need for efficient energy storage devices acting as energy
buffers between time varying prime power sources and loads.
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PREFACE

Mechanical Capacitor is the short descriptor for a special form of electro-mech-
anical energy storage system comprising a magnetically supported energy wheel (fly-
wheel) coupled to the electrical supply and the load by a motor-generator and a power
conditioning subsystem.

This report contains the results and details of a design study and analyses, per-
formed by RCA for the NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center, of a Mechanical Capacitor
System satisfying a set of performance requirements. The objectives of the study were:

Major Objective:

Define a long-life, efficient, e3nergy^-storage system for public utility peaking
power generation at terminal locations,

Secondary Objective:

Exploit evolving technologies from space programs.

And the scope of work was:

Scope of Program - First Phase

-Design definition and analysis of a complete energy storage system meeting
the Statement of Work requirements, including a system of maximum effic-
iency and minimum cost.

-Study and select other system applications with attractive cost-benefits.

The study is significant because it addresses questions relating to the performance
of a complete energy-storage system rather thait the wheel element alone. The opera-
tional domain of energy wheels is thus more clearly defined.

Also, the study includes an analytical treatment of a magnetically supported ro-
tating wheel as a gyroscopic mass requiring control in six degrees. The analysis can
be extended to other systems and is a contribution to the art of magnetic bearing design.
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CONCLUSIONS

Magnetically supported energy storage wheels of the type studied may approach
an energy density of 110 to 126 W--hr/lcg, depending on performance requirements.
(Advanced battery systems may approach the same energy density,)

For the point design contained in this report, energy storage density is strongly
influenced by power density requirements. A maximum power density of 100 to 200 W/lb or
220 to 440 W/kg is realizable at an energy density of approxirnately 66 W-hr/kg.
(Advanced batteries have comparable power density goals.)

Higher power density is attainable (110 to 120 W-hr/kg) if the inetal elements
on the wheel can serve also as structure. However, energy density is reduced as the
weight of metal on the rim is increased. (Fortunately, the wheel configurations
analyzed meet the power density needs for many applications.)

Energy-wheel losses can be made diminishingly low (0, 16% for a 24-hr powered
cycle and 0.04% for 24 hr when coasting) but power conditioning losses are critically
dependent on:

- Power level

- Nature and quality of electrical supply and electrical load, etc.

The system throughput efficiency can vary over wide limits.

For maximum system efficiency, both load and supply should be do to reduce energy
power--conversion losses. Storage system costs are sensitive to physical scale, pro-
duction rate, and electrical performance requirements. System costs can vary greatly
(from $1.75/W-hr to $0,28/W-hr for the systems studied).

With sufficient production, the energy wheel may be competitive with advanced
batteries and internal-combustion engine power trains in small cars and other vehicles.

Other applications may be economically feasible, depending on the cost-benefits
assigned to the energy-wheel attributes of environmental immunity, minimum safety
hazard, absence of noise, and expected minimal maintenance and repair.

v
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RECOMMENDATIONS

vi

Theproblems cited in Section VT are, for the most part, best approached through	 -
experiments. However, because of the dynamic environment that gives rise to a number
of problems, the experimental solutions must be sought, using test apparatus that re-
sembles the energy--wheel configuration. The question is: how far short of a full sys-
tem can the test apparatus be and still yield meaningful design data relating to the
problems ?

Accordingly, it ;s thought that a test apparatus that permits the initial preliminary
determination of:

- Material rheological performance,

- Combined structural and magnetic stresses,

Suspension--system idling lus.5es,

- Motor-generator output and losses,

- Wheel dilation,

- Growth (or no growth) in wheel unbalance,

without introducing a full servo suspension system, is a relatively low--risk approach.
Accordingly, it is recommended that a scale model of the Mechanical Capacitor be
built incorporating the wheel inner rim (complete with the suspension electromagnets),
rim electromagnet keepers, and motor--generator stator and rotor. The rim would be
directly driven with an external brushless do motor and the fixed and moving parts of
the system radially constrained to avoid the use of a magnetic suspension servo system.



A rotor transverse inertia

a permanent magnet spring constant

B magnetic induction

b Routhe coefficient

c Routhe Coefficient

d Routhe coefficient

E energy

EM electromagnet

F force

f frequency

G 7 transfer function

g acceleration of gravity

H momentum

H g	
gap flu ^ density

J	 moment of inertia

me ter--kilogram-
second 2

newton meter/
radian

gauss

103 'r2

1/w n2

10-6x2a/Awn2

joules

newton

Hz

9,804 meters/second

kilogram--meter-
second

kilogauss

ki	servo gain	 -----

Km	vertical spring constant	 newton/meter

K t	vertical spring constant	 newton/meter2
m

per unit of circumference

m	 meter

2/mm	 rotor mass	 90.7 N second 8
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in the use of energy wheels (flywheels) as storage de-
vices. This interest stems from the expectation that light, high-strength fibers can
be -used in specially designed wheels to store more energy per pound than flywheels
made of high-strength steels or other stores, such as batteries. It is possible that light-
weight mechanical energy stores may show significant cost savings because of the re-
duced weight of materials used, long life, and the economic advantage of weight savings
in systems to which they may be applied.

7

NASA and RCA have addressed these possibilities in earlier studies and experi-
mental programs. Their conclusions appear in technical notes and papers (see Refer-
ences I. to 3) . In summary, magnetically supported, thin-rim, circumferentially wound
energy wheels are conceived to be the most efficient type of rotating mechani-al device
for energy storage.

However, this conclusion has been obtained mainly from the examination and
analyses of tba rotating element only and does not include the total system performance
of the energy store.

The study reported here was established by NASA to examine the magnetic-energy
wheel concept in more detail and determine the technical and economic feasibility of
one system for a selected use.

The system studied comprises a magnetically supported wheel for energy storage,
integral with a motor--generator (m-g) for electrical-mechanical and mechanical-
electrical energy conversion, and a separate subsystem to process the electrical power
from the supply to the energy wheel and from the energy wheel to the load. j

This introduction comprises a statement of the performance requirements for the
system specified by NASA, the study logic, and a description of the point design de--
velopc d during the study.

A. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The statement of work for this study has been reduced for reference purposes and
is summarized in Figures 1-1 and Table 1-1.
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	Figure 1-1 Mechanical 	 ow r and energy profiles;gu

	

	 c an^.cal	 p e	 e e gy p o ^.les;
24-hour cycle,

As shown in Figure 1-1 the system operates on a 24-hour cycle. Maximum storage
is 10 kW-hr, and the maximum electrical load is 15 kW. The wheel speed varies from
full to 50% of full speed (75% depth of discharge). The charge period is 8 hours, at
constant wheel acceleration, The coast period is 6 hours and intermittent loads are
supplied with up to 10% maximum power during the next 9 hours. The wheel speed is
reduced to 60% of full speed. In the last hour, full power is taken from the wheel until
the wheel speed is reduced to 50% of full speed.

The energy-power profile is not based on energy use data for a particular applica-
tion, but it is a reasonable one for system analysis. The effects of major changes in
the requirements are brought out in several succeeding sections of the report. Some
of the general requirements are:

0 Mean time to failure >50, 000 hrs.

a	 No overspeed possibility	 '.

	e Safe coast down with loss of line power 	 j

0 Self contained, only 110/220 V, 30, 60 Hz in and out

0 15 kW to maximum load - 1/2 to maximum speed

0 25% over speed in qualification test with no permanent deflection

e 550% over-speed in qualification test with no burst

1-2
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TABLE 1-1. MECHANICAL CAPACITOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Subsystem	 Design for following:	 System Design Goals

-SupplyPower Conditioner	 1.10/220 v, 60 Hz	 Maximize:
.I 	 3 0 line power in	 — Energy density

load power out, 	 — Power density
— Energy thruput

Wheel -- 1.25 max speed	 efficiency (>60%Q)
(without deformations)

- 1.50 max speed
(without burst)

- natural frequencies
I	 outside speed range

- Balance dynamically
to 300 kin,

- Balance statically to "+
0.03 ft, lb, with
axis vert,

Motor/Generator mi.- <80 W internal loss
during spin up

-- <45 W -motor loss
during steady state

- <75 W-generator losses
- <50 W-commutation rec-

tification loss - charging
<50 W Ioss discharging
15 kW to load

-• 300% overload - 1 s

[ Magnetic Suspens so - Support 2 x wheel weight r
J (Bearing) - Handle worst-case seismic

loading and earth rate with
50% margin of safety

- Radial stiffness-1600 lb/in. t:
-- Radial damping - 60% of min.
value.

- Stable during speed changes
• and expansion

,s

Support - Natural frequencies outside
'	 of suspension.

Brno, th Base

1-3 :.
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The design requirements are listed in Table 1-1. Additional requirements were added
during the sMy and are set forth in the appropriate sections.

B. DESIGN LOGIC

The 'bottom line r in this study is maximum energy storage capacity per dollar of 	 -
system cost, and as a function of storage time. These objectives lead to several
design guidelines:

a Stress low-cost designs

0 Stress low "friction" suspension and motor-generator designs.

Low friction is required if mechanical capacitors are to compete with long-shelf life
batteries and other energy stores.

Further, the complexity of an energy wheel system gives rise to a number of other
guidelines. The system is located at the end of a utility distribution grid; it interfaces
with the utility system and the load(s) (see Figures 1-2 and 1-3). Hence, if many
storage systems are used, the dynamic performance of all three systems must be
evaluated for interactive effects. However, as discussed in Appendix B, a simplifying
assumption has been made that there is no interaction.

In the energy wheel system, the major design features derive primarily from the
system performance requirements (the independent variables shown in Figure 1-4).
But each subsystem also is sensitive to the other subsystem design parameter values,
to varying degrees, as shown by the width of the arrows.

Design logic requires that all the subsystems be modeled to include the values of the
independent variables for all the interactive subsystems except the one being designed,
and include also the design variables for the subsystem in question. Further, cost,
dynamic, and weight models can be developed. A full systems model would include the
parameters shown in Figure 1--4, plus others-- perhaps more than 200.

The brevity of this study does not permit this treatment. Instead, some modeling
of subsystems has been completed and tradeoffs among subsystems arrived at by relying
on experience, on some sensitivity analyses, and by testing for upper and lower design
bounds. T:aerefore, the resulting point design is an optimal design but not totally
optimum.

C. POINT DESIGN

The principal features of this point design are shown in sketch M294234 (Sheets 1
and 2 of which appear at the end of this report). Some discussion of these features ap-
pear, starting on page 1-11.

E	 ^
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E	 LOADS I	 --- -o4 LOAD(S)L - F J

r
PUBLIC 	 _	 CONVERTER/	 MECHANICAL

I UTILITY I	 INVERTER	 CAPACITOR
L	 _J	 l

LOADS	 E	 PUBLIC UTILITY CUSTOMER INTERFACE

L _. -

Figure 1-2. Mechanical capacitor connections.
FT	

4

Three wheel configurations A, B and C and two motor generator configurations
were proposed originally. These appear in Figures 1-5, 1-6, and 1-7, showing
wheel system cross sections. All these configurations comprise a composite rim
(or rims), magnetic suspension of the wheel, and motor-generator elements to accelerate
and decelerate the wheel (add or subtract energy).

The wheel is a gyroscopic body rotating close to but not in physical contact with the
supports. The function of the magnetic bearings is to maintain the space gap between
the wheel and the supports in the presence of gravity and disturbing forces.

As the wheel spins up to high speed, it can expand 1% or more on the diameter.
Therefore provision was made for an axial adjustment of the support surfaces to main-
tain the space gap for proper operation of the electromagnetic bearings. However,
this approach was abandoned during the study in favor of the use of a very stiff inner
rim so that expansion is limited to a small increase in gap growth. Further, the angled
U	 t	 h	 t forth	 d t heel owthearing suppor was cos en o	 V1. m^nzmzze gap increase ue o w	 gr
Configurations B and C were eliminated; configuration B for the reason stated last
and configuration C because it was determined at the outset that the physical strength.
properties of the rim of the wheel must be significantly derated to allow for stress concen-
trations due to centrifugal forces imposed by the metal elements. The principal values
and materials chosen for the point design energy wheel are shown in sketches SK-2294234
and in Table 1-2.
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Power Conditioner
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Subsystem

b
Enclosure
Subsystem

5
Motor/Generator
Subsystem
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• Type • Materials
• Poles • Volume
• DiA. -Depth of vacuum

-Leakage

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES (given)

- Max stored energy
- Max power output
- Depth of discharge
- Cycle efficiency
- Energy and power profile
- Overspeed, overload
- Environment and disturbances
- Electrical input and output (and quality)
- Life and reliability
- Cost, weight, volume, etc.

MECHANICAL CAPACITOR SYSTEM
Dependent 1st Order Design Variables

Structural
Subsystem

I	

/ \h\

lst Yrc^er Design Variables:
I 3 4

.hype _ • Type • Isolate: Types-Type

.Materials .Components .Power Spect. -Sensors

.Dimensions .Rated volt, of -I.Lstur- •VZP/other

.Inertia current bances.
.Current - Supported' wt. . Materials

.Speed Quadrature Degree of -Clearance

.height Lag. isolation -Damping

.Stiffness .Harmonies -Bandwidth

•Material
• Gap
•Voltage
-Current

.Nat. Freq.	 .Forced/Nat.
commutation	 -Control mode •Gapfield

,Unbalance	 .Type of sup-
.Long-time	 ply & loads
dimen. stabil..Parallel tie

or isolated

•Magnetic Induc-
tion

• Dimension sta-
bility
(Temp

)
 time }loads

Figure 1-4, Independent variables, dependent variables, and inter-
active relationships of Mechanical Capacitor
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TABLE 1-2. MECHANICAL CAPACITOR POINT DESIGN FEATURES

Wheel OD 4 Ft,
ID 2 Ft.

Max. Normal Speed 17, 000 rpm

50% Normal Speed 8,500 rpm

Rim Material Kevlar 49 and resin matrix

Rim Fiber Content 79%

Inner Rim Material Graphite GY-70 and resin matrix

Fiber .Jontent 60%Q

Soft Magnetic Material Carbonyl Iron or a glassy metal (Metglas)

Perm. Magnetic Material SmCo5

Attractive Suspension VZP (virtual Zero Power)

Nominal Gap Clearance 0.030 In.

Maximum Excursion ±0.020 In.

Although configuration. A was the only one selected for more design analysis,
a number of subsystem options were analyzed. First, two wheel structures were
designed and analyzed:

1. A prestressed solid multiring wheel, which will be referred to as the NASA
configuration.

2. A multiring wheel with light weight fillers between the rings, which will be
referred to as the RCA configuration, (this is a proprietary configuration).

1. Motors

Four motor-generator configurations and four variants were examined instead
of the two proposed configurations (a homopolar and a do torquer). The basic configura-
tions are shown in Figure 1-8. The upper sketches are cross sections of the inner rim
of the energy wheel. The lower sketches are views looking radially from the wheel axis
of rotation. Two motor-generator configurations have fixed fields, and the others vari-
able fields. In the first two, the generator voltage varies 2:1 with wheel speed. In the
others, the field can be varied to maintain constant output voltage. A trade must be
made, taking into account the effect on the power conditioner subsystem design, motor--
generator losses, wheel dynamic stability, weight, and cost. The Inland Motors Division
of the Kollmorgan Corporation consulted with RCA and examined its motor analyses and
selection. Configuration 2A-1 was considered as the optimum selection. A qualitative
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rathig appears in Table 1-3. This is a 3-phase, Delta connected motor-generator
operating at a high commutation rate with a permanent magnet field structure carried
on the wheel and the ironiess armature suprorted by the fixed structure. Details of
the motor-generator analyses appear in Appendix C.

2. Structure

The two structures considered for the wheel, the TASA and the RCA configura-
tions wer st s-	 1	 d	 th t	 t	 d l l,	 e re s ana yze using e s ruc axes mo e s sown in Appendix A. The
objective was to determine an optimum design (maximum energy density) through a
choice of material and dimensions that exploits the high intrinsic energy composites in
such a way that the radial and tangential stresses in the wheel are everywhere close
to the allowable stresses,

A number of deli.-n parameters are involved in each tested design. Some
boundary conditions were: the choice of two structural fibers, one rim id--od ratio,
one wheel id--od ratio, and a pancake configuration.

Two idealized configurations, of the many analyzed, are shown in Figures 1-9
and 1-10 and the point designs are shown in sketch 2294234,

The NASA configuration comprises prestressed circumferentially wound rims
with no fillers. The RCA configuration comprises separate rims with honeycomb fillers.
The honeycomb does not contact the rim directly but is bedded in an elastomer as shown
in the detail in Figure 1-11. The function of the elastomer is to accommodate changes
in the radial direction dimension between rims as the wheel speed changes.

A number of ,onfigurations were analyzed, some of which are listed in Table 1-4.

The analysis indicates that the NASA and RCA configurations theoretically are
superior in energy density capacity to all known energy wheel configurations. The de-
tailed structural analysis appears in Appendix A.

3. Suspension

The electromagnets, comprising part of the magnetic suspension subsystems,
are shown hi sketch SIB-2294234. These are biased electromagnets with integral per-
manent magnets that provide a 'bias' field across the gaps that can be modulated by
coil currents. Coil currents variation with the electromagnet 'force is fairly linear.
The suspensicn has the following features or capabilities:

1--X3

Y

IR	 f

e Support twice the rotor weight

® Conical bearing
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1 2A-1 3 4

Lowest
Rotor Weight 1 2-3 3 4

Air Gap, in. Smallest
(Complete Circuit) 1 1 2 3

0.12 0.14 (rain.)	 0.234 0.314

Flux Density Highest
(For some length 1 2 4 3
wags. or equiv.
electromags)

12R Losses Lowest
1 2 3 4

Armature Coils -
Long End Turns

Armature Coils-- (I2R for field (I2R for field
Long End Turns is added) is added)

Magnetic Losses Lowest

-
Runnin

g 3 1 2 2
-Coasting 3 1 2 2

Crosstalk
(Between M/G
and Searing

-Powered Yes (axial) No Yes (Radial) Yes (Radial)
-Coasting Yes (axial) No Yas Yes

Mfg. Cost Lowest
2 1 4 3

7

Notes:

Wheel growth with m-g dia. of 22 in.
E = 70 x 10 6 lbs/in2
Maximum Strain = 0.017 in. on radius.



- 4350 psi

ELASTOMER

KEV LAR

GRAPHITE
HONEYCOMB

GRAPHITE
RING

IRON

12 IN.

NOTE:

TOTAL IRON = 15 Ib.

47.6 Wh/lb.
@ 17000 RPM

4..

RADIUS
24 IN.

RADIAL
STRESS

19.4 IN.	 - 439 psi

17.5 IN.	 424 psi
16-9 IN.	 - 488 psi

14.75 IN.	 341 psi

Figij7e 1-9, RCA graphite, graphite -honeycomb, Kevlar energy-wheel configuration.
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RADIUS
2.51N.

s

PRESTRESS
z^

21.1 IN. —2820 PSI

19.7 IN. —4250 PSI

18.5 IN. —5380 PSI

16.1 IN. —51390 PSI

13.5 1N. 0
r

KEVLAR

9

"h

KEVLAR

NOTE:

TOTAL IRON = 18.8 LB.
IRON

57 Wh/LB @ 18900 RPM
(REDUCES TO 38 Wh/lb IF ULTRA HIGH
MODULUS INNER RIM IS CONSIDERED) 3

_	 5

3

I^

3S

Figure 1-10. NASA. all-Kevlar energy wheel configuration.
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j

HONEYCOMB
CELL WALL

::.:.........	 :.:::::::...::.. .............::....

........ . .....................:ELASTOMER ............................................

KEVLAR OR GRAPHITE
RIM

Figure 1-11. RCA honeycomb -e lastomer rim configuration.

0 All-active axes

0 Biased magnetic field

0 Symmetrical surface sensing

The block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1-12. Five degrees of freedom
of the wheel are controlled by the system and the sixth by the m-g. Six displacement
sensors (five and one redundant) are needed to determine all motions. The sensors
measure displacements (gaps) normal to the bearing surface. The design axial and
radial loop parameters are shown in Table 1-5. The system is stable for the rigid
wheel.. An elastic model of the wheel is needed to determine if stability can be obtained
for this case. The suspension system analysis appears in Appendix B.

4. Power Conditioning Subsystem

The subsystem requirements were refined during the study to include the
following assumptions and statements:

® Supply and load 3 0, 110/220 V

* Supply has infinite tolerance for converter reactive volt-- ampere demand
and converter-injected harmonics



Iron Wt.
(lh. }

Wheel Wt.
(lb.)

ID
(in.)

Thickness

(in,)

Radial
Growth

(in.)

Construction RPM

15.2 500 12 10 0.008 I-G-R-H R-K-R-II-R-K 11,000

15.2 200 12 4 0.019 I-G-R-H-R-KR-H-R-K 17,000

16.0 263 13.4 4 0.0,10 I-G-K (prestress) 15,280

18.8 175 13.5 2.5 0.017 I-K (prestress) 18,900

9.2 526 12.1 3.6 0.035 I-G-K (prestress) 14,000

(Est)

22 167 12.1 2.5 0.017 I-K (prestress) 19,600

15 370 12 4/13,5 0.01 I-G-H-K-H--K 12,000

15 209 12 4.1 0.02 I-G-H-K-H-K 17,000

30 308 12 5.5 0.02 I-G-H-K-H-K 14,300

15.2 208 12 4 0.022 I-G-R-H-K--R-H-K 17,000

22.5 330 12 5.7 0.021 I-G-R-H-K-R--H-I{ 13,800

45 227 12 4 0.12 I-K-R-H-K 17,000

0 203 12.5 4.3 0.02 I-GR-H-K-R-H-K 17,000

20 270 12.5 5.1 0.031 I-G-R-H--K--R-H-K 15,000

39.9 362 12.5 6.5 0.037 I-G-R-II-K-R-H-K 13,300

0 199 11.5 4.2 0.018 I-G-R-FI-K-R-H-K 17,000

20 250 11.5 4.5 0.02 I-G--R-H-K-R-H-K 16,000

40 320 11.5 5.5 0.02 I-G-R--H-K R-H-K 14,500

0 197 13.5 4.1 0.025 I-G-R-H-K-R-H-K 17,000

39.6 400 13.5 7 0.023 I-G-R--H-K-R-H-K 12,900

a

I

TABLE 1-4. WHEEL STRESS ANALYSIS RESULTS	 C 
I

Notes:
I: Iron
G: Graphite
R Elastomer
II: Honeycomb
K: Kevlar

All wheels: 48 in. OD

Energy store: 10 kWh
Working Stress:

Kevlar 49 = 225 ksi
Honeycomb = 500 psi
Graphite = 120 Icsi

1-18
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Figure 1-12. Suspension system block diagram.

TABLE 1-5. AXIAL AND RADIAL LOOP PARAMETERS

Parameter Axial Radial

Gain 96.3 dB 78.9 dB

Crossover Frequency 500 rad/s. 168 rad/s.

Phase Margin 540 550

P. M. Bearing Spring -59,500-lb/in. - 592 500 sin
g a lb /in.

Constant

Motor Fld. Spring Constant 0 - 59 
4 
00 

sin 2 a lb/in.

Axial Defl. for Twice 11. S mil-in. —
Weight

Total Spring Constant +59,500 lb/in. -x7970 lb/in.
S 0.6

1-19
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I

o	 Parallel tie--line operation

r Motor harmonic impedance high

• No filtering between converter and m-g.

Motor configuration 2A-1 (Figure 1-12) was used for the analysis.

The Westinghouse R&D Center Systems Analysis Group consulted on the subsystem
design and cost estimate. The elemental schematic of the system is shown in Figures
1-13, 1-14, and 1-15.

The high frequencies involved and the high-efficiency requirement leads to
a double-conversion transistor voltage and current fed scheme as shown in Figure
1-13 with switch details shown in Figures 1-14 and 1-15. The cost of this system in
the 1980-1955 time frame is very high and becomes a principal consideration in the
application of energy wheels. A detailed discussion leading to choice of power converter
subsystem appears in Appendix D.

5. Vacuum Housing, Base, and Isolation

These topics have been treated lightly because they are low--risk items with
little impact on systems optimization and costs.

The vacuum housing shown in sketch SK--2294234 is overdesigned for a vacuum
pressure of 10 -5 torr. The housing and support structure is made of fiber glass mat
(to eliminate magnetic losses due to stray fields from the suspension and m-g systems)
and sheathed on the outside with butyl rubber to provide a low-leak barrier. The
housing has no openings, hence a small vacuum pump operating intermittently can
provide the vacuum pressure.

The housing is supported by shock mounts to provide isolation from seismic and
local noise (traffic, etc.). Low-frequency earthquake shock waves can be handled by
the magnetic suspension. One alternative view is that the housing can be bolted solidly
to the base structure because normal seismic noise is likely to have a small effect
on suspension power expenditure. Some supporting information is contained in
Appendix E.
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Figure 1-13. Elemental schematic diagram of complete double conversion system. 	 I
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a. Elemental schematic diagram of voltage-fed converter.

b. Switch details.
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b. Switch details.
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a. Elemental schematic diagram of current-fed converter.

3

Figure 1--15. Current-fed converter schematic diagrams.
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Section TT

LOSSES AND SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

Energy losses are encountered in the suspension and motor-generator (m-g)
subsystems. The determinants of losses are shown in Table 2-1, and the localized
hardware-based sources of losses in Table 2-2.

When the wheel is in neutral equilibrium, the Virtual Zero Power (VZP) suspen-
sion system does not require electrical power if the magnetic bearings have symmetry.
The magnetic field in the gaps does not vary as the wheel rotates; hence, the metal in
the electromagnet circuits will not be exposed to time-varying coercive fields. How-
ever, Group I causes in Table 2-1 will in fact result in dB/dt variations and hence
eddy-current and hysteresis losses. Group II imposed inertial forces require that
the suspension system expend power also in countering these mechanical noises.
Group III are first--order determinants of losses, controllable through fundamental
design decisions. And Group IV determinants are, in the main, independent variables
that tend to determine the absolute value of the losses.

Accurate determination cf losses is rendered difficult because of the complex
nature of the operating environment. For example, the magnetic induction in the rim
metal is modulated in a complex manner. All suspension system magnetic changes
occur mainly in the first B--H quadrant at high fre , ;ncies. The hysteresis and eddy-
current losses are determined by:

• The effective permeability

• Power spectrum of frequencies contained in the variations in magnetic
induction

• Range of variation in the magnetic induction about the normal bias values

•	 Magnitude and distribution of instantaneous flux density across the thickness
of the laminations

• Magnetic property changes due to physical stresses in the rim metal

• Other causes.

Input values for the determinants marked with asterisks in Table 2-1 are not
obtainable during the design phase for the computation of losses. Conservative
assumptions can be made, based on. manufacturer's measured bulk properties,
manufacturing experience, etc., and losses computed from these assumptions.
This procedure has the merit of permitting estimates to be made, but will not lead
to an accurate determination of absolute losses a priori.
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TABLE 2--1. MECHANICAL CAPACITOR; DETERMINANTS OF SYSTEM LOSSES

First

Order
Second

Order

Group I - Physical Causes

*Wheel Dimensional Variations X
*Wheel Unbalance X
*Electromagnet Assembly Magnetic

Variations X
*Magnet Variations X
*Soft Iron Variations x
*Sensor Noise X

Group II - Inertial Sources

Earth Rotation N
*Seismic Noise X
* Motor-Gen, -- Suspension System X

Cross Tally Forces
*T.ocal Noise X

Group III - Miscellaneous

Basic Choice of M-G and PCU Con-
figurations X

Stray & Residual X

Group IV - Performance Related

Speed X
M-G Diameter X
Suspension (Bearing) Diameter X
Wheel Weight X
System Operating Cycle

(Energy and Power Profiles) X

In addition to the losses enumerated, stray fields from the magnetic suspension
system and motor-generator can interact with the vacuum housing and supports if
these are made of ferrous metals, aluminum, etc.

Following are estimates based on the foregoing loss sources.

N
iS
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TABLE 2-2, MECHANICAL CAPACITOR; POWER LOSS SOURCES
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1. Suspension Subsystem

a. Electromagnets

?R

Eddy Current

Hysteresis

b. Keepers and Other Metals

Eddy Current

Hysteresis

c. Electrical & Electric Circuits and Components

I 2

d. Quiescent Power

I2R

2. M-G

a. Rotor Magnets & Circuit Elements

Hysterisis

Eddy Current

b. Stator

I2R

Hysterisis

Eddy Current

3. Harnesses

?R

4. Power Conditioner Unit

I2R and Magnetic Losses



A. SUSPENSION SUBSYSTEM LOSSES

1. Dimensional Variations Effects

The effect of wh1j1 dimension variations is to cause variations in the gap 	 r
field. The slope of the gap field flux, from the test electromagnet data in Table B--1, 	 -

4.20 - 1.95Appendix B is	 0 04	 5. 6 kilograms/in. If wheel out of round and out of

flat is ±0.002 in. , the B variation is 5400 x 0.002 = X10.8 at a once around frequency.

2. Effect of Unbalance

If the maximum unbalance is 0.0003 in. (from the SOW) the B field vari-
ation is: 5400 x . 003 = }16.2 gauss.

i
The effect of these small variations in the gap field should be negligible,

compared to other losses determined in the following page ,;.	 -

3. Electromagnet Variations

These include magnet variations and soft iron variations. Variations in
the magnetic properties of the electromagnets (EMs), magnetic, and soft iron circuit
elements can cause dB/dt changes under steady-state operation. With high quality 	 i
materials, the variation in the biasedgap field may be held to ±5%. The nature of
the variations seen by the rim soft magnetic material, however, is not known a
priori. If a sinusoidal variation is assumed with a wavelength of 4.3 x the keeper
width, or approximately 5.6 in., the field will vary with a frequency as follows:

wheel frequency x keeper diameter x 7r /2.6

for wheel frequency of 17, 000 rpm and keeper diameter of 26 in. approximately,

f 1 6000 x 566 _ 4.1 kHz

The metal on the wheel (the moving portion of the electromagnet circuit) sees an
external do field due to the biased EMs and an ac field due to the variations men- J:
tioned, The hysteresis loop that results appears like Figure 2-1. The loop is
in the first quadrant of the B-H characteristic curve.

The trued dynamic environment is considerably more complex becauseYn	Y	 p
the assumed sinusoidal ac circuit fieid component is, in fact, made of many fre-
quencies and strengths and can result in many interior hysteresis loops as shown in
Figure 2--2(d) (first quadrant), taken from Reference 4.

y

1
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It is assumed the small interior loop is 5% of the complete loop, also that
the keeper is made of laminated Metglas 2605 whose bulk loss characteristics are
shown in Table 2-3. The loss in the suspension keeper is then:

W (.!1 I. 
G fl )

 I.4 ti/p1
Loss (Watts) = 2.2 B

	 f	 t /p	
x 0. 1

0	 0	 2 2

The keeper weight is 0.290 x 1.32 x 26 n x 2 x 0.20 = 12.5 lbs. The lamina-
tion thickness is 0.002 in.

^ ]..6	 1.4
Loss (W)	 12.5	 250 )	 • o	 x 1 x 0.1

	

2.2	 000

= 0.44 watt.

The loss in the soft iron EM cores will be much less due to the low duty factor and
the lower frequencies of induction due to coil current modulation.

The above loss dominates all magnetic losses from causes in Paragraphs A.1
through A. 3 in the no load wheel condition. The uncertainty in the estimate must be
emphasized.

4. Other Effects

The suspension servo loop must deal with earth rotation, seismic noise,
sensor noise, and unbalance motor forces. However, the last named loss determinant
does not apply to m-g configuration 2A-1, which does not produce cross--talk forces
affecting the suspension system.

The effects of the remaining loss determinants are small. The first is
determinable; the others could be specified for the design and evaluated in a simulation
of the suspension system to determine power requirements. However, this analysis
is beyond the scope of the study.

For preliminary design, it is assumed that in steady-state operation, a 5%
gap fie Id modulation at a once-around rate is required to counter the inertial forces
and sensor noise. The loss calculated, as before, is then approximately 0. 44 watt.
The electromagnetic power losses must also be accounted for.

*5% modulation.

2-7
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TABLE 2--3. SOFT MAGNETIC METALS FOR ENERGY WHEEL BEARINGS

	Material	 Watts/KG Hysteresis and Eddy Current
(2 Mils Thick)	 Loss at Frequency and Induction Noted

60 Hz	 103 Hz	 104 Hz
13,000 Gauss	 1000 Gauss	 1000 Gauss

50% Silicon Iron	 1.5	 0.26	 7.0

50% Nickel Iron	 0.77	 0.22	 5.5

2605 Metglas*	 0.53	 0.10	 2.9

*The resistivity is 125 pohm cm.

In general, at the higher frequencies, METGLAS 2605 losses vary from
those shown as:

	

B	 1.6	 f	 1.4	 t1/

	

1	 1	 Po	B0	
f0o

_^ /

0

where B is the magnetic induction, f is the frequenr;y, and t and p the thick-
ness and resistivity, respectively.

The EM assemblies have 473 turns of No. 26 AWG copper wire. The length
of the coils is 477 x 19/12 x 32 = 24168 ft; for No. 26, R = 41.6 ohms/1000 ft.

Rtotal = 41.6 x 24.2 = 1006 ohms

Assume 5%q of full current or 0.15 ampere:

Average ?R = (0.15 x 0.707) 2 x 1006 = 11.31 watts.

Hence, in the idling condition, the wheel suspension system loss is: 0.88 + 11.31 =
12.2 watts.

5. Motor-Generator Losses

The motor-generator is a 3-phase, delta-connected, electronically com-
mutated configuration with an ironless armature. In the coast phase, the motor-
generator losses should be approximately zero, because the fixed field (which is part
of the wheel) is not acting on any fixed-stator soft magnetic material.



tore windings. These losses are ignored in conventional motor design, but ought to
be considered in an energy wlaeel system sensitive to 'friction' while in the coast con-

?	 dition. An upper bound estimate of losses made in Technical Note 2-1 'Upper Bound
Eddy Current Losses' * is 74 watts. A reasonable assumption is 10% of this value
or 7.4 watts, approximately.

-	 The remaining motor-generator losses have been determined in Appendix C.
A summary appears in Table 2-4.

These losses are based on a 28 -pole, 11, 000-rpm motor-generator.	 The
design wheel speed was later changed to 17, 000 rpm and the number of motor--
generator poles reduced proportionately to maintain commutation switching speeds. t	 ^
Accordingly, eddy-current and hysteresis losses will remain, to a first approxima-
tion, the same as do the armature and field currents. 	 However, the number of field
coils is reduced.	 Therefore, the I2R losses are reduced by the pole ratio or 18/28.
Table 2-5 lists the revised losses. The armature eddy-current loss is accounted
for also.

6.	 Power Conditioning Losses

Efficien,;y calculations for both variable-voltage and cons.-xt-voltage
motor-generators are displayed in Figures 2-3 and 2-4. 	 It can be seen that efficiencies
hold up quite well ;sown to a 40 to 50% load, but fall off quite rapidly below that level.

_	 -

This behavior can be explained quite simply.	 There are, in essence, three
1

categories of loss in power conversion equipment, as follows:

(1)	 12  Loss - A loss component proportional to the square of the rms
-	 current in transformer and reactor windings, in busses and connections,

and to an approximation, in a portion of the conducting drop of
semiconductor devices.

(2)	 A loss component directly proportional to current, mainly in the switch-
ing losses of semiconductor devices and losses due to voltage transient
protection therefor. These losses are also,, in general, a function of
voltage level and switching rate (operating frequency). Also, a portion
of semiconductor conducting loss is, to an approximation, directly
proportional to current level.

(3)	 "Constant losses", mainly from two factors - the excitation losses of
`	 magnetic components (transformers and reactors) and the losses of

R-C "snubbers" used to control dV/dt and transient voltage phenomena a

as applied to semiconductor devices. These latter are also, in general,
-	 dependent on voltage level and switching rate.

*Found at the end of this Section.
I
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Note: Eddy current armature wire losses not included.

2 -1.0

Charge Coast Low Power high Power
From 50% to zero Input Intermittent Op. 15 kW (rated
100% rated & Output at 10% rated power) During
speed in 6 Power for power to 60% last hour down

hours 6 hours Rated Speed to 507o Speed
in 9 hrs.

2.	 M/G I

- Stator

?RR 0.15 - .30 -- , 83 77.8 - 120.80
Eddy Current 12.5 - 33.0 33.0 33.0 - 16.20 16.20 - 32.55
Hysterisis

- Rotor

EddyCurrent
Hysterisis

Total Losses: 12.7 - 33.2 33.0 33.3 - 17.0 94.0-133.4

2.	 M/G 2A-2

- Stator

12R .25 _ .5 -1.4 135.2 - 194.7
Eddy Current - - -- -
Hysterisis

- Rotor

Eddy Current - - - -
Hysterisis

Total Losses: 0.3 - 0.5 - 1,4 135.2 - 194.7

2.	 M/G 3

- Stator

0.5 - 2.1 233.8
Eddy Current - - - -
Hysterisis

- Rotor

Eddy Current 12.3 -22.9 22.9 22.9 - 6.2 6.2 - 12.30
Hysterisis 200.0 - 64.3 64.3 -200 .

Total Losses: 12.8 -23.4 22.9 225,0 -72.6 304.3 - 446.1

2.	 M/G 4

- Stator

12R 1.0 - 4.4 451.0
Eddy Current - -- -- -
Hysterisis

- Rotor

Eddy Current 12.3 -22.9 2219 22.9 - 6.2 6.2 -12.30
Hysterisis 200 -64.3 64.3 -200.0

Total Losses: 13.3 -23.9 22.9 227.3 -74.9 521.E	 .663.3

a

a
I
i

3



TABLE 2-5. MOTOR-GENERATOR LOSSES ([WATTS)
(17, 000 RPM RATED SPEED, 18 POLES)

Charge Coast Low Power High Power

From 50%p to Zero Input Intermittent Op. 15 €tw (rated
100% rated & Output at 10% rated power) During
speed in 8 Power for power to 60% last hour down

hours 6 hours Rated Speed to 50% Speed
in 9 hours

2.	 M/G 1

- Stator

I2R 0.10 0.19-0.53 50- 77.7
Eddy Current 12.5 -33.0 33.0 33 -- 16.2 16.2 - 12.5
Hysteresis

- Rotor

Eddy Current
Hysteresis

Total Losses: 12.6 -33.1 33.0 33.2 - 16.7 66.2 - 90.2

2.	 M/G 2A-1

- Stator

12R 0.16 0.32-.90 86.9-125.2
Eddy Current
Hysteresis
Eddy Current 3.8 - 7.5 7.5 7.5 -4.5 4.5 -3.8

(A rmatnre)

Total Losses 4.0 - 7.7 7.5 7.8 -5.4 91.4 - 129,10

2.	 M/G 3

- Stator

12 0.32 1.35 150.3
Eddy Current
Hysteresis

Rotor

Eddy= Current
Hysteresis 12.3 -22.9 22.9 22.9 -6.2 6.2 - 12.3

- Field Coil 200.0 - 64.3 64.3 -200.0

Total Losses 12.6 -23.2 22.9 223.3 - 71.9 220.8 - 362.6

2.	 M/G 4

- Stator

I2R 0.67 2.8 289.9
Eddy Current
Hysteresis

- Rotor

Eddy Current 12.3 - 22.9 22.9 22.9 - 6.2 6.2 - 12.30
Hysteresis

- Field Coil 200 - 64.3 64.3 - Fi g	u

Total Losses: 13.0 -23.6 22.9 225.7- 73.3 350.4 - 3C2.2
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Figure 2-3. Efficiency vs. loading for power conversion equipment
Flywheel Energy Storage application, variable voltage.
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ITigure 2-4. Efficiency vs. loading for power conversion equipment -
Flywheel Energy Storage application, constant voltage.
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The "constant" loss contributions are, obviously, responsible for the drastic
reductions in efficiency at light loads. Since there is very little that can be done to re-
duce these losses in equipment designed for a given power level, there is little prospect
of improving the light-load efficiency to any significant degree.

Observing the curves for a variable voltage (fixed field) machine, the reduc-
tion in I2  and I--proportional losses at full voltage, full speed (and hence half current)
more than offsets the increases in voltage-dependent, switching--rate-dependent losses
that occur as compared to the half voltage, half speed, and full rated current condi-
tion. Comparing to the curves for a constant voltage (controlled field) machine, the
increase in frequency-dependent losses there causes a reduction in efficiency as machine
speed increases, the current being essentially constant at any given load level.

The efficiencies for a constant-voltage machine lie between those for vari-
able voltage operation - while not so good as for the high voltage (curve I) condition,
they are better than is obtained at low voltage (curve H).

The curves indicate that good efficiency over a very wide load range could be
obtained by using two converters, one rated at about 75'7r, and the other at about 25%
of system requirements, and operating with an appropriate strategy. This approach is,
in general, going to add considerably to the cost of the equipment; however, energy
costs may be high enough to justify its adoption.

Of the system components, the major loss contributors are the input trans-
former, whirr is also responsible for much of the "constant" loss contribution, and
the high-frequency self-commutated (transistorized) machine converter. While the
biggest single factor in that element's losses is transistor conduction loss, transistor
switching loss, transient overvoltage protection loss, and dV/dt control loss combiner]
make up an equally important contribution. The 60-Hz converter and do reactor losses
are, by comparison, relatively minor contributors.

Some improvements in efficiency could be made, then, by reducing the fre-
quency of the machine's generated voltages and/or improved switching transistor
characteristics (in all respects - saturation voltage, rise and fall times, and switching
voltage capabilities). However, the input transformer contributes 1/3 to 1/2 of
all loss, and thus dramatic improvements in efficiency are unlikely unless a transformerless
scheme is adopted. The hazards of such an approach make it seem unlikely that it would,
be acceptable.

Some key electrical design parameters of the conversion equipment are as
follows:

Machine Frequency - 1283 to 2567 Hz

®	 Machine Voltage (Variable) -- 131 to 263 V rms (line-to--line)

2-13
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0 Machine Voltage (Fined) - 131 V rms (line-to-line) E

• DC Link Voltage (Variable) -- 170 to 340 V

o DC Voltage (Fixed) - 170 V

• Average do Link Current (Variable) - 52 to 104 A

• Average do Link Current (Fixed)- 104 A

® Transistor. Peak Current Assuming 0.75 pF Machine Loading On
Converter - 145 A Max. +'

• Transistor Conduction Angle - 138.6 Degrees

a Transistor Switching Current, Peak - 96 A Max.

• Diode Conduction Angle - 41.4 Degrees

® Transistor Average Current - 40.4 A Max.

® Diode Average Current - 5.8 A Max.

® DC Link Capacitor (Variable Voltage Version) - 6000 pF'

• DC Link Ca, acitor (Fixed Voltage Version) - 33, 000 pF

® DC Link Reactor (Variable Voltage Version) - 2.28 mH @ 104 A'
to 39mH@6A

• DC Link Reactor (Fixed Vo' `age Version) - 0.4 mH @ 104 A
to 3.6 mH @ 12 A (Swinging chokes are necessary)

m Transistor and Diode Voltage Ratings:

Variable Voltagf, Version - 600 V

Fixed Voltage Version - 400 V

• 60-Hz Converter Line Voltage:

Variable Voltage Version - 344 V

Fixed Voltage Version -- 175 V

• Thyristor Average Current - 35 A Max.

• Thyristor Peak Current - 105 A Max.

• Thyristor Conduction Angle - 120 Degrees 3.

® Thyristor Voltage Ratings:

Variable Voltage Version - 1200 V

Fixed Voltage Version - 800 V

® Input Transformer kVA Ratings (nearest standard)

Variable Voltage Version - 50 kVA

Fixed Voltage Version - 25 kVA
h
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7. System Efficiency

System efficiency is defined for a 24-hour cycle. The ratio of energy ex-
tracted to that supplied, for the 24-hour cycle, should be greater than 60%. The primary
losses in the enery Wheel system are caused by the magnetic suspension, the motor
generator, and the power converter.

Table 2-6 contains a summary of the losses for motor-generator 2A-1 and
the suspension. These values are used in this determination of system efficiency.

r
TABLE 2-6. POWER LOSS SUMMARY; M--G 2A-1 AND SUSPENSION

Charge Coast Low Power High Power
From 50% to Zero Input Intermittent Op. 15 kW (rated)
io0% rated & Output at 10%p rated power) During
Speed in 8 Power for power to 60% last hour down

hours 6 hours Rated Speed to 50% Speed
In 9 hours

1,	 Suspension

- Electromagnets

12R 11.31 11.31 11.31 11.31
Eddy Current - - - -
Hysterisis

- Keepers

Eddy Current 0.44 -0.88 0.88 0.88 - 0.54 0.54 -0.44
Hysterisis j

- Sensor &
Electronics 6.0 6.0- 6.0 6.0

Subtotal 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0

Z.	 M/G

- Stator

121t 0.16 - 0.32 - 0.90 86.9 - 125.2
Eddy Current

(Armature) 3.8 - 7.5 7.5 7.5 -.4.5 4.5 - 3.8
Hysterisis - - - -

- Rotor

Eddy Current -
Hysterisis	 !?

Subtotal 4.0 - 7.7 7.5 7.5 - 5.4 Q'	 E - 129.10

Total 22.0 -25.7 25.5 25.5 - 23.4 109.4 - 147.1
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a, Spin-Up - 8 Hours

The average power is approximately 0. 625 2 1.25 or 0.9375 kW

Average power loss is approximately (4.0 + [0.70 x 3.7]) + 18 = 24.6 W

Power converter efficiency =_ 55%

Input energy = (937.50+ 5 .6) x8 = 14.08 W--?^lr

14, 008 - 7.5Efficiency = 1 -	 14.008 - 0.54 or 54%

This is clearly unacceptable. The low efficiency of the power converter
at low loads is the cease. The alternative is to charge the wheel at full load.

Average loss = (91.4 + [0.7 x 37.6]) + 18 = 136 W

Power Converte r efficiency - 0.90

Power to wheel = 15 + 0.136 = 15.136 1cW

Charge time = 5. 
136

7.5 = 0.50 hr
15. 

Utility power input = 15.10
0.90 

= 16.817 kW

Utility energy input = 8.4087 1,,W-hrs

8.409 - 7.500Efficiency= 1 -	 8.40	 = 0.89 or 89%.

Clearly this method of charging is preferred.

b. Remaining Phases

The remaining phases are treated in like manner. The results are shown
in Table 2-7.

From Table 2-7 and this spin up :analysis, the combined losses are 3.218
kW-hr, per 2?: hr cycle. The system round trip efficiency is

1-3.218 =0.62 or 62%.
8.408

it is important to note that the low efficiency is due almost entirely to the power con-
verter. The wheel round trip efficiency alone is approximately 97 %.

2-16
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TABLE 2-7. OPERATIONAL PHASE EFFICIENCY

Actual time air)

Coast Intermittent Load Full Load

8 2.50 0.066

bosses - In. wheel (kW-hr) 0.153 0.050 0.009

Wheel EnergyorW-hr)
Start of period i	 10.000 9.847 3.600
End of period 9.847 3.600 2.500

Loss-Power Conversion
(kw-hr)
(70%U Efficienoy) 1.987
(90% Efficiency) 0.11

Efficiency 98.47% 68.20% 89.10(70
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Upper Bound Eddy Current Losses

Introduction:

Eddy current losses in the motor windings may be appreciable due to the .• j

relatively high surface speed of this design.
i

Therefore, a study was made to calculate upper bounds for this loss and to

see how it varies parametrically.

These upper bounds result in large power dissipation even when small diameter'

wires are 1pavalMsd to produce the required current carrying cross sectional

area.

A more rigorous analysis based on a three dimensional field approach utilizing #

Ma%vell's equations is needed as well as test data.

The motor windings experience 	 reversals as the rotor pulses move past }}

them.	 Each conductor in the coil experiences a flux gradient across its cross-

section, causing eddy currents.

Two cases have been studied; the field changes step wise and ramp wise.

In Fig. 1, the magnetic field moves from left to right across the conductor
a

of length 1 with side dimensions of xi .	 A square cross sectional wire was

chosen for convenience in analysis. 	 The induced voltage between the et.ds of the

shaded pesttnl^ea of the wire is

C

Iy1

1
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-, r2~ 3

This portion of the wire has a resistance

The regaining portion of the wire has a resistance
z
i

y^

i

From the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1, the power is
3

ZA- /Y- /V-

The resistance approaches zero as	 Z	 Q and 'tiC ? X l ?.

r?
Utilizing Eq.	 (5) and the relation

3

Y= ^a

2 -24
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Eq. (7) can be integrated to find the energy dissipation for a complete uni-

directional traversal.

n/

f	 L

n
n	 c^	 O

7

watt-sec. per conductor	 (9)

For a given current carrying capacity the motor winding will have a cross-

sectional area, A.

L
then	 1} - N` `̂	 (l0)

where N is the number of parallel conductors. Substituting into Eq. (9) from

Table 1 (N S units)	 j

watt-sec per conductor 	 (11)

G ^j /^ J a/ z^

r	 , 7	 /Zz	 n

	

' ^= `i'3 ff	 watt-sec for N parallel conductors

E _ .3082 watt sec.	 ONE	 #10 wire	 (12)

-	 E	 .01517 watt-sec. 	 ^-1 J	 =^C v h'^ 5

The energy per event given by 'Eqs. (12) and (13) must be converted to an average

power.
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= energy per event

^-= events per coil per p9le

(each coil has 2 sides; each pole, 2 edges)

m 18 poles per resolution
s

,̀ = 283.3 revolutions per sec.

	

/YL	 54 coils

Then Per 2Ea PS / VL	 (14)
it L'

Pavl 	 339,600 watts	 1	 - #10 wire

Pav2 a 16,711 watts	 413 - 436 wires

These eddy current losses are excessive and, therefore,another more

realistic upper bound model must be constructed. The obvious change is to

introduce a more realistic spatial flux function; i.e., replace the step with a
r	 ^

ramp.

Fig. 2 shows the geometry for a ramp function. It is assumed that the 	 y
a

gradient is small enougb that the end effects (conductor just leaving or enter-

ing the field) can be neglected. A gradient is developed as shown in Fig,. 2.

The do component of the field, common to all elements of the conductor, can be

neglected.

All elemental conductors are assumed terminated in a perfect conductor/ at

each end. Therefore, a terminal voltage, E, will exist due to all the elemental

conductors.

The induced voltage in an element at ^L is: (see Table 1 for symbols)

	

.-	 r -'K	 I
C^	 'fit	 (15)

3
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The total current must be zero:

'1C I

6

7	 ^

i

Z ^[Y--

-5--

then

f` ^ N ex
	 (16)

and	 ^i ^.^ .'^ ► ."`X

	

(17)	 +	

Zj

 

i^

The voltage across each elemental conductor is (substituting from Eq. 19 and 17)

(21)

l

The power dissipated in each element is

(22)

,i 	 (23)
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L	 A'IV.r.. /c

l Z
e-5	

N Y

^TM c

a '

Integrating from	 /VC. = 0	 /)L,	
"x

1

For a given total conductor cross sectional area, A,

14 = N -V 
rL

Substituting from Eq.(25)into Eq. (24)

I

	

L	

/L" >r A L

	

^.1	
_

Eq. (27) gives the eddy current power where the gradient is:

/Y—	 /Lr dr r't^
I,-

Substituting values from Table l into Eq. (27) for 413 parallel #36 copper wires;

P = 2.639 watts
	

(28)

This is the power dissipated while one side of the coil is traversing the field

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)



»i—

Therefore, the total average power is:

(7	 =	 V	 X 1 F5 X S ^{-- X Gz G121)

c	 \	 (29)z ; c

z^r
r	 l

^`.	 V+.	 2. E ^^1 Y.,/ t .^'FtiV J

P^ 4^	 f7 4-, z z
The average power varies inversely with the gradient distance

_	 L

since, although	 1L	 appears in the denominator of Eq. (27), the power is

dissipated for a longer time (Eq. 29).

The eddy current,-,power Loss (7+.22 watt) is excessive even though a rather

gradual gradient (0.5 inch) was used in the calculation. 	 Actual eddy current

losses will be less for several reasons:
s,c

-	 1.	 Increased resistance due to finite end resistance.

2.	 Increased resistance due to non—uniform current distribution.

3.	 Increased impedance due to inductive effects.

The upper bound losses are excessive such that a more rigorous analysis

based on Maxwell ' s field equations is warranted.

I

ai

1	 ^

i
s
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Rotor speed

Rotor	 rJ= 3 ^'1 S

v	 Rotor lineal speed

,A	 Cross sect.

area #10 wire

RPM

N E7E:: P.

Meter/sec.

Meter2

17,000

h	 y .

497.4

5.261 x 10-5
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ENERGY STORAGE WHEELS AND COMPETI rivE STORES

A. ENERGY WHEELS

Secondary energy storage is required in virtually all power systems because the
energy supply and demand are rarely matched in time and power. The secondary store
may be thought of as a buffer store. Figure 3-1 illustrates the use of an energy-wheel
system for acceptance of energy from time varying prime energy sources and delivery
to assumed loads.	 ?

The energy store requirements are established by system characteristics, including
the energy to be stored, the rates at which (power) energy is to be stored or extracted,
and the forms of , he energy supplied to and delivered by the store. Energy u heels are
one of an array of means for energy storage. Table 3-1 lists others. Of these, only
batteries are used extensively as stores. Super-conducting magnets, hydraulic pumped
storage, compressed gas storage, and fuel cells are under study for electrical utilities 	 -^
for power peaking. The choice in a particular power system depends on selection
criteria that may differ between systems. Two excellent studies (References 5 and 6)
report on the competitive aspects of some of these stores. In this study, the emphasis
is placed on energy wheel systems design and cost optimization, The competitive
position of wheel energy stores is treated in a peripheral fashion. However, it may be
instructive to note the "domain" of the object of this study relative to other primary and
secondary stores. In Figure 3--2, taken from Reference 7, the capability of advanced 	 z
energy wheels has been inserted. It appears that the energy wheel is operationally
competitive, particularly for high power density applications. The 'best' en( rgy wheels,
made of light, strong materials (such as the so-called engineering fibers like graphite,
fiberglass, and the aramids) are potentially capable of storing more energy per pound
than wheels made of traditional materials. In Table 3--2, a comparison is made of two
wheels, identical except for the density of the materials. If the maximum allowable
strength is the same for both, the lighter wheel is capable of storing more energy per
unit mass by a factor equal to the mass ratio m/ —M- or, n.

^

For materials with anisotropic physical strength properties, the comparison with
isotropic s tructural materials is more difficult to draw, but in the main, it has been 	 ` t
shown that the relationship still holds.



RCA	 Energy Wheel Store
Government and
Comm,ercia'. Systems

^'- CIVIL
HOME

25-75 KW HR.
HOSPITAL

WIND 1500-3000 KW HR.
INDUSTRIAL PARK

ENERGY WHEEL STORE 1000-3000 KW HR.
— —	 — — — — — — — — 1 SHOPPING MALL

3000-8000 KW HR.CONTROLLER	 I GENERATIOr4 STATIONS
PHOTO 100 MW HR.

VOLTAIC COMPUTER CENTERS
I	 ^ MILITARY

cj h10TOR/GEt: TACTICAL - PORTABLE
N 25--100 KIV HR.

COAL, OIL
POVJER ELECTRICAL	 UNDERSEA TOOL AND LIGHTS

AND NUCLEAR
CONVERTER LOAD	 10-50 KW HR.

'	 FUELED I	 I AIRCRAFT

GENERATION FLYWHEEL	 I 1-5 KW HR.
ISTATIONS	 JI

SPACE

^3 11

0.5--1.0 KW HR.

VEHICULAR
LINE-OFF-PEAK COMPACT CAR (100 MI)

30 KW HR.
INDUSTRIAL HANDLING

10 KW HR.PORTABLE BUSES, VANS, ETC.
50- 100 KW HR.

Figure 3-1. Energy wheel store.



Available Energy

Btu/lb Btu/f t3
Material Material

Thermal Energy

Heat of Fusion Only
Lithium Hydride (1256°F) 1,250 639900
Lithium Fluoride (1558'F) 450 73,000
Lithium Hydroxide (884°F) 378 33,700

Heat of Vaporization Only
Steam Accumulator (3000 psia at 695°F) 1,115 67, 500

Sensible Heat Only (2420-620°F)
Boron 996 206,800

Lithium (liquid) 991 28,750
Magnesium Oxide 539 120,300
Silicon Carbide 524 105,000
Silicon Dioxide 511 74,000

Sensible Heat and Change of State
Lithium. Hydride (1300-800'F) 29061 105,300
Lithium Fluoride (1900-800 0 F) 1,056 171,000
Lithium Hydroxide (1600-800"F) 1,057 94,100
Eutectic, 4/1 LiOH/LiF (1600-800 0 F) 1,033 981F 250

Electrical Energy

Batteries (for 15 h discharge)
Lead--acid 46.4 69960
Cadmium-Nickel 46.4 6,960
Silver-Cadmium 110 16,500
Silver-Zinc 110 16,500
Tape-Fed Battery 683 51,200a

Inductance

Superconducting Solenoidb 419 1,636

Mechanical Energyc

Compressed Solid (steel) 0.06 29
Compressed Liquidd (ether at 29,400 psia) 0.39 117
Compressed Gasd (air at 6, 000 psia) 28.94 3,200
Flywheel 204.78 17,690

aAssumed storage density: 75 lb/0
b125, 000 gauss coil storing 1.08 x 10 12 joules at 1.3 x 105 A/cm2 , volume

of core included.
cMetal stressed at 100, 000 psi in tension or 50, 000 psi in shear.
dIncludes weight of container.

Q,

y

9

^j

TABLE 3-1. FORMS OF SECONDARY ENERGY STORAGE
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Fig. 3-2. Energy and power capabilities of various devices,

TABLE 3-2a COMPARISON OF TWO DIMENSIONALLY IDENTICAL WHEELS
WITH DIFFERENT MATERIALS WITH THE SAME TENSILE
WORKING STRESS

Heavy Material Light Material

Mass, m m
m
n

Inertia, j mkt mkt
n

Speed, w w ^w

Stress, ft cmk2w2 cmk w 2
(by definition)

8

Momentum, j w xck2 w
2	 2xnk	 ^nw or	 ^''n	 n

Momentum./Mass k2 co k2w

Energy, 1/2 j w2 1/2 mkt w2 1/2 k2 nw2 or 1/2mk2w 2

Energy/Mass 1/2k2 w2 1/2nk2 w2
T

I?



1. Geometric and Material Tradeoffs for Rim

It is necessary to consider the relationships among geometry, material, and
speed that maximize the storage energy for a given system weight. The energy storage
in a rotating body per unit weight can be expressed as..

Q max
Ew = KW	 y ] , (in•)	 (3-1)

and energy per unit volume as

Qmax
Ev = Kv	 7	 (lb/in.2)	 (3-2)

where

Umax - working tensile strength, lb/in.2

7 = weight density, lb/in.3

KW, Kv = dimensionless geometric factors

The factor ( aznax/y) is also referred to as the specific strength of the ma-
terial. (To obtain Wh/lb and Wh/in. 3 , multiply E qns . 3 -1 and 3 -2 by 3.14 x 10-5
Whin. -lb.)

Within the framework of Eqns. 3-1 and 3-2, the comparison of energy wheels
is simplified by considering a materials factor and a shape factor, each of which can
be discussed separately. For preliminary matters, this approach is very useful, but
certain aspects of detail design blur the distinction somewhat, as will be shown later.

Historically, a handful of basic shapes practical for flywheel use have emerged.
Figure 3--3 (from Reference 8) displays the character of KW versus KV for some of
these practical shapes. At first glance, it would seem that the isotropic disc is the
obvious choice over a filament wound shape, but the available material properties tell
a different story. Table 3-3 gives representative values for a number of substances.
of the isotropic far."y, the solid, high-strength steel disc has the advantage, con-
sidering volume as well as weight. of the filament, or laminated family, the Kevlar
composite has the clear advantage for both cost and volume tradeoff.

If one compares energy storage for a high--strength steel wheel with that for
the Kevlar wheel (at approximately 5070 of the shape factor), it is discovered that,
pound for pound, the Kevlar wheel will outperform the steel wheel by a factor of
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Material

Density
(p)

(lb /in. 3)

Poisson's
patio

(y)

Ultimate
Tensile
(Ftu) ksi

Yield
'Tensile
(Fty) ksi

Working
Stress

I	 (a) Icsi

Specific

Q/A
Strength

(x:106)

Material
Cost

($/lb)

Normalized
Cost
($/ib)

1SN1-400 0.289 0.26 409 400 260 0.900 2.25 5.30
(Maraging Steel)

1SN1-300 0.289 0.30 307 300 200 0.062 2.25 6.89
(Maraging Steel)

4340 Steel 0.288 0.32 260 217 130 0.459 0.60 2.78

1040 Steel 0.288 0.30 87 5B 36 0.127 0.30 5.00

1020 Steel 0.283 0.30 68 43 25 0.088 0.30 7.23

Cast Iron 0.280 0.30 55 37 20 0.071 0.30 8.94

2021-TSI 0.103 0.33 62 52 26 0.252 0.53 4.45
(Aluminum)

2024-T851 0.100 0.33 66 58 35 0.350 0.50 3.03
(Aluminum)

6A1-4V 0.160 0.32 150 140 82 0.512 4.00 16.55
(Titanium)

E-Glass 0.075 0.29 200 - 67 0.890 0.42 1.00

S-Glass 0.072 0.29 260 87 1.210 0.75 1.31

KEVLA$ 49 (1) 0.050 0.30 350 - 225 4.500 3.00(2) 1.42

Sitka Spruce 0.015 19 - 10 0.67 0.20 0.63

Graphite Fiber(1) 0.061 - 120 1.97 15.00 16.10

Graphite Whisker (3) 0.060 1500 - 1080 18.00 200.00 23.50

Boron Filament/ 0.096 - 254 2.61 200.00 162.00
Aluminum

Music Wire 0.283 600 431 1.52

(1) in epoxy composite (60% fiber by volume)
(2) projected - 1975-77
(3) in epoxy composite (70% fiber by volume)
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Figure 3-3. Relationship of weight efficiency factor, K W , and volumetric
efficiency factor, Kv, for high performance flywheel designs.

about 2:1. Volumetrically, of course, it is the steel wheel that has approximately a
2:1 advantage. On a materials cost basis, the KevIar wheel will be less expensive
in dollars per unit energy stored.

Table 3-3 (from Reference 8) shows a few projected values of energy density
for certain storage configurations assumed to be stressed in their optimum configura-
tion.

Of course, the preceding discussion only establishes a trend, based on inherent
material and shape factors. Nothing has been said about manufacturing considerations,
geometric compromises, system weight, safety, life cycle costs, and the like, Each of
these additional factors tends to change the relative merit of a candidate systr-,m; trade-
offs have been continually made during the design process.

Inherent in the definition of both shape and material factors is the assumption
of theoretical uniformity. If the shape is manufactured with errors, or if the material
properties vary, then the energy storage capacity will also change. It comes as no
surprise that the performance of the wheel usually suffers, whatever the variation.

For utility system use, where life cycle cost is the overriding consideration,
the specific energy on a weight basis is the controlling factor, rather than volumetric
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efficiency. As the weight increases, the cost of material rises for the rim. At the
same time, the size of the suspension increases as well as the energy to run the
servos. All of this adds to system losses and, hence, life-cycle cost. The effect is
so critical that the commonly accepted outlook for energy wheels for utility use is
pessimistic. However, as in all matters, new developments can bring about a
re-examination of the competitive position of this type of store.

2. Magnetically Supported Energy Wheel

If, as shown, the thin-rim, circumferentially wound wheel is the best form
of store, practical considerations must be taken into account in the design of this
type.

If a shaft is used, the spokes, web or other means to support the thin rim
can only add weight, stress concentrations, and other effects that reduce the energy
density.

If the rim is magnetically supported, the support can be at the rim, but
design problems still remain. However, the use of magnetic bearings does appear
to lead to the most efficient configuration for maximum energy density.

Nevertheless, it is not the object here to make final judgments, It is generally
agreed that both types may find increasing use,

B. COMPETITIVE STORES

A detailed comparison with competitive stores has not been made for the applica-
tion being considered because it is not feasible to do so in the limited time available.

Reference 5 contains a table on page 1-19 (Table 3-4) listing comparative data for
nine stores sized for peak power application in electric utility systems. The findings
of that study are that battery systems are the choice for the period 1985-2000.

However, all energy stores are uneconomical if used on the customers premises
to satisfy the energy and power profile of this study. The total energy throughput
per 24 hours is 5,19 kW-hr approximately. If it is assumed that the cost of off-peak
charging electricity is $0.02 per kWh vs $0.05 per kW-hr for normal demand, the
electricity cost saved for 24 hours is $0.03 x 5. 19, or $0.154, Assuming a 21--year
life for the energy store, the cost of electricity is $1180, which must be compared to
the "cradle to grave" costs of the energy store.

t3-8
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Near Term Intermediate Term Long Term

Hydro
Compressed

Thermal
Lead Acid Advanced 'Hydrogen

Supercon-
Characteristics pumped Flywheel ducting

Steam	 OilStorage
Air Batteries batteries Storage

Magnetic

Commercial Before	 Before Before 1985-2000 1985-2000 1985-2000 Post 2000
Availability Present Present 1985	 1985 1985

Economic Plant Size 200-2000 200--2000 50-200	 50-200 20-50 20-50 10-50 20-50 Greater than
(MIVh or MW) MW A11W MW	 1111W MWh MWh MWh MW 10, 000 MWh

Power Related 90-160 100-210 150-250	 150-250 70-80 60-70 65-75 500-860 50--60
Costs (a) ($/kWh)

Storage Related 2-12 4-30 30-70	 10-15 65-110 20-60 100-300 6-15 30-140(c)
Costs (a) (.$/l.Wh)

Expected Life 50 20-25 25-90	 25-30 5-10 10--20 20-25 10-25 20--30
(Years)

Effieiency (d)
(1/0) 70-75 (e) 65-75	 65-75 60-75 70-80 70-85 40-50 70-85

Construction Lead
Time (Years) 8-12 3--12 5-12(n	 5-12 (f) 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 8-12

(a) Constant 1975 dollars; does not include cost of money during construction.
(b) Could be considerably higher.
(c) These numbers are very preliminary.
(d)	 Electric energy out to electric energy in, in percent,
(e) Heat rate of 4200-3500 Btu/kWh and compressed air pumping requirements from

0.58 to 0, 80 kWh (nut).
(f)	 Long lead time includes construction of main power plant.

Caveat - Data applies only to designs as considered in the study.
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Seotion IV

COSTS

The objective of the study is to determine the lowest cost Mechanical Capacitor
system that meets the performance requirements. 	 r

The cost of an energy system is the sum of the costs of the subsystems and the 	 !
integration and test costs. Some of the costs are independent of scale, but sensor 	 !	 ,
system costs (sensors, signal processing, etc. ) and some other costs are not. Table
4-1 is an initial estimate of the effects of scale on component costs. All costs axe
subject also to the experience curve of production.

The baseline production for cost estimates was assumed to be 1, 000 systems per
year.

Costs were determined in two ways: bottom up and top down. The bottom up
estimates are based on costs estimated by RCA, and by suppliers, for theyear 1985,
and takes into account the suppliers estimates of their 'learning experience' and
projected markets for their products. The year 1985 is the estimated date for the
first use of an operational Mechanical Capacitor. All dollars are on a 1977 base.
The costs of materials are listed in Table 4-2 for 1977 and 1985. Using these costs,
and motor-generator and PCU estimates from Inland Motors and Westinghouse Electric,
the system costs are shown in Table 4-3.

The costs for the system, under the assumption of limited production (1000 per
year or 83 per month approximately) is high. These costs do not include authorization.
of R&D, tooling, and other costs, taken into account in the top down estimate.

The top down estimates were generated through the use of PRICE - a cost model-
ing technique described in the Technical Note in Appendix H.

The comparable center cost (the estimated range is ±6% of center costs) for the
Mechanical Capacitor system, drawn on the same basis as the bottom up estimate,
is $22,134 (compared to the bottom up estimate of $18, 950). The total cost, including
authorization of development, production engineering, tooling, and test equipment is
$30,217.

The total cost for 10, 000 per year is $16,098 per system, which shows clearly
the effect of the learning experience.

4-1	
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Material Fabrication

Wheel Kwm X Pe Kw X (Pe) 0. 9f

Suspension

Electrical (power) Ksepm X Pe Ksepf X (Pe)0. 9

Electronics (info) Kselm X 1 Ksel f X l

Mf G Kgm X Pp Kg f X (Pp) 0.9

PCU KpcuIn X Pp Kpcuf X Pp

Vacuum Housing Kvm X Pe Kvf X (Pe)0. 9

Base Kbm X Pe Kb  X (Pe) O. 9

Vacuum Pump Kupm X Pe - -

Power Controls Kcm X (Pe) 0. 9 Kc f X (Pe) 0. 9

K	 = Production, cost of point design

Pe	 = Pear Energy ratio

Pp = Peak Power ratio

A PRICE computer printout for one subsystem and for the complete system are
shown as Figure 4-1.

It can be seen from Table 4--3 that in the case of the system studied, the power
conditioning costs dominate systems costs. The high speed of the motor-generator
and the requirement that the system accept and deliver 3-phase electrical power,
determines the PCU configuration, and hence the costs.



TABLE 4--2. SOME PROJECTED COSTS OF PURCHASED MATERIALS

9

1977 1985 Source

Kevlar 49 $8.5/lb $4. 5/lb* DuPont

Honeycomb (Aircraft grade) 6. 8/lb 6. 8/lb Hexcel

Graphite Fiber 35/lb 7. 5/lb Celanese

Resin 1/lb 1/lb RCA

Elastonmr 1. 4/1b 1.4/lb RCA

Electromagnet Cores 2/lb 2/lb RCA

Samarium Cobalt 30/lb 30/lb Strnat/univ.
Permanent Magnets of Dayton

Wire No. 26 31/1000 ft. 31/1000 ft. Adelphi

Wire No. 16 96/1000 ft. 96/1000 ft. Adelphi

Eddy Current Sensors 435/unit 200-350/ Kaman
unit

Drivers & Electronics 482/2 sets 482/2 sets RCA (IR&D
of servos of servos Project

estimate)

Dynel (Engr. Plastic) 1.40/lb 1.40/lb RCA

Fiberglas Mat and 0. 50/lb 0.50Ab RCA
Polyester Resin..

Low Carbon Steel 0.20/1b 0.20/lb Materials
Selector

Vacuum Pump $415/unit $243/unit Sergeant
Welch

*Based on presently forecasted markets

r

j
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TABLE 4-3. SYSTEM COST FOR 1, 000 PER YEAR PRODUCTION

Wt. , lbs. $Mat. $Fab. $Assern. $Test

Rim

Resin 39 39
Graphite 12 434
Kevlar 121 544
Honeycomb 4 27 200
EI astomer 1 2
PMs 9 258
Keepers (Soft Iron) 14 28

200 1332

Suspension

Ems 59 118
124PMs 3 75 0 0

Sensors 6 1650
0 

Electronics ---- 241
623 o d

(purchased) 68 2084 e

Motor--Generator 17 942
(purchased) (less PMs)

^ M
Harness

sg ^

Wire, etc. 10 100 100 a
Vacuum Housing

Cd
Cd

Cq

Enclosure 200 100 200
Pump 20 243 ---

(purchased)

Base 100 100 200

Housing 100 100 200

PCU 20 11400

735 16401 1647 600 300

Costs	 W $18, 950
Coat/wt - hr = $1. 90
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Section V

APPLICATIONS

A. GENERAL

Although the application originally chosen falls short of a good 'fit s for energy
wheels, there arc others that will meet the requirements. Some effort was undertaken
in th.e last month of the study to determine more attractive applications. This is a
report of the findings.

The attractive features of magnetically supported energy wheels are:

Capability for high power density

Immunity to environment (wheel operates in closed vacuum system)

High system energy density

Absence of noise and effluents

Long life

Potential for low maintenance

Table 5-1 lists some possible applications and a feature check indicating wheel charac-
teristics of value. It is seen that moving base applications capitalize on the energy
wheel's strong points. The tEconomic t column indicates, without analytical verification,
whether the application is believed to be an economic one. However, one application
has been examined in more depth -- the small energy-wheel electric car whose require-
ments are listed in the last line of Table 5-2. This application has energy and power
requirements close to the point design of the study. Further, the power conditioning
.requirements are less restrictive.	 a

It is assumed that the charger is not part of the vehicle, and --at the energy wheel
generator delivers power to a do load (motors at the wheels) .

The energy wheel electric car competes with the battery-electric car, which it
resembles in all respects except for the type of energy store.

P.

If automobile industry production is postulated at, say, 1, 000, 000 small cars per
year, the cost of the energy wheel system is as shown in Table 5--3 for production costs	 y
of 1, 000 and 1, 000, 000 per year. In arriving at these costs, the weight of the off-wheel

C H =;
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TABLE 5-1. MECHANICAL CAPACITOR APPLICATION'S

i

No Noise,
Lt. Environ. Effluent, Long Min. High Power

Economic Application Wt. Immunity Hazards Life Maint. Density
1 11

Fixed base
X e Emergency Power Supply (P.S.) - - - - - -

Supermarkets, Hospitals, etc.
X v Load Peaturg for utilities - - - X X -

X n Mine equipment X X X X X
X a Remote unattended windmills, - X - X X X

solar thermal
X a Military remote Base Secon- X X X X X X

dary P.S.

Moving base Spacecraft
X e Energy storage X X X X X X
X o Laser power X X X X X X

Aircraft
X e Landing gear X X X X X X
X a baser Power X X X - X X
X s Emergency power X X X - X X/-
X o RPV prime power X X X - X X

Land
9 Materials handling

X industrial - X X X X
X military X X X X X X
X a Car, truck, bus, etc. X X X X X X
X	 I e Subways X X X X X X

? 0 Trailared r.S. X X X X X X

X
0 Light army tank X X X X X X

? e Transportable
Welders (peak power) X X X X X X

X a Earth movers X X X X X X
X a Draglines - X X X X X

5r:a
X e Undersea ve;llcles X X X X X X
X • Power packs X X X X X X
X a Buoys (solar elec.) X X X X X
X a Catapu4s - - - X X
X	 I d Lasers X X X X - X

? a Ferry boat - - X X X
? o Harbor craft - - X X X
? s Merchant ship - - - X X X

Emergency power

r
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TABLE 5-2. ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Power, kw Cycle Life, Energy
Source/Load Min. /Hrs. Years StorageMax. Avg.

kW-Hrs.
Residential 3^% 110/220V 15 0.31 -/24 6 7.5

to ]w, 110/22011

Fork Lift 30, 110/220V 10 2.8 -/3 20 7.5
to do to

20

Laser Pump do to do 4, 000 to 1/- ? 80
10,000

UPS 30, 110/200V 1-7 ? * 20- small to
to 30, 110/ 40 3.5
220V

Small Car 30, 11.0/220V** 2i.4 3.5 -/24 21 16.2
to do

*Time for charged condition is variable. 	 Discharge time can vary from 10 seconds
to 1/2 hr. typically.

**Power supply converter is not part of car.

subsystems has been reduced in recognition of the fact that this is a vehicle application.
In arriving at the costs for 1, 000, 000 a year production rates, the procedure contained
in References 9 and 10 has been used. An experience curve slope of 90% has been
assumed (somewhat more conservative than the 85% slope assumed in the PRICE
analysis).

B. COMPARISON OF SMALL CAR COSTS OF OWNERSHIP

The required performance for an electric car has been taken from Reference 7.
Fable 5-4 has been taken from the reference and the axle power requirements used.
Acceleration has been set at 0 to 50 km/hr in 9 seconds rather than 10. Table 5-4 also
lists candidate batteries for electric cars and the authors projected performance esti-
mates. These data are for information only.

From Reference 11, the proposed battery goals for electric vehicles are as shown.
in Table 5-5, The comparable values for the Mechanical Capacitor have been added,

The estimated future costs of advanced batteries are listed also from Reference 5
for information.

ljl	 5-3	 . `



Wt., lbs.	 Mat. Fab. Assem. Test

Rim

Resin 83	 83
Graphite 27	 946
Kevlar 259	 1161
Honeycomb 9	 59 430
F lastomer 4	 6
PMs 18	 555
Keeper 30	 60 0 °0

430	 2870
o

Suspension
E ^

EMS 127	 254 254

PMs 5	 150 10
Sensors 1650 U
Electronics 10	 241 623r

III/G 37	 2025 ^^
Q m

Harness
Wire, etc. 10	 100 100

189	 4420

Vacuum F • °^ n ^ ^+

Enclosure 70	 70 140
Pump 5	 50

Mechanical Supports and
60	 60 180Suspension
135	 180

PCU 20	 1875
Subtotals 774	 9345 1737 600 300

$	 $	 $

TABLE 5-3. MECHANICAL CAPACITOR, SMALL CAR APPLICATION (1000 kg)

(System Cost for 1, 000 & 1, 000, 000/yr. Production*)

For 1000 per year production
costs = $12, 756.

3

Learning factor for 1, 000, 000 Production 0.345, so system average cost $4600
90% Learning Curve

*Not including wheel drive moor/generators.

h
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TABLE 5-4. r^)WER AND BATTERY REQUIREMENTS FOR
ELECTRIC VEHICLE

energy and power requ irements
for urban electric vehicles

energy consumption`
At Axle	 0.10 to 0.12 kW-h/T-km
From Battery	 0.14 to 0.17 kW-h/T-km
From Plug	 0.18 to 0 .23 kW- tt/T-km

peak power i equired (0 to Sit km/h. c. 10s)
At Axle	 18 to 20 kW'IT (Test ►r)
From Battery	 25 kW/T (Test M)

average power required
at axle	 from battery

urban driving (avg. 32 km / h) 3 to 3.5 kW/T 4 t 5 kW/T
50 km/h cruise	 3 to i.5 kW/T 4 to 5 kW/T

Those energy cons.mption figures corres000d to urban driving p*ones,
such as the Federal Register driving prefidd, and ropraeent an average
speed of abou! 32 km/h.

specific enargy and specific Rawer
requirements for electric_ vehi r-1	 batterfcs

under urban driving condilifins

battery welgh r ,	 apaNfie energy avnrage specific	 peak specido
percent of vehicle	 W-hfktg pne	 rir power

test weight	 (for e6 xm range) Wlkg Wfaq

20	 55-68 20.25 125
25	 44-54 16-20 100
30	 37-45 13-17 85

candidate batterles for electric vehicle propulsion

status projection

cell theor. zycle` cycle,
voltage W-h/kg W-h/kg W/kg" life W-h/kg' W/1(gh I.-f2 year°

2.1 175 20-40 50-100 300-)- 40-50 150-250 500-j- 1977
1,7 326 50 -65 100 -200 10o-i- 70.90 200.300 500+ 19713
1,4 267 30 -45 50 -100 Soo+ 45 - SO 100-20C 1000-j- 1978
1.2 720 s0 30 200 920 50 300 1978
2-1 825 65 60 [700 110 100 Soo 1979
2.1 753 80 150 1000-' 170-190 15,1-200 1000-)- 1935
2.3 1300 155 50 1000+- 200-220 150-200 1000-l- 1985

system

Pb/H,SO./FbO.
Zn/ KOHMOOH
Fe/KOH /N iOOH
Fe/KOH/Air
Zn/ZnCt:/Ct,
Pia/Na,O-X /tl,O:rS
Li/LICI-KC€/FeS-

a. Specific energy at 10 Wlkg
b. Peak specific power er maximum recommended specific powef.
c. Uccle life for deep aischarge (>60%).
d. Estimaled date for initial avaiiabiiily at protected performance.

These cycle lives are re presentative values for laboratory cells anti have not necessarily been demonstrated with light-
weight cells.

EF-PRUDUULBII, T)" ()F THE

ORIGINAL PAO.4 .I ACT
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TABLE 5-5, PROPOSED GOALS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE

Cell Performance

Battery Storage

Mark I	 Eventual

Mechanical-Electrical
Energy Storage

Mark I

Cycle Life 200-400	 700-1000 }} 100, 000

Specific Energy, W-hr/kg 110	 160 110

Specific Power, W/kg 110 (75)*	 200 200**

Discharge Period, hr 4	 4 As short as 1/2

Charge Period, hr 8	 8 As short as 1/2

Cell Cost

Cost for Initial Order, -

$ /kW -hr 2000 = 900
(1000 units)

Projected Cost, at a
Production Rate of 2000

MW-hr/yr, $/kW-hr -	 35-40 = 280

Storage-Road Efficiency 63% 85%

Schedule

Order 10/77 ?

Begin Tests 6/78 ?

Install 9 /7 8 ?

Test Prototype --	 1/81 ?

*For batteries rather than cells
**Design variable

R
For the energy-wheel electric car, the energy wheel requirements are as follows:

.^l a

* Assume wheel-to-road efficiency = 0, 85 (0.95 x 0.95 x 0.95) (Gen.) (Chopper)
(Motor)

* Assume 80% wheel discharge	 1

® Energy required for 100 km = 11 kW hr

Energy stored = 11/(0, 85 x 0.80) = 16.18 kW-hr
A
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Conversion efficiency (one way) = 0.'70 x 0.95 x 0.95

= 0.63

Battery cost is - $40/kW hr - lower limit (Refer Table 5 -6)

$75/!cW/hr -- upper limit (From R&D sources)

Cost of converter - $75/kW

Depth of discharge - 80%

Maintenance - 4%/yr of first cost

Battery life - 3 years

Battery salvage value - 5%

Fixed portion of system - salvage value = 50%

Electricity cost - $0.06/1cW-hr

10% cost of money (11% avg. for 3 or 4 years on straight line
amortization)

4 yr financing of non-battery portion of system

Cost of drive motor -- $1200

Cost of System for 21 yrs:

Total Cost = First cost + interest on non-battery portion for 4 yrs. + interest
on battery portion for sever. 3 -yr. periods + six sets of batteries +
electricity costs - salvage value of seven sett of batteries and fixed
portion of system.

= $27026 for $40/kW--hr batteries
= $33611 for $75/kW--hr batteries

5--7
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1

Type Operating
Temperatures (° C)

Suggested'
Approximate
Module Cost

($ /kWh)

Lead--Acid 20 -50 352-65

Sodium-Sulfur 300- 350 15--25

Lithium-Metal Sulfide 400 -450 30-35

Sodium-Chloride 180 - 210 15-25

Zinc-Chlorine 0 -- 80 12--30

Redox 20 - 50 30-353

Notes:

1.	 Further studies are required before the differences in the advaaced
systems can be used to distinguish between them. Assumes success
in R&D for advanced batteries.

2.	 Lower value estimate for an advanced battery module.

3.	 These estimates may be low and include a portion of power related
costs.	 Highly suspect.

D. COSTS FOR ENERGY WHEEL ELECTRIC CAR

Assume: E aergy wheel s ystem = 1.8 x wheel weight

Wheel energy density = 50 W--hr/lb

System energy density 50/1.8 = 27.8 W-hr/lb

Conversion efficiency = 0.95 x 0.95 x 0.95

(wheel to road)	 = 85%

System cost W $4600/16. 18 = $284/kW-hr

System life = 21 yrs.

20%n salvage at end of 1_fe

Maintenance = 17o/yr of first cost

5-8
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Assume: Car cost = $4500

Propulsion system -- 4500/3 = $1500

Life = 7 yrs.

No salvage value

Maintenance = 10%/yr of initial cost

Finance period - 4 yrs

Fuel economy - 30 mpg, daily mileage - 100 km
- 61 mi

System cost = first cost + interest for 4 yrs + maintenance + R-el

Cost at $0.60/gal gas = $17, 991

at $1.00/gal gas = $24, 225

at 1.40/gal gas = $30,458

The summary of costs are shown in Table 5--7.

TABLE 5-7. COST SUMMARY

a. Givi Car (1000 kg)

i

Trip distance

Energy/trip

Maximum power

Acceleration

Ice

$17,991 ($0 4 60/g fuel)

$24,225 ($1.00/g fuel)

$30,458 ($1.40/g fuel)

100 km

11 kW-hr

21.4 kW

0 to 50 km/hr in 9 sec.

$27,026 ($40/kw--hr)
	 $16,308

$33,611 ($75/kw--hr)

5-9/5-1010

b. Life Costs for GM Car Propulsion System

(21 yr s term)

Batteries	 Mechanical Capacitor





Section VI

PROBLEMS

The preliminary design and analysis of the Mechanical Capacitor requires a number
of assumptions, which should be replaced by firm engineering data before an operating
prototype is attempted. There are a number of subsidiary problems that require
solution by modeling, testing, or literature search. Following is a short review of the
more important problem areas:

A. RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF COMPOSITES

The long time behavior of Kevlar, graphite fiber and epoxy or elastomer composites
is not understood. The energy wheel will be under cycling, ever-present stresses
throughout its life. If it is balanced at the outset, the high self--imposed loads from the
metal elements on the rim and from the fibers and resin matrix, can result in plastic
flow of the matrix around the fibers, relaxation of the fibers, and metal embedment in
the composite.

The effects may be of little consequence, but if deformations are significant and/or not
uniform, wheel unbalance can increase with time, requiring constant monitoring and
rebalancing,

B. MAGNETIC-STRESS INTERACTIONS

It is known that soft magnetic metals and hard magnetic metals exhibit changes
in magnetic properties when stressed. The metal elements on the wheel can be stres-zed
in shear, compression, and tension. Their behavior must be known to determine if
the stresses impair their magnetic performance.

C. AGING

The long term effects on all the wheel materials must be assessed to determine,
for example, whether the polymer structure of the Kevlar fibers and the matrix resin.
will remain stable over 20 years, or whether the magnets will develop microcracks
that propagate with cycling stress, and destroy them or impair their strength.

6-1 r.
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D. MAGNET QUALITY

Rare earth magnets are subject to manufacturing anomolies, including micro-
cracks, non-uniform magnetic structure, variation in magnetic strength, and varying
stability with time. The effect of manufacturing variations must be related to their
loag-term performance in the energy wheel.

E. POWER LOSSES

Reliable estimates of power losses are not feasible without operational experience
with a large enough sample of energy wheels - in the manner of motor-generator ex-
perience. The need for data is particularly important in coasting operations after the
wheel is 'charged'. Losses will determine the shelf life of the wheel. The competitive
position of energy wheels vis-a-vis batteries requires that shelf-life performance data
be available.

Therefore all loss producing elements of the system must be evaluated by care-
fully designed tests and measurements.

Some power losses can be calculated or estimated fairly closely. For others,
upper bounds can be calculated that show negligible loss. One loss source that has
turned out to be elusive is eddy current loss in the motor windings due to time-
changing, transverse-flux gradients. A simplistic upper bound calculation showed
these losses to be excessive. A literature search uncovered a paper (Reference 12)
that treats this general problem for sinusoidally time varying flux and recommends
twisted ribbon conductors to minimize the loss.

Differences in geometry and flux--time variation (it is not sinusoidal for the motor
windings) preclude direct application of the referenced article to the problem at hand.

Analytically, the pr -n is to solve Maxwell's equations (with a valid assumption
of zero displacement current) for the given geometry and magnetic field time variation
for various conductor arrangements, including standard copper wire, twisted ribbons,
and litz wire.

Practically, tests should be conducted utilizing these sample configurations with
a realistic, time-varying field. Loss measui ement poses problems since the eddy
currents are local short circuits.

Voltage or temperature measurements can be used to arrive ,it the needed data.
Obviously, the measurement experiments must be carefully planned to insure valid
results.
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F. FAIL SAFE OPERATION

The mechanical capacitor can be designed to rely completely on magnetic sus-
pension through the use of redundant critical components and systems. Some of these
are the sensors, electronic elemerts, and controllers. Thus, if the power supply
fails, the wheel can power itself down to a stop without a catastrophic failure due to
mechanical grounding of the bearing surfaces. This problem has not been addressed
in the study but requires a solution.

Also, in the event the wheel should fail structurally, the vacuum housing, or the
enclosure in which the wheel is housed must be capable of containing the debris leaving
the wheel at projectile speeds.

G. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

The wheel structure is an elastic body exhibiting a number of mode shapes and
frequencies when externally excited by vibrators- forces. The dynamic performance
of the wheel, :vhich is a flexible gyroscopic body, must be examined for the Effect of
its elastic behaviour on the stability and power consumption of the magnetic suspen-
sion systt-ul. General methematical models of the elastic wheel subsystem and tln^
suspension subsystem can be developed and programmed for use in the compute;
simulation of a complete system.

H. POWER CONVERSION

The high costs and low efficiency at partial power, of the power-conversion system
chosen for the mechanical capacitor seriously affects overall system performL nc ,,', and
has a first-order effect on cost. The problem is of such import in 01 AS sys Lem (and in
other energy storage systems) that it warrants an in0ependent program of research and
development directed at the development of solid-state switches with higher speed and
power handling capabilities and lower costs.

I. FABRICATION

The wheel configurations analyzed in this study pose fabrication problems. Com-
posite material density and uniformity must be of a high order to attain the dynamic
balance required. Tight dimensional tolerances mist be sa'isfied. And, in the pre-
stressed wheel, ways must be found to achieve the initial stresses specified by the
design. Finally, ldie cost of fabrication of thesL' sophisticated structures must be re-
duced through innovations in tooling and fixturing.
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Appendix A

WHEEL STRUCTURE

A. WHEEL STRESS AND DYNAMICS

Two considerations limit the range of choice of rim proportions: stress concen-
trations, and natural rim vibrational modes and frequencies. For every rim con-
figuration consisting of the Kevlar composite ring plus accompanying magnetic struc-
ture, there exists a radial and tangential stress distribution in the fiber composite
that is unique to that configuration. The bond strength of the epoxy matrix generally
limits the radial stresses to 3000 to 5000 psi, and the tensile strength (fatigue limit)
of the Kevlar limits the peak tangential stress to about 225, 000 psi. The greater the
ratio of peak to minimum stresses across the rim, the less effective the design, be-
cause the lower stressed fibers are carrying less than their share of the energy. The
ideal rim contains the least amount of magnetic material possible, and is uniformly
stressed.

The vibrational frequencies of the rim must lie outside the range of operating
rotational frequencies in order to avoid resonance and attendant power losses. The
modes that tend to lie in this range are the bending modes. Generally, the method
of raising the modal frequencies is to provide a stiff beam cross section for the rim,
and minimize the loading imposed by high density (deadweight) elements. The two
structural concepts analyzed drive the design in this direction.

B. SYSTEM DYNAMICS

The dynamic behavior of the total rim plus suspension system can be investigated
by analytic simulation, but must be left as a future investigation due to its extensive
scope. The rim behaves as a gyroscope, acted upon by forces supplied by the mag-
netic bearing elements. In addition, the motor-generator may apply moments to the
rim. Of interest is the behavior and stability of thc: rim under normal steady-state
operation with small perturbations from the suspension; under transient conditions
due to spin-up and spin-down; under shock and vibration input via the foundation; and
under the effects of nominal unbalance and geometric imperfections in both the rim
and supports. This requires considerable computer investment.

Two types of wheel structure have been analyzed with the same analytical pro-
cedure. The Technical Note in Appendix G prepared by Dr. James A. Kirk, a con-
sultant to RCA, contains the rationale and analytical mode for the NASA (prestressed
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ring) configuration. The RCA configuration avoids the need for prestressed rings and
the possible difficulty in fabricating a wheel of that configuration. But the RCA con-
figuration also is an unproved design. In the RCA configuration, * two or more rings
are separated by a lightweight filler with adequate strength in the radial direction to
withstand self loading and the loads imposed by differential expansion of the joined rims.
In the following discussion, both configurations are examined and compared.

C. RIM DESIGN

Choosing a configuration for an energy wheel and its subsystems--the suspension
system and the drive system---involves a number of design compromises. The energy
wheel rim is a multifunctional device in a technical sense. The rim is not only a
structura' element for storing kinetic energy, but it is part of the magnetic bearing
system ar d the motor-generator system. It is axiomatic in engineering that a multi-
functional device is usually not as efficient and cost effective as a group of separate
devices, each optimized for its own function. Provision for magnetic suspension and
drive degrades the energy-density efficiency of the rim. The design objective is to
minimize the effect of the compromise.

The energy wheel configuration outlined in NASA--Goddard TN D-8185 (Reference
1) sought to maximize energy storage efficiency and low losses with a basic thin rim
design. However, there are structural effects which limit the rim energy density in
this configuration. Also, rim self loading causes a significant growth in diameter.
A Kevlar composite rim, for example, operating at full speed and near ultimate
tensile strength, can expand 1.6 to 2% of its diameter. A wheel 50 inches in diameter
might expand 1.00 inch, or 0.50 inch on the radius. The effect of this on the magnetic
suspension and motor elements can be substantial. If the (stationary) magnetic sup-
port structure is continuous, as indicated in NASA Document TN D--8185, it must
somehow expand also (both the fixed and the moving elements) to maintain gap width
and gap flux density. The alternative is to greatly increase the electromagnetic struc-
tures and coil currents to maintain fixed magnetic field strength in the gaps. But in
addition, the expansion of the rim requires that the rim metal elements exhibit the
same strain (elongation, etc.) as the rim composite structure, or that the metal
elements be segmented and mounted elastically to accommodate the difference in strain
between the rim composite material and the metal elements. In the first case, the
highly strained metal must retain its magnetic properties. in the second case, the
metal must be laminated (with the laminations lying in radial planes that contain the
wheel axis) and bonded with an elastic adhesive, or the metal must be mounted on an
elastic base and made in segmented strips with the long dimension in the circum-
ferential direction.

*A proprietary design
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Both solutions introduce losses, as discussed later. In like manner the motor-
generator, which is a continuous circumferential structure, must operate with large
field-coil gaps due to rim growth and must be made more massive to maintain gap flux
density with wheel growth.

Therefore thin-rim, magnetically supported energy wheels pose formidable struc-
tural, support and drive problems whose solutions may lead to an energy wheel design
of undue complexity, high cost, and low storage efficiency.

The alternative rim-only wheel configurations examined in this study yield cost-
effective solutions to the energy storage problem.

D. TRADEOFFS LEADING TO NESTED RING CONFIGURATION

The theoretical performance of a rim material cannot be realized in practice
because of the Berating factors applicable to fabrication, geometry, and added com-
ponents.

The rim-mounted magnetic materials necessary for support (laminations, mag-
nets, plus attachment hardware) contribute virtually nothing to the tensile strength
of the wheel, but do add mass. Moreover, the mass is added at relatively discrete
locations, with the consequent introduction of localized stress concentrations. The
addition of a small amount of "dead" weight has a striking impact on performance.
Further, the geometry, or distribution, of the added mass is very significant.
Therefore, it is a crucial design exercise to minimize the adverse effects of the neces-
sary addition of mass. A generic wheel type described in NASA Document TN D--8185,
"Mechanical Capacitor," consists of a magnetically supported rim, driven by a
homopolar do motor. A reproduction of Figure 4 of the TN (with additions) is shown in
Fig. A-1. For the properties shown, this would be considered in the class of "thin"
rims.

Figure A-1 can be idealized for preliminary analysis as shown in Figure A--2. A
brief calculation shows that if the total mass were uniformly distributed within the
fiber matrix, and contributed fully to the hoop stress load with the same elastic
properties as the fiber, a new specific strength would result, equal to

U max	 Umax
^1 1	 (ry1dR +ry28) (AR +S)

¢max rI +6/AR Amax
ry x

	 1 + 2	
7

y AR1

(A-1)
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Figure A--1. Cross section of NASA--Goddard rotor.
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I
FIBER/COMPOSITE RADIUS

DEADWEIGHT MASS
DISTRIBUTED UNIFORMLY ALONG AXIS

AVERAGE DENSITY = y

EA ENERGY STORED AT- (MAXIMUM)

wA ANGULAR VELOCITY AT E

Ro

Figure A-2. Effect of stress amplification due to addition of mass.

based on the law of mixtures. ( Amax/7 is the basic measure of energy density). For
magnetically supported rims of the type shown in Figure A-1, the range of S /A R will
be typically

0.05 < V AR< 0.10

and the value of 72 / 7, about 6.0. Therefore, the ratio of energy storable for the
loaded vs, the unloaded wheel, characterized by (w/w max)2 , is for the same shape
factor

w 2	 7
0.69C IE- w	 = 7 CO.81

max	 1 )
(A-2)

This result does not appear to be unduly compromising. However, the magnetic
elements cannot actually be added according to the above model.

Consider the effect of the added mass of Figure A--2 on stress in the fibers, if the
mass does not carry any share of the hoop stress load at all. For this case, the
inertial mass force is equivalent to a uniform radial pressure equal to:

P = P 2w 2 (R I -- 5 /2) 6 , (p = mass density) 	 (A -3)
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which leads to an additional hoop stress at the inner fibers of the rim of

P 1Ro2 +R12J
CF	 =	

2	 2	
(A-4)

(R
0
 - R1

But

c 0 = 41 ((3 +v) R02 + (1 - v) R 1 2) 2max'	
(A -5)

for a rotating ring, so that the reduced rotational speed necessary not to exceed
in the fibers is characterized by the sum of Equations A-4 and A-5: 	 max

CC
max-[-P1 ((3+v)R02+(1-0R12)

(A-6)
p 2 (R1 - 5 /2 ) (5) (R02 R+ 12 }	 2

_	 w

	

2	 2
R O - RI

Again, if 7 2/7 1 = 6, v = 0. 36, 0. 05 =c S/AR c0.10, and AR/R 0 = 0. 1, the reduced
speed is given by (Equations A-5 and A-6):

0.15 C ^w/w	 = E S 0.27.	 (A -7)

	

max	 E

Some of this loss is recovered because mass has been added (not the same way as
implied by Equation A-1, however), which yields additional kinetic energy equal to:

AE = 7r p 2 c 2 (R 1 - 6/2)3 8 (per unit axial length).

But the fiber rim has

R 0 -"
3

E ='r p 2	

(RO -I	 2	 R1),

Roark, R. J., Formulas for Stress & Strain, McGraw Hill, 1965, p, 308.



so that

RATIO = P -
omax

8p2 (R1--5/2)36
E + AE 	 1	 +1	 (A-8)

E	 (R0 + R 1) 3 (R 0 - R1)

In our example, then, the effective energy ratio at reduced speed is:

w 2
0.26 c	 =	 AEAE W	 C 0.34	 (A -9)

max

which should be compared with (A-7). if the added mass is indeed stressed to values
typical of yield for magnetic steel, it can be shown that Equation (A-8) changes little
if the mass ratio p 2/ p l stays at typical values. Therefore, magnetic elements act
as dead weight, for realistic allowable stress for typical magnet steels.

Also, the ratio of radial stress at the interface to fiber tensile strength is (Egns.
A-3 and A-4)

2
P1

4 p1 (3+ v) } (1- v)(1101
2 

RI - S/2	 S
R 0	RO )

(A-10)
(R1- S/2)(RX

gR02+R12

R0	 R 2-R 2
0	 1

(A-11)

which, for the above example gives

0.022 c RATIO c 0.036

Because the transverse compressive strength of the fiber-epoxy matrix is usually
much less than the hoop strength (typically less than 10%) it is seen that the limiting
factor for attaching elements to the rim may well be the lateral compressive strength
of the epoxy matrix, which limits the average ratio of element density to rim density.
Obviously, discrete elements impose additional problems due to stress risers, such
as corners. For the example given, a stress noncentration factor of about 2 to 3 would
use up the margin of 10%.

Regardless of the method proposed to distribute, shape, and affix the magnetic
elements on the single thin rim, the use of elements that do not support some of the
hoop stress will significantly derate the energy capacity of a bare rim by as much as
70% for the relative rim proportions given in the examples.	 J
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Increasing the value of hoop stress for the material to be attached to the rim does
not alter the situation unless the attached material carries its own inherent load without
applying radial stresses to the composite. In other words, the radial strain of the
magnetic material must match that of the inner fiber of the composite rim. Post* has
stated that the condition required is that the elastodensity ratio (E /y) vary approxi-
mately with the cube of the radius. For typical materials, however, the elastodensity
ratio of the composite is approximately 4 x 10 8 in-2 , and for iron it is 1 x 108 in-2.
Therefore, iron will impose a significant load on the composite because of the implied
strain differential.

The addition of mass represented by the motor--generator magnets produces the
same effect as that of a dead-weight load. In addition, there is both a shear load and
differential normal pressure caused by applied magnetic forces. The effective pressure
between the magnetic poles, however, is expected to be of the order of 10 ib/in. 2 at
best, so that the stresses transmitted to the fiber matrix will be relatively small.

How can the effects of mass loading be reduced without sacrificing specific energy?
Consider the abstract situation of Figure A-3, where a thin rim and an inner ring loaded
with dead-weight mass are rotating in synchronism. (There is no connection bettiaeen
the two rims, for the moment.)

t RO EI, rye. oMAX

i	
E2, -Y2'(]R 2	s 3 73

	

R 3 i !	 I I

	

I	 I

^^	 Il
^^	 I

Figure A-3. Multiple-ring rotor.

*Patent 3, 859, 868; 1975.
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The outer rim in this case is fiber composite, and develops its rated specific
energy atwmax (say, 60 Wh/lb). Suppose the dead -weight mass is 30°Io of the fiber
composite, by weight, and the inner ring is just large enough to support the dead weight.
For simplicity, assume that the inner ring is the same composition as the outer rim,
although graphite epoxy is preferred for its significantly smaller strain. Note also that
the axial length of the rims are not necessarily the same. What is the efficiency of this
model, compared to the previous?

As a specific case, take the axial lengths as indeed equal, and R 3 = 1/2 R 1 ; the
radial pressure is then found as

2P .,, p 3 
CO max R 353

The allowable strgss in the inner ring is, by Equation (A-6):

..	 2	 A l	 +	 2	 -» v R 2	 R	

X22 + R32

a max — ``' max 4	 (3 v) R2	 ) 3	 p 3 3 8 3	 2	 2 1

(R2 - R3

from which R 2 can be found. For previous material properties,

8 3 = 2 (R D - R1) x 0.05; 73/7 2 = 6; v = 1/3; and

P

a max - w2max 4 (3 +v) R 02 + (1 - v) R12	 E
a

Therefore,

	

4p	 2	 2R + R ^
2	 2	 3	 \ 2	 3(3 + v) R2 + (1 -- v) R 3 + A	 R35 3	 2	 2

	

1	 R2 - R3
1 = 

v

	

	 (3 -v) R 02 + (1 -v )R 12

If R O = 1 . 1 R1 , substitution of values gives
l

4	 2

R2	 - 6.296 
R2	

+ 5. 584 = 0
R 3	 R3

t
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From which

2	 3R 2/R 3 = 1.033, and R - R	 = 0. 167
a	 ^

But, 5 3/(82 - R 3) = 2/3.3; so one can see that the original dead weight is being carried
by a composite ring that weighs only 28% as much as the dead weight, Alternately,
the inner ring is 16.770 of the weight of the outer rim.

The total Idnetic energy star ed is N 1 + 1/4 x .3 x 1.28 = 11076 of that of the rim,
but the added weight is 1 + .3 x 1.28 = 138 %. Therefore, the total derating for this
example is 20%! We are thus restored to a value roughly equal to that for the example
of uniformly distributed self-supporting mass (Equation (A-2) ).

Of course, the matter of connecting the two rings remains. The only requirement
for the connecting material is that it provide sufficient strength to overcome shear
loads between the rings, support its own inertial weight, and allow for differential
radial strain.

If a honeycomb or similar material is considered as a filler between the two rings,
the radial specific strength (a /y) is the determining design factor. For aluminum
honeycomb, the specific strength may be as high as 500/0.0023 = 220, 000, based on
radial bond strength of 500 psi. The density would be 4.6% that of the composite; if
the annulus were filled in the above example, the added weight of filler would be about
16% of the original rim, and 12% of the combined weight of the two rims, The Berating
factor calculates out to be roughly (1 + 0.12 x 0.75 2)/(1 + 0.12) = 0. 95, for a combined
total of 7670 . Compared to the 34% of Equation (A--9), this represents a significant
improvement. If the original Kevlar composite were rated at 60 Wh/lb, then the total
rotor would be rated at 46 Wh/lb.

A second candidate filler is balsa, a well established structural material. The
specific strength of balsa is approximately the same as that of honeycomb, and it has
the added advantage of providing a continuous end-grain surface for bonding. The
derating factor would also be approximately the same.

The final consideration is the method of attaching the filler. Honey-_omb is
routinely bonded with e!astomer, yielding 500 psi average stress across the end faces.
If a column of filler is attached between two rings, so that the inner radius is in 500
psi tension and the outer radius is in 500 psi compression, then it is a straightforward
matter to determine the allowable radial difference between the rings. This turns out
to be a function of the tangential velocity, and it can be 4'-own that

R. 
A Rinner	 AIA 0 outer/R 

)2

= function
Ro J Router	 'r amax

A-10
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N
0.5

where R* is the equivalent single Kevla.r filament radius at w and amax, as deter-
mined by amax = pow 2R*2 , and or is the radial strength of the honeycomb. For the
example under discussion,

Rinner = function 20.7 (Router/R*)2
outer

The function is shown in Figure A-4.

Starting from the radius R1 (Figure A-3 1 , the first ratio R /R* is roughly %rO. 76
as implied by the Berated rim, so that R1/112 -0.88 from the cart; or, the inner
honeycomb radius is limited to 88% of the outer radius. Rut, we wish to fill to about
50% of the outer honeycomb radius. If a very thin intermediate load carrying ring
(1000 psi radial load) is supplied for the honeycomb, as was supplied for the magnets,
the honeycomb can be staged (the next honeycomb annulus would get down to 76% of
the original; the third down to 65% and, finally, the fourth to 52%). Each of the load
carrying rings can be fabricated from Kevlar, and adjusted in size to minimize strain
differential. The outer intermediate ring would be about 5 17c of the weight of the outer
rim, with the following rings less than that. The additional derating would be about
the same as for the filler itself.

2	 10	 too	 .000

Y W2R2	 - Y O LO2/-MAX2 R21R•2

q r	 °r'6MAX

Figure A-4. Allowable radius ratio for filler.
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All discussion of the foregoing example is intended solely to illustrate a procedure
for minimizing the loss in energy density for the thin--rim wheel that results from the
necessary weight of the magnets. A final rim configuration requires many tradeoffs
among weight, cost, magnet performance and stress levels. One of the strongest
driving factors is system cost, which translates heavily into the maximization of the
spec?fic energy of the rim.

E. INTEGRITY OF ASSEMBLY

The tradeoffs described in the preceding section do not address the problems of
stress concentration caused by discrete components. Additional derating must be
allowed for irreducible stress levels. The design practice of using proper fillets,
matching material properties to expected strains to optimize stress distribution, and
provision of maximum surface for bonding are a few of the considerations for assuring
that the best performance will be attained.

F. VERIFICATION OF STRESSES

The ring design is modeled by a finite element program that ta pes into account
the anisotropic properties of the composite material and the presence of iron in the
ring. Although the degree of anisotropy in the composite rim itself is small, com-
puter software handles anisotropic properties as a matter of course. The use of
laminations and honeycomb filler implies a high degree of anisotropy locally, which
has a significant effect on stress distribution.

Static. modelling results in the determination of the stress field in the ring cross
section, which is effectively the solution for the entire ring due to symmetry. All of
the stress components are available at all points of the section, from which principal
stresses and strains are calculated. Effect of centrifugal loading is included.

A sample of a typical stress plot for an energy wheel section is shown in Figure
A-5. This rim was analyzed at RCA for a wheel developed for another purpose, using
a finite element program with anisotropic axisymmetric elements. The hoop stresses
exhibited show a concentration factor of 1.5 at the inside corner of the lamination.

G. VIBRATION MODES

The vibration modes (and frequencies) of the rim determine the speeds at which
resonanr,:) is likely to occur during operation. Ideally, the natural frequencies of the
rim occur outside of the 2:1 range of operational speeds, but if that is not possible,
sufficient damping must exist within the rim structure to limit the resonant ampli-
tudes. Even with sufficient damping, however, operation at resonance would repre-
sent additional energy loss due to internal friction.
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Figure A-5. Hoop stress contours.

For a given mass, the means of raising the lowest natuza.l frequency is by providing
the stiffest possible cross section. The nested-ring model provides an inherently stiff
section in bending (usually the lowest frequency mode). Also, the increase in tension
due to centrifugal loading causes an inorease in natural frequency, much as the fre-
quency of a vibrating string increases with tension.

The frequency solution takes into account the same anisotropic material properties
as the stress solution.

H. THE POINT DESIGN

The point design is an optimum solution to the problem of maximizing energy
density, but only within certain design bounds that are to some extent arbitrary. They
are as follows:

The wheel outside diameter was fixed at 48 inches as the baseline dimension.
Larger diameters would lead to increased flexibility in the plane of the wheel;
smaller diameters lead to higher speeds, posing increased problems for a motor-
generator already operating at very high speeds.



The inner diameter was fixed at 24 inches initially and found to be a good com-
promise dimension. Smaller diameters may lead to a somewhat higher energy
density but introduce motor-generator problems that tend to disappear with larger
diameters.

A

As stated earlier, the metal elements on this wheel were assumed to be inert, or
non--load bearing, an assumption with important consequences which are discussed
later.

The composite material in the inner rim was limited to Ultra High Modulus (UHM)
graphite in an epoxy matrix, to minimize the expansion for the benefit of the suspension
and motor-generator subsystem.

A uniform cross-section was assumed for all rims. The effect of stress con-
centrations in the inner rim, due to local loads from the metal elements, was not
explicitly determined using finite-element stress analysis. The base material allow-
able stresses, however, were derated to account for stress concentration by factors
that reflect previous analytical experience. The metal was assumed to be uniformly
distributed on the inner surface of the inner rim, as shown in Figure A-6. The
Mechanical Capacitor energy and power density characteristic, for a family of wheel
designs similar to the point design, is shown in Figure A-7 (dashed curve). The power
density limitation is seen to be severe compared to the characteristic curves for
stressed Kevlar and steel wheels and a Mechanical Capacitor wheel with one--half of
the rim metal participating in the wheel structure. The benefit through the use of the
metal for structure is significant, but requires both good magnetic and structural
performance from the rim metal.

The analysis and design of the Mechanical Capacitor was based on the assumption
that the rim metal is structurally inert (zero tensile modulus). The magnetic--struc-
tural performance of candidate rim metals must be determined before the full potential
of the two wheel configurations can be realized,

The axial length of the wheel was assumed to be constant for each wheel, i.e. ,
constant-thickness cross section.

The effect of variations in rim dimensions, weight of metal on the inner rim and
intermediate rim locations were investigated in the computer analysis. Typical com-
puter run summaries are shown in Figures A-8 and A-9.

Table A-1 lists the more satisfactory configurations that were analyzed. These
exhibit a significant range of specific energies and iron weights, and support the con-
clusions of Figure A-10. In all cases design energy capacity is 10 kW hr at design
speed. Energy density in WhAb is significantly affected by the weight of inert metal
placed on the inner rim. In Figure A-10 the relationship is shown for RCA wheels of
2.0, 24, and 26 inches id (od 48 inches). A similar relationship exists for the NASA
wheel.

A-14
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f RON j(4j
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i
ELASTOMER HONEYCOMB GRAPHITE IRON

00 225 ksi 0-3 0 130 0.3

0 r 5 ksi 0.5 0.5 5 0.5

ar0 0.28 0-0.35 0 0.26 0

E0 107 psi 0--105 0 25 x 106 5 x 105

E r 800 ksi 100 50 1700 5 x 105

y 0.05 lb/in. 3 0.036 0.0029 0.056

w 16 lb. @ 12 in,
Mean Radius
to 32 lb,



Energy
Storage	 40	 32 wa /lb
Density
Wt-hr/lb

30	 136 watts/lb

f^

20	 91 watts/lb

/	 Mechanical

/	 Capacitor
10	 (Metal Xnert

Mechanical Capacitor
(with 1/2 metal stresses?)

M

/

Rin Assembly Only-Energy/Power Density Performance
Magnetic Suspension

74	 Ideal Thin Rim -- Kevlar 49
Energy 'Tensity -- 70 wt hrs/lb
Power Density » n wt /lb

60

Kevlar & Steel Wheel - Thin Rim

50	 0 watts/lb

4

Ideal Thin Rim - Steel

Fner_L-r Density
5 wt hr/lb

Power Densi tv
1000 wt/lb
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Figure A-7. Energy-power density performance for rim assem ty only; magnetic suspension.
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STRESS SUMMARY;

	

INNER	 INNER	 INNER	 INNERRING INNER

	

RADIAL	 TANGENTIAL	 RADIAL	 RADIAL

	

NO	 RADIUS 
STRESS	 STRESS	 STRAIN	 PRESTRAIN

	1	 11.000	 -.443-10	 2.712+03	 5.966-02	 0.000+00

	

2	 12.500	 -.140+05	 1.953+05	 3.557-02	 0.000+00

	

3	 13.500	 -.474+04	 1.768+05	 3.456-02	 0.000+00

	

4	 14.650	 1.174+03	 2.287-03	 3.350-02	 0.000+00

	

5	 14.850	 0.058+02	 1.148-02	 1.705-01	 0.000+00

	

6	 17.000	 -.620+03	 1.897+05	 1.614-01	 0.000+00

	

7	 17.400	 9.026+02	 9.217-03	 1.604-01	 0.000+00

	

8	 17.500	 3.360+02	 1.267-02	 2.218-01	 0.000+00

	

9	 19.500	 -.573+03	 2.225+05	 2.169-01	 0.000+00

	

10	 22.000	 2.951+03	 1.044+05	 2.129-01	 0.000+00	 j

	

OUTER	 OUTER	 OUTER	 OUTER

	

RING OUTER 
RADIAL	 TANGENTIAL	 RADIAL	 RADIAL

	

NO	 RADIUS

	

STRESS	 STRESS	 STRAIN	 PRESTRAIN

	1	 12.500	 -.164+05	 -.349+04	 3.557-02	 0.000+00

	

2	 13.500	 -.542+04	 1.766+05	 3.456-02	 0.000+00	 ^ ^,	 ^'
	3	 14.650	 1.174+03	 1.604+05	 3.550-02	 0.000+00

	

4	 14.850	 1.958+02	 1.148-02	 1.705-01	 0.000+00

	

5	 17.000	 -.620+03	 0.495-05	 1.614-01	 0.000+00

	

6	 17.400	 9.026+02	 1.846+05	 1.604-01	 0.000+00

	

7	 17.500	 3.260+02	 1.267-02	 2.218-01	 0.000+00

	

8	 19.500	 -.573+03	 1.112-02	 2.169-01	 0.000+00

	

9	 22.000	 2.951+03	 1.944+05	 2.129-01	 0.000+00

.. ........



1 0.00a,+00 0.000+00
2 -.151+05 0.000+00
3 --.506+04 0.000+00
4 1.174+03 0.000+00

>	 5 1.958+02 0.000+00
6

1',
-.620+03 0.000+00

CO
	 7 9.026+02 0.000+00

8 3.260+02 0.000+00
9 --.573+05 0.000+00

10 2.951+03 0.000+00
11 0.000+00 0.000+00

Figure A--8. Computer printout, RCA wheel -- typical run e (Sheet 2 of 3).

*Analysis by Kirk at University of Maryland
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PROPERTY SUMMARY:

K	 RL	 RU
	

T	 RHO	 NU	 ERAD	 ETHETA

1 11.000	 12.500 3.000	 1.200-01 3.000--01 5.000+05 5.000+05

2 12.500	 13.500 3.500	 6.000-02 2.800-01 2.000+07 7.000-+07
3 13.500	 14.650 4.000	 6.000-+02 2.800-01 2.000-+07 7.000+07
4 14.650	 14.850 4.000	 4.000-02 0.000+00 1.000-+03 1.000-00

5 14.850	 17.000 4.000	 3.000-03 0.000-+00 5.000+04 1.000-00
6 17.000	 17.400 4.000	 5.000-02 2.800-01 1.500-+06 2.000-+07
7 17.400	 17.500 4.000	 4.000-02 0.000-00 1.000+03 1.000400

a	 8 17.500	 19.500 4.000	 3.000+03 0.000+00 5.000-+04 1.000+00
µ	 9 19.500	 22.000 4.000	 5.000-+02 2.800-01 1.500+06 2.000+07

10 22.000	 24.000 4,000	 5.000-02 2.800-01 1.500-+06 2.000+07

NORMALIZING FACTOR: 2.365+05 PSI
SPECIFIC ENERGY: 4.473+01 WHB/LB @ 17000 RPM

TOTAL IRON: 3.987+01 LB
TOTAL ENERGY: 9.981+00 KWH
TOTAL WEIGHT: 2.232+02 LB

Figure A-8. Computer printout, RCA wheel -- typical run* (Sheet 3 of 3).

*Analysis by Kirk at University of Maryland
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*Analysis by Kirk at University of Maryland
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Notes: I: Iron
G: Graphite
R: Elastomer
H: Honeycomb
K: Kevlar

Working Stress:
All wheels: 48 in. O. D.	 Kevlar = 225 ksi

10 kWh	 Honeycomb = 500 psi (1100 ksi)
Graphite = 120 ksi

ii
l^

ii

ij

E'

#	 : _

ti

Iron Wt.
(Lb)

Wheel Wt.
(Lb) ID

(in.)
Tbielmess

(in.)

Radial
Growth

(in.)
Construction RPM

15.2 500 12 10 0.008 I-G-R-H R-K R-H-R-K 11.000
15.2 200 12 4 0.019 I-G-R-H R-K-R--H R-K 17,000
16.0 263 13.4 4 0.040 I-G--K (prestress) 152280
18.8 175 13.5 2.5 0.017 I-K (prestress) 18.900
9.2 526 12.1 3.6 0.035 I-G-K (prestress) 14,000

(est)
22 167 12.1 2.5 0.017 I-K (prestress) 19,600
15 370 12 4/8.5 0.01 I G-H-K-H-K 12,000
15 209 12 4.1 0.02 I--G--H--K-H-K 17,000
30 308 12 5.5 0.02 I-G-H-K-H--K 14,300
15.2 208 12 4 0.022 I-G R-H-K-R-H-K 17,000
22.5 330 12 5.7 0.021 I-G-R-H-K RR-K 13,800
45 227 12 4 0.12 I-K-R-H-K 17,000

0 203 12.5 4.3 0.02 I-G-R-H-K-R-H-K 17,000
20 270 12.5 5.1 0.031 I--G--R--H--K-R-H-K 15, 000
39.9 362 12.5 6.5 0.037 I-G-R-H-I. R-H-K 13,300

0 199 11.5 4.2 0.018 I-G-R--H-X- R-H-K 17,000
20 250 11.5 4.5 0.02 I--G--R--H-K-R-H-K 16,000
40 320 11.5 5.5 0.02 I--G--R--H--K--R-H-K 14,500

0 197 13.5 4.1 0.025 I-G-R-H-K R-H-»K 17,000
39.6 400 13.5 7 0.023 I-G-R-H-I R-H-K 12,900

9
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Figure A-10. Specific energy vs. iron weight in rim.
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Appendix B

SUSPENSION SUBSYSTEM

This section presents the design rationale, tradeoffs, servo design, and design
details for the suspension subsystem, the self-contained system that supports the
rotor from zero to full speed for any specified motor-generator power. 	 f

The subsystem design resulted from logical consideration of elementary factors
and various tradeoffs.	 3

A. DESIGN RATIONALE

The design rationale has been to achieve the desired performance with low loss
and high reliability. To this ^-,nd, system-level tradeoff studies were conducted,
starting the treatment of each topic from a very general viewpoint. Based upon these
tradeoff studies and SOW-specified axis bearing stiffness, the five servo loop designs
are presented.

Finally, design details of the suspension subsystem are given.

B. TRADEOFFS

1. Basic Bearing Choice

Before pursuing the magnetic bearing design, it is instructive to undertake
a general overview.

The ring shaped rotor, conceptually simple and efficient in utilizing stressed
fiber, is the basic approach followed in this study. Compromises with this design
evolved and comprise a large portion of this report.

The full spectrum of bearings listed below can be considered:

o Roller

0 Ball

0	 Hydrostatic (liquid, gas)

-	 s Magnetic

^ Electrostatic



1

The listing is roughly in order of stiffness or local pressure. Two factors
weigh against the use of roller or ball bearings; the high centrifugal stress in the
shaftiess rim--only design, and the need for very low ambient pressure to reduce
windage losses. The latter factor also rules out hydrostatic bearings. Thus, one
quickly arrives at the last two alternatives and these are easily separated by a con-
sideration of properties of materials. The maximum flux density allows a magneto-
static pressure that exceeds the electrostatic pressure obtainable with the highest
work function material by roughly two orders of magnitude. The electrostatic system
is attractive for requiring the least additional rim weight, but the need for eery high
vacuum, excessively large bearing area, and pure metal surface conditions rule it
out.

2 Wheel Orientation

a. G eneral

Safety considerations and site--development costs require mounting the
wheel with the spin axis along the local vertical. This is also preferred from the
suspension standpoint, since radial magnetic field symmetry is preserved, thereby
minimizing hysteresis and eddy-current losses.

The wheel, mounted on the spinning earth, is precessed in inertial space,
requiring a steady torque input to achieve the precession. This can be eliminated by 	 f
utilizing an equatorial mount, with the spin axis parallel to the earth's axis if required.

This effect has been analyzed in an idealized manner and is presented 	
E

in the following paragraphs, where it is shown that the precession bearing force at
the equator for a local vertical mount is manageably small,	 j

b. Gyroscopic Effect

An energy wheel with the spin axis parallel to local zenith provides the
most efficient arrangement for bearing the wheel weight. However, with this con-
figuration, the gyroscopic torque due to earth fs rate must be considered.

The energy storage is:

1
E 2 Jc,2,

where

J W inertia,

w =wheel speed

(B-1)

B-2



rco W V

Substituting into Equation (2)

J = 
2Er2

V2
It is tacitly assumed that r presents both the radius of gyration and maximum
radius; i, e. , a thin shell.

Since

H=Jw

H = 2Er
V

The gyroscopic torque is:

T=woxH

where

co- = earth's rate.

At the equator, the torque is

T - off	 (B- 8)

And the counteracting bearing torque is

T=2rF

where F is bearing force.

Solving for F,

F - EV°	
(By 9)

The gyroscopic bearing force is independent of rim radius.

The maximum surface speed, V, is related to maximum stress and
density by:

(H = momentum)

For a tangential stress-limited rim speed,

r`
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max = 1. 143 x 1057	 m (Kevlar)

g = 9. 804 m/s2

F = 2.47 newtons (0. 555 1bf)

Even if the stress were 1/4 and the bearing radius 1/2 the rim radius,
the force would be only 9. 88 newtons (2.22 lbf).

The East--West torque that must be generated in opposition will cause an
12R, loss and, by virtue of the non-uniform flux density, eddy-current and hysteresis
losses as well. These will be quite small, however. Alternatively, a Virtual Zero
Power (VZP) control mode may be utilized, allowing the rotor to cook slightly to gen-
erate the correction torque without losses.

To calculate this effect, assurne that the geometry is such that the force
given by Equation (B-9) is doubled. Then the torque is:

T = 2 (rF) = 2 (2 x 0, 6096 x 2.47) = 6. 02 N • m

From the orientation loop study of Paragraph C. 1, the spring constant
due to the permanent magnets is:

4. 84 x 105 N• m/rad

Therefore, in a VZP mode, the rotor will deflect:

6.02	 = 12. 4 Prad4. 84 x 10

At the bearing, the gap change will be a negligibly small 3. 8 /an.



Thus, precession torque can be easily taken care of by a conventional
displacement loop with small (but uncalculated) losses or by a VZP loop with no
losses and slight tilt. Also, the effect decreases with the cosine of latitude.

3. Bearing Angle

The Mechanical Capacitor will be mounted as shown in Figure B-1. The spin-
ning portion of the bearing, a partial cone, was chosen to more easily accommodate the
increase in radial displacement with speed. This is readily done by axial movement
of the stationary portion of the bearing. This configuration rules out serrated passive
bearings. Another factor in this decision was losses from field discontinuties. A
conventional active radial, passive axial, arrangement would have required segmented
stationary bearings to accommodate the inner wheel radius change with speed. The
discontinuties caused by the segmentation would have produced appreciable eddy--
current and hysteresis losses.

Having thus chosen the basic geometry of Figure B-1, this analysis addresses
the choice of the bearing slant angle.

An attractive system is assumed with ferrite or steel laminations for the rim
mounted magnetic keeper. Figure B-2 is a cross-sectional view showing the forces
acting. The bias force, F, must be chosen large enough so that in the presence of
wheel weight and disturbances, the bearing force does not reach zero. Bearing forces
in an attractive system axe unidirectional (tensile). Only the magnitude can be changed.

With gravity and a horizontal disturbance force acting, the forces are as
shown in Figure 13-2(b).

Summing forces and moments:

W
EFx F  - F3

 + 
F2 - F4 

_

_ cos a	 (B-12)

EFy F	 _ n/2 FB	 (B )I -^ F - F - F3	 2	 4 - sin a	 -- 13

EM F  + F3 + F2 + F4 0	 (B-14)

(The factor 7r/2 in Equation (B-13) is discussed later.)

These three equations (13-12, B-13, B-14) can be solved for the four variables
only if a bias value is assigned.

B-5
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NOTE: TOP FIXED BEARING IS MOVED VERTICALLY TO
MAINTAIN CONSTANT GAP AS RADIUS VARIES
WITH SPEED AND AXIAL LENGTH WITH POISSON'S
RATIO)

Figure B-1. Mechanical Capacitor mounting.

The criterion for choosing the angle a is to minimize the difference in the
largest and smallest forces. This also minimizes the bias force and minimizes the
bearing weight-power product,

It can be seen from Figure B-2 that F1 will be the maximum force and F4
the minimum.

Adding Equations (B-12 and B-13) :

AF=F -F =1 ( W+1. 	^ 2 c a	 sin a
	 (B-15)

In the presence of both horizontal and vertical external forces, AF approaches
as a approaches 0 or tir/2.

'i

Differentiating .Equation (B-15) to find the value of a that minimizes AF:
1/3

a = tan-1 ^7r/2FH^	 (B-16)
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BIAS FORCE, F, WITH GRAVITATIONAL
AND OTHER FORCES ZERO.
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Substituting back into Equation (13-15), the minimum force difference is:

AF= W 1 /2 PH 2/3 3/2

min 2	 ^^	
(B-17)

If, for example,

W = 90. 8 Kg (200 lbs)

PH = 3. 6 Kg (8 lbs)

F/W = 0, 04

and from Equation (B-16)

a= 21. 7°
and from Equation (B-17)

Fmin ` 45.4 (1. 246) = 56. 6 Kg (124. 5 lb)

Thus, a horizontal force which is 4% of the weight causes a 25% increase in
the bearing force difference.

Figure B-3 shows the reason for the factor rr/2 in Equation (B-13), As can
be seen, a rather ideal bearing arrangement has been chosen. However, for continuous
bearing structures with versatile, multiple winding switching, and adequate gap
sensing, this configuration can be approached. The analysis is easily modified for
different bearing geometry.

The angle a has been chosen as 25 degrees, in lieu of definitive horizontal
seismic data, which is a function of geography.

Finally, it should be noted that this angle can be chosen independently of
desired axis spring constants (operating actively in a position loop - not VZP), which
can be separately contxolled by judicious gain assignments for the various control loops.

4. Active or Passive Suspension

The proposed system is active in all five degrees of freedom, requiring a
sensor and servo loop for each, although electromagnets are shared.

An active system was chosen for several reasons. For one, it represents a
conservative approach with positive control in each loop; this is especially important
when motor generator currents are large. The passive bearing performance is a
matter of geometry and hence, for a given design, fixed; it lacks flexibility and may
be incapable of handling rotor structural model effects.

B-8	 9
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•	 I. ZERO SIDE FORCE

(a} BEARING FORCE DISTRIBUTION
z	 (b) TOP VIEW

y	
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FORCE PROJECTION

	

x	 IN X-Y PLANE
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Figure B-3. Side force resolution.
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It would be difficult to maintain bearing stiffness with wheel growth, since
this changes the geometry. Passive damping is very difficult to achieve, whereas
active damping is readily obtained and easily changed by electronic compensation.
The stiffness of a passive bearing is fixed and once designed and built cannot be
changed; the stiffness of an active loop, which can easily be made to exceed that of a passive
passive one by very large factors, is readily adjustable.

For the above reasons, an all--active suspension system was chosen.

5. Sensor Configuration 	
1

With 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) (rotation about the spin axis is controlled by
the motor), 5 independent measurements must be made to determine the rotor dis-
placement and orientation.

A single sensor failure must not cause bearing failure. Thus, redundancy
is needed to detect sensor failure and provide adequate information to avoid bearing
failure. This basic design feature has a strong influence on sensor configuration.
Two sensor configurations have been examined.

Figure B-4(a) shows 6 sensors placed symmetrically on the lower bearing
cone, each directed normal to the surface. In the event of failure of one, 5 independent
measurements remain to establish rotor displacement and orientation. This con-
figuration has the advantage of requiring the Ieast number of sensors. However, it
Is intuitively obvious that the signal processing is complex and sensitivity to displace-
ments in the xy plane is low. This latter fact is of importance only to the extent that
sensor noise constrains the gain-bandwidth product.

A second approach, that trades signal processing complexity for additional
sensors, is illustrated in Figure B-4(b). Four sensors, symmetrically placed about
the cone, are directed normal to the surface, as before. These are used to determine
spin axis tilt (2 DOF) and vertical displacement (Y DOF). The 4 sensors thus have
one redundant piece of information. Four additional sensors, symmetrically placed
about the circumference and directed normal to the circumference in the xy plane,
provide xy displacement information. With this arrangement, the radial rotor diameter
change with speed comes into play, and an additional sensor is required for this
information. Thus, in effect, only one sensor is redundant. • Note that in the event
of failure of one of these sensors, the operative diametrically opposed set provides
the expansion information and hence allows the single quadrature sensor to still
provide its axis displacement. The signal processing is obviously simpler and xy
sensitivity greater than in the 6-sensor scheme discussed previously; however, two
more sensors are required

B-10	 .4
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lai 6 DISPLACEMENT SENSORS EQUALLY SPACED ON
BEARING CIRCUMFERENCE, DIRECTED NORMAL
TO CONICAL SURFACE

^O O^
Q

(b) $SENSORS
4 EQUALLY SPACED ABOUT CIRCUMFERENCE,

DIRECTED NORMAL TO CONICAL SURFACE
4SPACED THE SAME BUT DIRECTED RADIALLY

Figure B--4. Senor placement configuration.
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The configuration analysis considered the sensor arrangement from a broad
DOF basis.

The various signals axe processed and steered to finally control the bearing
coils as shown in Figure B-5, providing the specified spring constants with adequate
bandwidth. This, in essence, is the servo design presented in Paragraph C.

C. SERVO DESIGN

This subject is devoted to the closed loop control of the rotor. The rotor is
assumed rigid in the frequency band of interest, applied torques are pure couples,
and control farces (resultant force) act through the rotor center of mass. Thus, the only
inter-axis effect is due to gyroscopic coupling. It is further assumed that the displace-
ment and orientation error signals are free of axis crosstalk by virtue of ideal pro-
cessing of the interactive sensor outputs.

For a fully active system, it follows from the assumptions that the three dis-
placement control loops are independent of each other and of the two angular displace-
ment loops; the latter two are coupled by gyroscopic action.

Major effort has been expended on the design of these two coupled loops. This
design is independent of the chosen sensor configuration, whether 6 or 8 sensors.

L_ J	 & C 1 -... - COMPENSATION 	SIGNAL STEERING	 BEARING
DISPLACEMENT	 &COIL DRIVERS	 COILS
SENSORS

Figure B-5. Suspension system - block diagram,

B-12



AIthough Virtual Zero Power (VZP) control modes are discussed in this section,
the following loop designs are all in terms of conventional displacement loops utilizing
the surface sensors to measure displacement. VZP control loops can be employed
utilizing velocity information derived from the same sensors. Although not investi-
gated, if the sensor SNR is sufficiently high, velocity information over the bandwidth
of interest can be obtained by suitable filtering to obtain stable VZP Ioops.

Figure B-5 is the overall block diagram for the suspension subsystem. Figure
B-6 shows the geometry, sign convention, and how the coils are controlled, whereas
Figure B-7 details how the error signals are mixed to achieve the desired control.

1. Angular Orientation

A block diagram of the angular orientation loops is shown in Figure B-8.
Rotation about the x and y axes is coupled by the gyroscopic terms. A rotor angular
displacement about the x-axis may be corrected by applying a torque about that same
axis or about the y--axis, the latter method corresponding to processing an instrument
gyro, for example. However, since the rotor must be stable in the magnetic bearing
at start up (zero speed) as well as in its normal operating range of 50 to 100% speed,
direct axis control must be utilized.

For zero rotor speed, Figure B-8 reduces to two identical uncoupled loops
as shown in Figure B-9. The starting point for the design is evaluation of the negative
spring constant due to the bias permanent magnets. In the Electromagnetic Design
Subsection (Paragraph D), a vertical negative spring constant of 1.042 x 10 7 N/m
(59, 5c0 lb/in.) has been designed. In a Virtual Zero Power mode, twice the rotor
weight -- 1779 N (400 lb) will cause the rotor to rise;

1779 	 1. 707 x 10-4 m (6. 7 mils).	 -1. 042 x 10

The lineal vertical spring constant must be converted to an angular spring constant.
Consider Figure 8-10, where a displacement 0 will produce a negative torque that
tends to increase 0. . The bias permanent magnet is continuously distributed on the
bearing circumference.

The lineal vertical spring; constant per unit of circumference is:
K

If + = m
m 2 R

'l.

where Km is the total rotor vertical spring constant.

,.1
f;
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G1 = GAIN AND COMPENSATION
R = BEARING RADIUS

Km = PERMANENT MAGNET
SPRING CONSTANT'

A = ROTOR TRANSVERSE
MOMENT OF INERTIA

can = NUTATION FREQUENCY
RADIANS/SEC. = 2 x
ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY
FOR WHEEL CONFIGURATION

Tx = TORQUE DIS'T'URBANCE
ABOUT x AXIS

9x = ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT
ABOUT x AXIS

bd
F..c
rn

ox

0Y

Figure B-8. Angular orientation control block diagram.
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The result is

T R K
2	 2 m

For

R	 = 0. 3048 m (12 in.)

K = 7.. 042 x 10 7 N/m (59 500 lb/in. )m	 a

{ R2 Km = 4. 863 x 10 5 Nm/rad (4. 284 x 10 6 in. lb/rad)

With the negative angular spring rate determined, the identical x and y loops (for
zero speed) can be designed as shown in Figure B--11, where the destabilizing positive
feedback loop is counteracted by providing greater negative feedback with lead com-
pensation for stable crossover.

kr-ar
2k	 s+ 11 a	 1k a

G (s) = A	 x	 1
s2 (72 s + 1)

where
R2

art Km

In order to obtain a decade of lead compensation,

r1 = 10- 9 ar2	!zl

B-19
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The active gain, k 1 , must be large enough to overcome the destabilizing
3	 force gradient of the bearing permanent magnets, and any motor induced gradient as

well (the motor destabilizing effect is predominantly radial) and still provide adequate
static stiffness.

However, large values of gain, k1 , lead to large bandwidths and narrow
linear range of bearing force versus displacement. The large bandwidth can be over-
come by adding lag compensation, but at this point the added analytical complexity
would obscure the underlying principles.

For k1 = 3a, and choosing the lead break at 155 rad/s, the crossover is
490 rad/s with a phase margin of 550 . The Bode plot is shown in Figure B-11. The
crossover frequency (79 Hz) seems high and could be reduced by additional lag com-
pensation on a second design iteration.

The torsional (tilt) spring constant is simply 3a -- a = 2a

2a = 9. 726 x 10 5 Nm/rad (8. 568 x 106 in, lb/rad)

Stability as a function of rotor speed is now considered. The x and y axis
rotation loops have been identically compensated as described previously.

The open loop transfer function of the x axis loop with the y axis reflected
into it via the gyroscopic coupling terms is shown in Figure B--12, where the block
diagram reduction from the two coupled loops is shown, it is assumed that the y-axis
external torque disturbance is zero,
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A Routhe I s test performed on the closed loop function,
wn2	 G

1+ 1+ s2 x 1 G G7
7

proved that it was stable for all finite values ofcon

The characteristic equation (in LaPlace transform notation) of the coupled
loops is:	 +_

b2c3s 8 + 2 be3 s 7 + c2 [2 b2 (10 d + 1) + c] s 6	5+ 2 be (11 d+ 2) s

c [b2 (10d+1) 2 +2c (d+1)]s4 +2 be (10 d2 +11d+1)s3 [d2 (100 b2+c} 4

e (2 d + 1)] s2 + 20 d2b2s + d2 = 0

The complex frequency, s, in the above equation has been transformed by a factor of
103 to obtain more convenient coefficient values.

Then

b = 103 72 = 0, 6452

d ^ 
10" 6 x 2a = 0.075158

A w 2	 wn
n

{

	

	 1
n i

Table B-1 shows the coefficients of this eighth order equation arranged in a Routhe
array above the double line. The terms below that line have been developed according
to the Routhe procedure,

For the closed-loop system represented by the above characteristic equation
to be stable, all terms in the first column must have the same sign. The constants
d and b are positive and c, inversely proportional to speed squared, is also positive.	 '•

1

i

By inspection, only the last term, R61, could be negative. When the design
values for a and b given above are substituted into R61, the result is:

a

•	 R61 
W 0.74755 C3 + 2. 2919 C 2 + 0. 0045614 C + 1

C3
Thus

R61>0 for C>Q

Therefore, the coupled orientation loops are stable for all rotor speeds.
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TABLE B-1. ROUTHE STABILITY DEVELOPMENT

b2C3

Ril

C2 [2G 2 (10d+1)	 c]

R12

c [b2 (10d+1)2 + 2c(d+l)l

R13

d2 (lOOb 2 +,+ c(2d+1)

R14

d 2

1115
2bc3 2Gc2 (Ild+2) 2be (lOd2+lld+1)	 20 d2 b2

R21 R22 R23	 R24

c2 (9db 2 +r c[9db2(10d+1) + 2c(d+l)] d2 (gob2+c) + c (2d+l)	 d2

R31 R32 R33	 R34

0 2 [b2 (10d+1) +c) c[b2(lod2+d+1) + c(d+l)j d(IOdb2+0)
tcl

R41 R42 R43

c[9d2b4 (90d+19) + b2c 90L12b4 (9d+1) + b2 c
(91d2 +21d+1) +c2 (d+l) l (Iod3 +92d2+12d+1) +

R51 c2 (d2+d+l)	 R52

9db6(900d3-620d2-81d+9)
+ db4c(1620d2-458d-9) +
b2c 2 (8ld2+20d+l) + C3

R61

it
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The open-loop transfer function is:

k1 r1 - r2K m

G (s) = k1
	

x
	 k1 -- Km

s+1

(B-18)

The closed-loop response (rated speed) yields a complex pole frequency 5%
higher than the nutation frequency with a damping factor, 5, of 0. 017 B.

A potential problem with an all-active suspension is achieving nutation damp-
ing without resorting to a large bandwidth which has the disadvantages of lessening
stability in the presence of structural modes and causing the bearing servo to waste
power in attempting to correct for once-around disturbances.

A study of Figure B-8 shows that the steady state 8xresponse to T x at zero
speed as well as at high speed is solely determined by the bearing gain. This is true
because in each case integration exists in the forward loop, such that the steady-state
net torque applied on the x-axis must be zero.

First cut, angular orientation loops have been designed that provide adequate
stiffness and stability for all speeds. Design iterations are needed to perhaps lower
the bandwidth and increase nutation damping, although these are most likely contra-
dictory. Excessive nutational motion causes bearing losses, and might reduce machine
efficiency or increase its weight if a portion of the air gap must be budgeted for it.

2. Axial Displacement Loop

The axial displacement loop, which is much simpler than the gyroscopically
coupled angular orientation loops, must by specification "be capable of supporting
twice the weight of the rotating assembly at 1g. "

The permanent magnet vertical component of force gradient has been designed
to be 1. 042 x 10-7 N/m (59, 500 lbs. per in. ). In a Virtual Zero Power (VZP) mode,
the rotor (at specified twice--weight - 1779 N (400 lb) - would rise 1. 707 x 10 -4 rri
(6. 7 mils), an appropriately small value compared to the total gap.

Statically stabilizing active feedback must provide at least twice this value
to achieve the same stiffness in the conventional manner (displacement sensing),

The block diagram is shown in Figure 13-13. The active loop static gain is
chosen to be twice the permanent magnet force gradient. Large values of gain entail
high bandwidth and complex compensation and reduce the bearing dynamic displace-
ment range as well.

s2 (r2 s + 1)
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k1 = 2 Km (by choice)
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In order to obtain a decade of lead. compensation: 	 4

k 1 - ^ Km
'	 k	 K	 = 10 z2

1	 in

and for

k1 =2 Km

r1 = 11/2 r2

10r s1
G (s) = 0. 11488 x 106	 2	 t

S2 ( 72 S 1)

Gain = 101.2 dB.

The Bode plot for this function is sketched in Figure B--13. The crossover
frequency is 603 rad/s (96 Hz) with a phase margin of 54. 9 degrees.

3. Radial Displacement Loops

'	 These are identical control loops in the x and y directions. By specification, 	 j
the radial stiffness must be at least 280,160 N/m (1(,A lb/in. ) and the damping at
least 60% of critical

The x (or y) component of negative spring constant due to the permanent
magnets can be determined from the geometry of Figure 13--14.

if K IM is the circumferential spring constant (in the surface normal direction
per unit angle, the normal force is a function of lateral displacement.

F = K t  x sin a cos O
n m

The x component is:

dFx = sin a. cos 0 dFn

or

dFx = Km x sin2 a, cost 0 d

B-27



x

Figure B-1-4. Derivation of lateral negative spring constant due to
permanent magnets.

;a

i

NOTES:

F n = CHANGE IN NORMAL FORCE BETWEEN TWO BEARING
SURFACES DUE TO LATERAL x DISPLACEMENT

Km' - CIRCUMFERENTIAL SPRING CONSTANT IN THE SURFACE
NORMAL DIRECTION

F x = x COMPONENT OF NORMAL FORCE

0	 = ANGLE THAT RADIUS TO POINTS ION CIRCUMFERENCE)
MAKES WITH x-AXIS

a	 = BEARING CONE ANGLE

^_ 1

3

A

t

1

7
'" J
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For all four quadrant, the total x-direction force is:

F4 K' x sin 2a f 7r/2 Cos 2OdOx	 m
0

F	 -- K ' x sin2a
X	 m.

i
Since

K' = K
m	 2Tr

Fx - ism sin2a
x	 2

For

K
m =
a	 1. 042 x 107 N/m (59, 500 Ib/in. )

a	 = 25°

Fx = 9. 305 x 105 N/m (5313. 5 lb/in. )
X

An additional spring constant must be added to account for the motor-generator
permanent-magnet field, the value of which has yet to be determined.

The negative spring constant given exceeds the specified value so that ade-
quate performance would result if VZP control were employed.

For a normal active displacement-measuring system, gain and compensation
is designed to provide a stable Ioop that meets the spring constant and damping speci-
fications. This loop is more easily designed to have a lower bandwidth than the other
loops because of the smaller permanent-magnet spring constant.

The negative spring constant value due to the motor and the axes on which
it appears depends upon the motor configuration finally chosen. At this point, it is
assumed that the radial force gradient is half the bearing value.

Then the total negative spring constant is:

9. 305 x 10 5 (1, 5) = 1. 396 x 10 6 N/m (7970 lb/in. )

The x-axis displacement loop is identical in form to the axial loop described
previously. Thus,
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k1 -- Km
G (s) =	 x

m

Let k1 = 2 Km.

k 171 - T2

 Km s a l
k1 - 

In

S2(728+

ar

For a decade of lead compensation:

k1 T1 —12 Km

	k1 - Km	 107' 2

Km = 1, 396 x 10 6 N/m

m =W = 90.7 N 
Mc2 

(0 . 9067 lb/^ )

G(s) = 15390*	
10 T2 s +

s2 (72 s + 1)

T^ - 1	 =	
1	

= 1.433 ms.
.^ w2	 697.6

The crossover frequency is 220. 6 rad/s (35. 1 Hz) and the phase margin is
54. 9 degrees. The closed--loop dominant quadratic pole has a damping factor of 0. 96,
well above the specified minimum value of 0. 6,

The block diagram and Bode plot for these two identical radial displacement
loopy has the same form as given in Figure B-13 for the axial loop. Only the numerical
values differ.

i

a

9

s

e

w

4. Summary

The servo parameters are summarized in Table B--2 for all loops. Deter-
mination of rotor vibrational modes in a hardware design may require different
compensation to obtain bearing stiffness and response. The rather high crossover
frequency (96 Hz) of the axial loop may need reduction, for example.

D. ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN

The wheel suspension is shown in sketch SK 2294234, sheets 1 and 2. Suspension
is continucas around the inner rim of the wheel. The design vertical load (from the
S. O. W) is twice the wheel weight. Horizontal inertial loading is not specified, but
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Parameter Angular Orientation
(2 coupled loops) Axial Radial

(2 uncoupled loops)4

Perm Mag. Spring Constant -4, 863 x 105 Nm/rad -1, 042 x 10 7 N/m -9. 305 x 10 5 N/m

Motor Field Spring Constant 0 0 --4.653 x 105 N/m

Total Spring Constant,
Active and Passive

9. 726 x 10 5 Nm/rad +1. 042 x 10 7 N/m +1, j96 x 10 6 N/m

Loop Gain dB 97.5(1) 101.2 83.75

Crossover Frequency rad/s 490(1-) 603 221

Phase Margin Deg. 55 (1) 54, 9 54.9

Closed Loop Damping Factor 0.0178 (2) 0.96 0.96

f

i

(1) at zero speed

(2) at rated speed



is small in a horizontally disposed wheel, hence the bearing angle is small (refer to
the subsection on Bearing Angle, Paragraph B. 3). Further, it is desired to have a
small angle to minimize gap growth due to wheel growth with speed. Also, the inner
rim is made of ultra-high-modulus graphite fiber (E = 70 X 10 6 lb/in. 2) to reduce
wheel diameter dilation.

The combination, then, of angle suspension and high-modulus fibers avoids
the need for the axial adjustment of the magnetic bearing support structure originally
proposed.

1. - VZP Suspension

VZP or virtual zero suspension, a concept originated by NASA and proved
in earlier magnetic suspension development programs, is assumed in the present
wheel. The principle is as follows (Figure B715):

+ t

DISPLACEMENT
FROM VZP
POSITION

ELECTROMAGNETS
A	 PELS

PERMANENT
-T

X 
MAGNETS PROVIDING

	

FMA
nn 	

A BIAS FIELD
9A	 T

2W	 WHEEL INNER RIM

g ^ t

1 ^

I
AXIS OF
ROTATION

Figure B-15. VZP suspension,



If the two bias field magnets A and B are of equal strength, and gap gA is
greater than gap gB, the magnet force F MA will be larger than F MB. If the unequal
gaps are properly chosen, FMA - FMB = 2 W, and the wheel will be supported in a
vertical position at a position of neutral stability without electromagnet-coil current.
Displacements of the wheel from this position can be countered by varying electro-
magnet coil currents IA and I  in response to the control of the servo suspension
loops.

Some basic assumptions have been made to limit the design study and to assign
values to design variables, detailed in following paragraphs.

a

i
r

f

2. Gaps

The nominal gap is assumed to be A. 030 in. and the allowed total wheel
displacement is assumed to be 0. 020 in. at the maximum wheel axial or radial
excursion. The bias-magnet net attractive force is then at a maximum and is de-
stabilizing. The electromagnet net servo force, F E LS , must be: F, L = -2 ATV -

FMB + FMA when the wheel is displaced downward to the full allowe^ displacement
from the VZP position.

The mean diameter of suspension is assumed to be 20 in. , based on the
preliminary structural design of the wheel. The suspension system is not significantly
affected by changes in diameter.

J

a

fr

3. E lec tromagnets

The electromagnets are assumed to have a configuration arrived at during
a 1975 IR&D program at RCA concerned with magnetic bearings, and for which there
are simulation and test data for use in the current analyses. This configuration
contains biased samarium cobalt (SmCo 9) magnets. Other configurations can be
substituted, if they contain biased magnets, but will not change significantly the
results of this design study.

4. Soft Magnetic Metals

Thin laminated glassy metals or compacted forms of carbonyl iron powder
are assumed. Both exhibit low eddy current and hysteresis losses. The loss calcu-
lations are for glassy metals.

_	
a

Suspension Electromagnet Sizing

The electromagnet is an assembly with a three-dimensional field structure.. 	 i
The energy contained in the external field, other than in the worming gaps, is not

t
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available and must be accounted for. The computation of the fields requires more
effort than analogue modeling using Teledeltos paper and electric probes - a tech-
nique that is fast, inexpensive, and yields reasonable accuracy. The IR&D electro-
magnet configuration is shown in Figure B-16 and is scaled up, with minor changes,
for the mechanical capacitor, The IR&D electromagnet was built and tested for the
biased magnet force at 0, 040 in, gap and for electromagnet force as a function of
coil current. The test results (shown in Table B-3) are used in this study to deter-
mine force displacement curves for sizing purposes.

5. Capability of RCA Test EIectromagnet

The residual bias attractive force at an 0. 040 in, gap equals 6. 5 lbs; a
force displacement curve can be constructed from this value.

Gap area	 = 1. 6 in, 2 (10.32 cm2)

Magnet area = 4 in. 2 (25. 8 cm2 ) a

R	 L MMF

buA

where

R = magnetic reluctance

= permeability

A = magnetic element cross section, in. 2

MMF= Magnetomotive force ti

magnetic flux

Assume gaps of; 0, 0. 02, 0. 04, 0. 06 and 0. 08 in.

Determine: (1) Analogue model force curve for biased magnet.

(2) Test model forces for biased magnet

The test derived force vs. displacement for one 5-in, long electromagnet
and the difference between two opposed electromagnets are plotted in Figure B--17.
The test results will be used in this analysis because they reflect the effects of all
fabrication factors that tend to reduce the ideal performance and yield conservative
values.

At the maximum excursion of 0. 020 in. , the maximum destabilizing force
due to the permanent magnets alone in the two opposed electromagnets is 27 -- 4, 5
22.5 per 5-in. length of electromagnet or 4. 625 lb/in.
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Gap, in. /cm

0/0 0.02/0.051 .04/0. 10 0.06/0.015

R, gap 0 0.005 0.0096 0.0145

R, magnet .1016/.2616

R, * total 0.0039 0.0089 0.01350 0.0184

B, lclogauss 11.26 5.70 3.68 2.70K***

(Analogue model)
Force, lbs =. 577 BA

117.04 29.99 12.37 6. 73

B (Derived from test)
Kilogauss 8, 15 4. 12 2, 65 1. 95 

Force in lbs
Derived from test 61.48 15.71 6. 5** 3.52

*Reluctance of the soft metal elements of the circuit are assumed to be zero.

**Single test value from test electromagnet.

***Measured on analogue model

f

6. Electromagnets for Mechanical Capacitor

Assume: Suspension ring diameter of 26 in.

Wheel weight of 200 Ibs

Specification weight of 2 x 200 or 400 Ibs

a. Case A - VZP Position

For a 25-degree suspension angle and an assumed upper gap of 0. 010 in.

net passive force = COs 	 = 442 lbs

Force (lbs/in.) — x426 --	
41

The test electromagnet can be scaled up by a factor of 5. 41/4. 625 or 1. 16 to provide
the forces.
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b. Case B - Maximum Negative (Downward) Displacement of Wheel

Upper gap = 0. 05 in. (approximately)

Lower gap 0. 01 in. (approximately)

The powered electromagnets must be able to apply a farce equal to electro-
magnet zero current unbalance force + 2 W. From Figure B-17, a single electromagnet
sensitivity is equal to approximately 4. 83 lb/amp.

At 0. 05 in. gap, assuming the EM force vs. current varies as the passive
magnet force curve, the sensitivity equals 4. 5/6. 5 x 4. 83 or 3. 34 lbs /amp. With a
full +3 amps in the upper electromagnet (EM) coil and --3 amps in the lower EM coil,
the maximum net force equals:

4. 5 (EM) + 3 x 3.34 (EM) + 3 x 0 (EM)* = 2. 9 Win.

Hence, the electromagnets must be increased in size by a factor of 2. 91 = 1. $7.

The second case, B, is the more severe and therefore designs the EMS
which appear in sketch SK 2294234.

7. Spring Stiffness

The negative spring stiffness due to the bias magnets above is the slope
of curve b in Figure B-17 and is -a or 1175 lb/in. per 5 -in, length of EM.

t
For an EM pair 1. 87 larger, the comparable value is -2147 lb/in. per

5-in. length of EM.	 ?" j

For the whole ring, the negative spring stiffness is:

-2197 x 7rD = _ 35, 890 lb/in. 25
;I

i

*EMs are 100% modulated. Hence, lower magnet is "turned off,
i
t
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Appendix C

MOTOR-GENERATOR SUBSYSTEM



The principal design objectives are maximum efficiency and minimum weight,
particularly on the wheel. Lesser objectives are low manufacturing cost and a mini-
mum effect of motor-generator forces on suspension-system power expenditure.

Four configurations were analyzed to determine the relative advantages of each
(Figure C-1). Configurations 1 and 4 were originally considered by NASA. Later,
Configurations 2 and 3 were added, with variants as noted. Thus seven configura-
tions have been considered.

Motor Configuration 1 was first developed in another NASA program. This is a do
torquer, with switched windings to reverse current in the stator windings with rotor
(wheel) rotation. The motor can be designed with sma 1? air gaps and is relatively insen-
sitive to wheel expansion with speed. It is unstable axially because of the attractive
forces between the rim magnets and the stator core.

Configuration 2 has two variants; in one the magnetic circuit is radially directed
and in the other the magnetic circuit is circumferentially directed. The stator is an
ironless armature. The magnetic gap size is dependent on the amount of copper in the
gap. The gaps grow large if the input output power requirements are severe.

'

	

	
Configuration 3 see Figure C-2 a Lundell clawgux	 (	 gu	 ),	 type motor, has athree-

dimensional magnetic circuit and four air gaps. It has the merit of maintaining con-
stant direction of magnetic induction and near-constant induction in the circuit
elements, thus minimizing eddy--current and hysteresis losses. Also, with field
control, the generator output voltage can be controlled, thus relieving the power con-
version unit of this function.

Configuration 4, a NASA concept, is a homopolar-type motor also (like 3), but has
three air gaps instead of four. It, however, has long end windings on the ironless
armature. The field is controllable, hence generator output voltage can be controlled.

Some general design rules followed in the preliminary analyses of the motors are:

1. Design for maximum magnetic gap field

2. Maximize number of poles to reduce interpole iron

^F
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Figure C-1. Mechanical Capacitor m-g configurations.



MAGNETS

Figure C-2. Mechanical Capacitor m-g configuration No. 3.

S. Maximize motor diameter (special rule for a shaftless motor)

4. Minimize losses, after applying the foregoing rules, by seeking the best
trade-off between I2R (copper losses) and hysteresis and eddy-current losses.

A qualitative comparison of the m-g configurations appears in Table C-1. The
best choice based on the design objectives, appears to be configuration 2-A-1.

A. MOTOR-GENERATOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The following characteristics ace extracted from the Statement of Work.

Rated Speed - 17, 000 rpm

Rated Power -- 17. 54 kW (before assumed generator losses)

Speed Range - 17, 000 to 8500 rpm (1/2 speed)

Rated Power to be available over speed -ange

i

a

8
l

1

J
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1 2A--1 3 4

Lowest
Rotor Weight 1 2-3 3 4

Air Gap, in. Smallest
(Complete Circuit) 1 1 2 3

0.12 0.14 (min.)	 0.234 0.314

Flux Density Highest
(Fox some length 1 2 4 3
Maas, or equiv.
a lec tromags )

I2R Losses LoNvest
1 2 3 4

Armature Coils -
Long End Turns

Armature Coils- (I2R for field (I2R for field
Long End Turns is added) is added)

Magnetic Losses Lowest

--Running 3 1 2 2
-Coasting 3 1 2 2

Crosstalk
(13ehveen 1I/G
and Bearing

--Powered Yes (axial) No Yes (Radial) Ices (Radial)
-Coasting Yes (axial) No Yes Yes

1Ifg. Cost Lowest
2 1 4 3

Notes:

Wheel growth with m Ilia, of 22 in,
E = 70 x 106 Ibs/in2
Maximum Strain = 0.017 in. on radius.

c-4	 sw .



1. Operation* as Motor (Charge period)

1/2 to rated speed in 8 hours.

Power delivered to wheel - 1. 25 kW maximum.

'	 Internal losses < 80 watts

2. Operation as Generator Under No Load (Coast Period)

Zero power input and output

Coast for 6 hours.

Internal losses 545 watts

3. Intermittent Operation as Generator at 10% Rated Power (Intermittent
Generation Periods)

At less than 1. 75 kW power (before generator losses) from rated speed to 609c'
rated speed during 9-hour period with average internal power loss < 80 watts.

4. Generator Operation at Rated Power for Period of 0.063 Hour Some Time
During Last Hour of 24--Hour Cycle

Speed Range - 60% to 50% rated speed.

5. One Time Requirement

Motor drive shall be capable of taking wheel to 50% overspeed (150% rated
speed).

6. Overload

i



a. M--G system to operate from 110/220 V {f10°Ia} 60 Hz, -3 0 input, and deliver
power in the same form. 	 -

b. Mean time between failure - 50, 000 hours.

C. No overspeed possibility shall exist.

d. Design shall minimize weight of rotating parts, losses during operation
(particularly coasting losses), and manufacturing costs.

10. Configurations

Four configurations are to be considered and roughly sized. The preferred
configuration shall be designed sufficiently to delineate materials, processes,
components, and physical features, etc. to permit manufacturing cost estimates.

11. Nominal M-G Diameter

The torque circle diameter is assumed to be 22 inches.

12. Maximum Torque

The maximum torque, at 1/2 rated speed and in the generator mode, developing
17.54 kW is 22.44 lb-ft. The maximum torque force is 24.48 lbs.

B. MOTOR GENERATOR DESIGN CALCULATIONS

The following analyses are made assuming the motors to be do torquers rather than
brushless ac motors. The results of the analyses are valid and yield loss estimates and
performance data in close agreement with the alternative approach which was finally
adopted.

The motor-generator power and energy profiles are summarized in Figure C-3.

1. Motor-generator configuration. 1
(Refer to Figure C--4)

From the S. 0. W. , the specified generator load is 15 kW, at rated speed down
to 1/2 rated speed.	 I

Assume generator efficiency - 96%	 3

Power conversion efficiency -- 90%	
i

Maximum rpm	 - 11, 000 rpm*

Later changed to 17, 000 r pm, The number of poles was reduced by the speed ratio 	 f
11, 000/17, 000, thus maintaining frequency, etc.

C-6:h 
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POWER

14

E`iERGY

f2
ENERGY,
kW-HR —'}

F	 10	 i0 kW-HR

18	 17.54' 4W
FOR 0.062 HR

16	 6

POWER.
kW -- 14

1:	
6

10

B 1	 ^^

	

4	 3.6 kYl-HR	 1

B	 2.5 sm-HR

4	 2	 2.5 kv$-HR	 7

2	 0,625 kv7	
1.75 kW

/	 1 25 kW	

a

0 0
	

^	
1

8	 6	 9 y

SPIN UP—	 1 4--CDA5T	 ^i,N—IYTER•.IITTENT	 FJLL EOLSE4	 q

---- 26 rIR --	 Al	 -^J

ONE OPERAT04G CYCLE
z
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_

	

	 BEFOhEASSUMED

LOSS

Figure C-3, Mechanical Capacitor power and energy profiles, 24-hour cycle,

Power generated before losses:

	

15	 _

P y

	

	
17. 54 Iff

0. 90 x 0, 95 

7.04 W	 7, 04 x 17, 540	 iTorque =	 = 11. 22 lb-ft

	

rpm	 11,000

Assame Torque couple at 22 in, diameter:

11. 22 x 12Torque Force =	 -11 -- = 12. 24 lbs

At half speed, torque force = 2 x 12.24 = 24.48 lbs
i
i

a. Magnetic Circuit Design Assumptions
l

Maximum airgaps = 0. 030 and 0. 040 in.
4

Magnet area = 1, 2, 3 in2 ( 1 x 1, 1. 41 x 1. 41, 1. 73 x 1. 73 in.)

Magnet thickness (length) = 0. 10, 0, 20, 0, 30 in.

Magnets - SmCO 5 with Br = 8000 gauss

Armature Core -- Metglas 2505 with B s = 10, 000 gauss (for loss equation,
see Table C--2)

i
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I

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT:

RA

R

-ARMATURE

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

ROTOR
(FIELD)

C-4(a)

]VOTE:
1, R IS THE RELUCTANCE OF THE ARMATURE, GAP,

MAGNET, AND STRAY PATHS (WITH APPROPRIATE
SUBSCRIPTS)

2. ASSUME R A IS [ C THAN R M, R g, AND Fi S (STRAY),
S1 NCE THE PERMEABILITY 1S AT LEAST THREE
ORDERS HIGHER. THE PERMEABI LITIES OF M, g, AND S
ARE 1,

R 19



Watts/kg Hysteresis and Eddy Current Loss at
Material Frequency and Induction Noted

(2 mils thick) 60 Hz 103 Hz 104 Hz
13,000 Gauss 1000 Gauss 1000 Gauss

500/i) silicon iron 1.5 0.26 7. 0

50% nickel iron 0.77 0.22 5.5

2605 Metglas* 0.53 0.10 2.9

*The resistivity is 125pohm cm.

In general, at the higher frequencies, Metglas 2605 losses vary from those
shown as:

B	
1.6	 f 1.4	

t1/ Po
1	 1

^BO
	

f o^ to/ po

where B is the magnetic induction, f is the frequency, and t and p the thickness
and resistivity, respectively.

I

The magnetic intrinsinc flux is: B A M where A M is the magnet cross
section.

The flux density in the gap is:

B r A M x A 	 1

A 
	 L  + LS + LM

A	 A	 Ag	 S 	M

Assume A S as follows (Fi,-,ure C-5):



Then, the gap flux density, Hg, is as follows:

Ag LM Lg Hg, oersteds

1 0.1 0.060/0.080 4240/3930

1 0.2 0.060/0.080 5380/4830

1 0.3 0.060/0.080 5710/5180

2 0.1 0.060/0.080 2070/1660

2 0.2 0.060/0.080 3050/2580

2 0.3 0.060/0.080 3520/3060

3 0.1 0.060/0.080 1123/880

3 0.2 0.060/0.080 1820/1460

3 0.3 0.060/0.080 2300/1800

The plotted values of Hg are shown in Figure C-6.

Based on the plot of Figure C-6, a 0. 3-in. long, 1-inch squac a magnet is
the preliminary selection.

Flux density is = 5700 oersted/gauss in the 0. 030 in. gaps.

E	 i
j	 ^► ^	 t LM

LM

N

S

r	 ^^

1

3

i

s

Figure C--5. Magnet area for stray flux.
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1 IN.	 1 IN.
2.5 IN.

Figure C--7. Torque force variation.

E	 C-11

•	 6 -

6
1 IN, SQUARE — 0.060 GAPS
1 IN. SQUARE — 0.0$0 IN. GAPS

H GAP
4

FLUX DENSITY
(KILOGAUSS) ^^	 2 IN. SQUARE — 0.060 GAPS

2 IN. SQUARE — 0.080 GAPS
3 IN. SQUARE — 0.060 GAPS

2  "^^  	 ^.^.. r 3 IN. SQUARE — 0.080 GAPSr,I^	
r

'ter	 ..++' ^'^ ^"•^

0
0.1	 0.2	 0.3

MAGNET LENGTH ONJ

Figure C-6.	 Gap flux density

b.	 Motor-generator design assumptions

e Pole diameter = 22 in. ; circumference =	 7r 	 = 70 in.

0 Armature coils on both sides (Figure C-1)

0 1 in. square 5mCo 5 magnets, 0. 30 in. long, on rotor 	 }

® Magnet spacing -- 2. 5 in. , or 	 28 poles

0 All armature coils active

a Coil length (circumferential) - 1, 25 in, , with 1, 25 in. between coils 	 3

a Torque force as function of magnet travel:
(assume coil is fully effective, when opposite magnets) _ Figure C-7

112 IN,	 dl	 is

BLI (MAX.)	 a	 y



i
i^

0 No. 16 AWG wire, 0. 060 in„ dia. , carrying 8 amperes maximum

®	 Slots 0. 060 in. wide with 0. 060 teeth

Gap flux density = 0. 85 x 5700 = 4845 oersteds/gauss = 0.4845 webers/m2

z	 Torque force per coil, P = 0. 5 BLI 	 (Units -- newtons, webers/m2, meters,

r:
amperes)

t	 _

Torque force for all coils = 042 5 = 108. 8 newtons

108.8 = 0. 5x 0.4845xLx8

L = 56.14m.^
9

L/coil = 56. 14/4* x 28 = 0. 501 m = 19. 73 in

Active length per coil = Coil length x core height + wire dia.Wire spacing



Core has two fluxes: (a) due to permanent magnets, (b) due to armature
coils ( Figure C-8).

(a) Flux density = 4845 oersted/gauss in gap

= 0.48 webers/M

(b) Flux density due to coil is:

= F/R

F = NI = 20 x 8 = 160 ampere turns (2 coils)

Assume R = (2 R + Rs	 g	 M)

F = 80 ampere turns/gap branch of circuit

L	
L2R + R = g +	 M

g M0 g	 Po M

_	 1	 0. 36 x . 0254

r 41r x 10r 
7	

(1 x 1. 61) 0. 02542

= 0. 700 x 107

0.03 IN.
- ^

N 	 A
i1.83 IN. g

L
kA-ALAMINATIONS

f
0.36 IN.0.03 1N. 0.30 IN.	 A

0.0005 IN. RA/2
M ETG LASS 2605 N I

Rg
2

i

s RM R	 EQUIVALENTS CIRCUIT
R9

Ni

RA/2	 2

i Figure C-8. Magnet core sizing.
f
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c. Motor Losses, Spin--up

Stored energy in wheel = 10 1cW-hr

26. 55 x 10 6 ft-lbs

Assume wheel moment of inertia, I = 333 x 1. 96 2 = 1290 lb-ft2

Kinetic energy at 11, 000 rpm

ICE= 1/2 IC ^

1_	 .1290 
x 

^11,400	 2

2x32.2	 60 x 6. 28 J
///

20. 031 x 1. 32556 x 106

= 26. 55 x 10 6 ft-lbs

Torque required for spin--up from 5,500 to 11, 000 rpm in eight hours

T = I x rpm change	 (ft-lb-s units)308 x time

,T, — 1290 x 5500 f — n non 11.. sa



Torque force = 0. 799 x 12 = 0. 873 lb

Power input at full rated speed:

HP = T x N

63025
where T is in in. -lb

= 0. 799 x 12 x 11, 000/63025 = 1. 674, or 1. 25 kW

Assume stator coils are on 100% of time

Current = 0. 8725 x 8/24. 48 = 0. 285 ampere

Coil resistance = 4. 016 ohms /1000 ft

Coil Length = 56. 14 m = 184. 2 ft

Total coil length = 184. 2 x 4. 67/1. 83 = 470 ft

I2R loss = 0. 2852 x 4700 x 4.016 = 0. 153 W

d. Iron Losses

Stator core weight - 2 x HxW x number of conductors x circumference x
density

W = 1. 83x0,387x2x22xnx0,20

W = 19. 58 lbs
x	

2
Assume saturation of cores at 10, 000 gauss/in.

W B 1 1.6 ^f j 1.4	 t1 P1
Hysteresis and eddy current loss= 2,22 B	 x  	 x t P

o	 o	 a o

where subscript 'o' test values are given in Table C-1

For Metglas 2605, loss in W /kg is 0. 1 at 1000 gauss flux density, 1000 Hz,
and 0. 002 in. laminations.

a
Assume 0. 0005 in, laminations,

19. 58 	 1.6	 1.4 0.0005
Motor loss = L =	 x 0,	 . 566)	 x

2.^^

= 33 W

at 1/2 rated speed, loss is 33 x (. 5)1' 4 = 12.5 W

Total loss = 12. 65 to 33 W	 a
(1/2 to full speed)

3
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e. Motor Losses, Coasting

Core losses persist and I2  loss goes to zero. Hence, loss = 33 W (versus
45WinS.0.W.)

f. Generator Losses Under Full Load and at 60% Rated Speed
rr

I2  loss = (6.4)2 x 4 0 x 4. 016 = 77. 3 W
1000

	Hysteresis and eddy-current losses from before = 33 W	 y

1.4
At reduced speed Ions = 33 x 10^	 = 16.2 W

Total = 94 W

g, One Half Rated Speed

I2R loss = 82 x 000 x 4. 016 = 120. 80
	 i

Hysteresis and eddy current loss =

19. ;5	 1. 6	 (1283) 1' 
4	

0. 0005L= 2. 2 x 0. 1 x 10	 x 1000	 x 0.002is

12. 55 W

Total Loss W 12. 55 + 120.6 = 133.35 W
^r

h. Intermittent Operations

At 60 0/c rated speed and 10% maximum load, the torque load is 1. 87 lbs.

1.87I = 22.44 x 8 = 0. 66

I2R = (0. 66)2 x 1. 89 = 0. 83 W
1. 4

Hysteresis and eddy current = 12. 55 x60) 	 = 16. 20

At 100% rated speed, losses are 0. 30 and 33 W, respectively.

1
s
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CIRCUMFEREN TIAL DIRECTION
,^_	 BUS

WINDING

OR

BUS	 SIDE VIEW

RADIAL
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FIELD
MAGNET
OUTLINE

Wire size in the gap is a principal determinant of gap dimension. The gap
can be minimized by using rectangular wire of varying width to satisfy current requirements.

If a coil is built as shown in Figure C-9, then wires in gap can be held to
0. 030 in. thick by adjusting the width to carry the full assumed or rated current.

From Anaconda Co. catalogue: (Figure C-10)

Minimum rectangular wire thickness = 0. 030 in. (assume 0. 040 in.
with insulation)

Minimum area 2509 sq. mils

Corner radius = 0. 016 in.

I

Figure C-9. Coil construction.



Width - W, in.

0.050 0.060 0.070 0.080

Area, sq. mils 1500-220 1800-220 2100-220 2400-220

1280 1580 1880 2180

R, ohms per 1000 ft 6.36 5.16 4.33 3.74

® Assume: higher current capacity, compared to round wire, of 30%

Maximum air gap is: (2 x 0. 030) + 0. 080* = 0. 14 in.

Assume: same size magnets, poles, coil height, etc, as in configura-
tion No. 1

Assume a toroid magnetic circuit as in Figure C-11.

H	
Ag/Lg	

AM Bg 
A/L + S /L + A M/LM Ag 
g 

S g

Assume magnet lengths of 0. 1, 0. 2, 0, 3 in.

Assume RS = 0, 66 R 

Also: A M = A 

f

i

1
S

J
1

I

v

a



Ag Lg A /Lg	 g A /LS	 S A M LM A /LM M

A
A• B = H1/2 x Mg g

1.6
0"214 22. 6 15.1 1.6 0.1 16 3389

1.6 0 '2 4 22.6 15.1 1.6 0.2 8 3979

1.6 0 '2 4 22.6 15.1 1.6 0.3 5.3 4227

Use same magnets as for configuration 1 (0. 30 in. long) :. gap flux
density_— 4200 gauss.

Assume:

Pole diameter = 22 in, , circum = 70 in.

Rectangular coils (Figure C-12 and Figure C-13)

Magnet Spacing - 2. 5 in. or 28 poles
i

All armatures coils active, rect, wire equivalent to No. 16 gauge
(0. 051 dia.)

Coil length (circumferential) - 1, 25 in, with 1. 25 in, between coils

Avg, torque force = 0, 5P, where P is the torque force

Ma ii- num current = 8 x 1. 3 = 10. 4 amps
3

Generator maximum torque force = 24.48 = 108, 8 newtons2.25

Total coil length = P/0, 5BI

108.8
0. 5 x 0.42 x 10.4

	 4g• 8 meters

Length/pole 4288	 1, 779 meters = 70 in.



1 

41	 2.5 IN.

1,63 IN,

A

Figure C-12. Coil arrangement.

No of individual conductors, A, = 2 ^ 0. 63 = 2,147 ^ 22

Distance between conductors = 1.25 - 2 2^ 0 X .057 = 0

Generator voltage at rated speed:

V = 0. 5 BLV

Avg. EMF per coil = 0, 5 X 0. 42 X 1. 63 X 2 (321. 86) (Mks units)39.37

= 5. 60 V per coil

If 28 sets are in series, V = 28 X 5, 60 = 156. 8

If 56 sets are in series, V = 313.6

Weight of poles = 28 [ Avg, OD2 - (I. D. ) 21 D 2A X Width X Density]

W 28 [1(2.  52)2 - 12 1 0. 7854 X I X 0. 28]

= M 95 lb

Note that this is a heavy configuration.

Consider Configuration 2A-1 of Figure C-1

Assume soft iron induction density is 10, 000 gauss

4227 X 1. 6 X 1Area =	 - 0.681 W2 



I2R = 0. 372 x 1. 80 = 0. 246 W

Maximum magnet drag can be ignored.

C-21

Weight of rotor metal = magnets + soft iron weight

= 5s ., 0.29X 0.3X 1.6 +22XIr X 0.681X 2X 0.29

=7.8-27.3

= 35. 1 lb

which is heavy also. The alternative is to utilize the keeper metal as
shown in Sketch SK2294234 as one of two inner rim motor - suspension
configurations. In this case, motor--generator weight can be shared with 	 i
the suspension system, at some risk of cross-talk forces.

b. Losses for Each Phase of Operation	 'E

{1} Spin-Up

Assume constant current and variable voltage, hence low power
increasing to maximum power at rated speed.

I2R loss in armature wire;

I=10.4x0.799=0. 37 ampere
22.44

R = 5. 52 ohms/2000 ft

1.14 IN.
SUS	 .'

a

Figure C-13. Coil arrangement.

_49.8x2x5.52x3.28R _	 1000	 = 1. 80 ohms



+

i

VER i ICAL
FIELD

(2) Coast

With the armature coils open-circuited, losses should be approxi-
mately zero.

(3) Estimate of Armature Field ON Losses

Problem: determine induction in magnets due to armature field.
The field moves relative to the magnets and is switched (commutated) when displaced
one pole space. Switching is done in the interpole space.

The pole edges see the field varying approximately as shown in
Figure C-14.

Figure C--14. Armature field variation.

Several assumptions have to be made:

• The whole armature field flux passes through the magnets
(Figure C-15)

10 The field is two dimensional (actually it is not)

* Magnetic effects are not time uependent (no lag)

® The usual expressions for losses apply
^	

4

i 	 3

q]^
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Figure C-15. Magnetic circuit

MMF = NI = OR 
= uA

Assume I = (0. 3 + 0. 14 + 0. 3) 2.2 = 1. 628 in.

In CGS units
I = 0. 795 NI x yA

i

= BA

B = 0.7957	 = 0. 7957NT 
	

NT1	 1	 ^

where

1 is in cm
;f

B in gauss

I in amperes

As a generator, NI = 48 x 10.4 = 499. 2 ampere turns

0. 7957 x 10. 4 x 48Hence B =	 1 0,00 — 0 9n	 = 96. 1 gauss



where
Z/P = conductors under one pole

total current
Ia/a = parallel paths

Hence the demagnetizing or magnetizing Meld from the coils is small. Also the
hysteresis loss will he negligible and can be ignored.

>. The maximum frequency = 11, 0600 x 28 = 5133 Hz

Magnet resistivity = 50 p ohm-cm

`

	

	 From: P. R. Bardell, 'Magnetic Materials in the Electrical Industry', Neti , York
Philosophical Library, 1055, page 123:

watts loss/c 3 =7 2 f2 B 2 t2 10-16m 
In

6p

-7r 2 (5133) 2 x (96) 2 x (2. 54)2 x 10-16

6 x 50

=5.15x 1 60

where
1

f = 5133

96 gaussBm = 

t = 2.54 cm i.

p = 50 ohm-cm

The total magnet volume = 128 cm 3

	

	f
I:

Hence the loss is: 5, 15 x 10 -6 x 1. 28 x 102 = . 00066 W

(4) Lower Power Intermittent Operation

(a) :_ssume 60% rated speed, or 6600 rpm

Power out = 1. 75 kW max (10% rated max, load)



Total loss = 194, 7 W

S. Motor Configuration 4 (NASA)

(Includes permanent m.agaets and field coils, Figures C-16 and C-17.)

CONTINUOUS AROUND CIRCUMFERENCE

SALIENT POLES OF 	 ^rg— VERTICAL GAP (Vg)
N	 S	 SAME POLARITY	 Il

.^5^:rt; 4 :	 ::ti.^ r^•^ias.rt	 IRONL,ESS ARMATURE
LOWER	 ;a%i'1	 is s	 COILS
RIM

	y^,

HORIZONTAL GAP NO)

x	 COiLRETURN5IDE	 ••
IN REGION OF LOW	 . • .	 \
FLUX DENSITY	 r--"	 \	 rte--" ---r



^-- OS

RHg

_ ..	

V	 0.07 1 N.	
^ ^f•^^'.	

-. .

	

1/2 s	 ;
OS

Ov s^	 DVS	 1	 1{^.^

M w 0.0471N.H9

^M

SYMMETRICAL

STRUCTURE
ABOUT CL

Figure C-37_ Magnetic circuit and equivalent circuit.
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Assume:

i.
•	 Same permanent magnets as for motor-generator configuration 1 and 2A-1

a>

r •	 Magnet dimensions -- 0. 3 x 1 x 1. 83 in. (approx)
i^

•	 Gap Hg = . 030 to 0. 017 (wheel dilated) = 0. 047 in.

•	 Gap Vg = . 060 + 0. 08 = 0. 14 in. ( 1 /2 gap = 0. 07 in.)

•	 Number of poles = 28	 = r
Pitch = 2. 5 in,
All poles active	 I

At the vertical gap, the parallel circuit reluctance is:

21	 __	 1	 +	 1	 2 Rvg 	
= 2	

0. 07	 ^ 07	
= 52.4

R	 R	 R	 (Rvg)2	 1.83	 1. 83)c	 v	 vgg
i

R	 = 0.019

0.047^RH =	 0.0256
g	 1.83

i` Rc + RH = 0.0446	 G	 22.42
t g	

1
Re	

A M

HbHg =	 1	 0.2	 1	 x A	 Bs	 HbHg = flux density in horiz, gap
+	 +	 G—

Re	Rc	RM
s

H H	 =	
22. 42	 x 8000 = 5452 gauss

b g	 22.42 + (0. 2 x 22.46)	 6

Hb	= 5452	 = 2726 gauss
Vg 2

a.	 Field Coil

Assume 2 to 1 variation in field

Modulation of permanent magnet field in the vertical gap is:

±2726/3 W=—= 908 gauss

s;
i;

From 3638 gauss at 1/2 rated speed to 1818 gauss at rated speed

C-27	 .
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NI =OR

Magnet intrinsic flux 8000 x 1. 83 x 2. 542 94451 maxwells

R of whole magnet circuit:

R	 0.07	 O^ 07	
132.8

v
1. 83 x 2. 54	 1. 83 x 2. 54

R	 0.0075
V9

	

0.04 7 	 0.010R
Hg

1. 83 x 2. 54

0,3 . =
R 
M	 1. 83 x 2. 54	

0.0645

R	 4x 0.010=0. 040     S +RT Rv 
9	 H R

s R M

+ - T 1 97.6
RT 	 01-75 0.040 0.0645

R,,	 0. 0102

R
T 

(whole circuit) 0. 0204

OR 94451/3 x 0. 0204 642.2 gilberts 807 AT

Assume field coil serves two poles.

AT 1614 ampere turns; use No. 36 AWG wire

b. Conductors, Armature

Assume conductors are made sufficiently large to take more current to
offset smaller field (1700 gauss) at rated speed.

Conductor thickness 0. 030 x 
8829 

0. 0632 in.

Assume same width - as in motor config uration 2, or 0. 057 in.

Area 3380 mils, R 
8146	

2.41 ohms/1000 ft

C-28
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108, 8At rated speed of 11, 000 rpm, torque farce = 2 = 54.4 newtons

Assume wire current capacity = 143 sq mils/ampere;

I = 23.6 amperes

torque force = 0.5 BLI

54.4 = 0. 5 x 0. 18 x Lx23.6

L = 25. 6 meters

Length of conductor in armature/per pole

25. 6 x 39.37 R 35. 995 —= 36 in.
28

c. Back EMF

EMF = 0. 5 BLV = 0. 5 x 0. 18 x 1' 50 x 24 x 321. 86 = 26. 48 V/Coil
39.37

with 4 coils in series, V =106 in 7 parallel paths

Power = 0. 7 x 23 . 6 x 106 = 17, 503 W

17. 5 kW

At 1/2 rated speed, B = 3638 gauss and the torque force = 108. 8 newtons.

r.
e



Maximum induction at salient poles = 5452/0. 5 x 1 11, 000 gauss

Approximate weight of metal:

Weight= (.25x 1.5x28x.29x2) +(.25x 1+.52x.78254)x

227rx29x2

20.03

Increase weight to 11,000 x 20. 03, or 22. 03 Ibs to reduce induction to
10, 000 gauss.	 10,000

e. Losses at Rated Speed and Power

(1) Losses-Conductors, Armature I2 

Rated speed = 11, 000 rpm, maximum power = 17. 54 kW

Conductor length = 28 x 24 x 112 x 4 = 336 ft.

R = 1000 x 2.41 = 0. 809 ohms

I2R = (23.6)2 x 0. 809 = 451 W	 x

(2) Field Coil I2  Loss

AT = 1614 ampere turns per 2 poles

AT produces 1/3 flux of magnets, or 2 (8000 x 1. 83 x 2. 54 2 ) W

188,900 maxwells

Coil cross-section, assuming 10, 000 gauss induction

Magnet cross-section x 2 	
0

	

x 10000 — 1. 83 x 3	 2

	

= 0. 	 976 irL 

'	 1, 00 in. 2

Assume round coil D = 1.00 D = 1. 12 in.' 0.7854

Assume No. 16 AWG wire at 6 amperes maximum current

R = 4. 094 ohms/1000 ft

AT 1614 x 14Total wire turns = A =	 6 — = 3766

{
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Length = (1. 12 + 0. 12
25)7r x 3766 = 1351 ft

"^ = 4. 094 x 1. 351 = 5. 53 ohms

12R = 6 2 x 5. 53 = 200 W

(3) Eddy Current and Hysteresis Losses

From a previous analysis (Configuration 2A-1) losses in the present
configuf•.Alon can be assumed to be zero.

(4) Eddy Current and Hysteresis Losses in Iron on Rotor Due to Bias
Magnets

If it is assumed the permanent magnet variations result in a horizontal
gap flux variation of t 5%Q and this carries through the rotating metal, the average
induction is 4000 gauss, and the variation is sinusoidal with a half wave of 1. 25 in.

From the Metglas data for . 002 in. laminations:
B 	 1.6 x (f,  1. 4

Loss/kg = 0.lxWx	 x --	 x1
BO	f0

22. 03 ( 4) 6	 11000 x 28 
1.4

=0.1x 2.2 x ^1/	 x 10000x60

=91.5W

For 0. 0005 in. laminations, the loss = 9 4 5 = 22. 9 W

The total loss = 451 + 200 + 22. 9 = 673. 9

At 60% speed, the loss is estimated to be 6.21 W, and at 50% speed,
the loss is estimated to be 12. 33W

f. Loss at 1/2 Rated Speed and Power

The loss will be slightly less than at rated speed due to the somewhat
smaller eddy--current and hysteresis losses.

g. Low Power intermittent Operation

Maximum speed is assumed to be 11, 000 rpm and the voltage constant.
The field coils will adjust the vertical gap flu.: to yield constant voltage out of the
generator. The speed range is ft:am 100% to 60%o rated speed.
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f,t
a

Hence, BLV 100% - BLV60%, and B at the lower speed is 1. 66 x B100%

B 100% = 1818 gauss

B	 =;1818 x 1. 66 = 3018, of which 3018 - 2726 = 292 is supplied by the
coil.

Hence from the full power case, fiel i coil power is 200 x 908 = 64.3 W

From motor co-Jiguration 2 analysis

Maximum power out = 1. 75 kW

At 60% rated speed, 
T

Qb ft) - 1. 37; Torque force = 1. 87 x 1i = 2. 04

9. 06 newtons

9. 06 = 0. 5 BLI

= 0. 5 x .302 x 25. 6 x I

I = 2. 34 amperes

I2R = 2.34 2 x 0. 809 = 4. 42W

Total Loss = 6. 21 + 64. 3 + 4. 42 = 74. 93 W

h. Spin Up to Rated Speed

Assume constant acceleration. Field and/or current can be varied.
If the coil field is inactive, only the bias field exists.

B = 2726 gauss

Torque force = 0. 8725 lbs, or 3. 88 newtons

Torque force = 0. 5 BLI

3,88 = 0.5x 0. 2726Y25.6xI

I = 1. 13 amperes

1 211 = 1. 13 2 x . 810 = 1. 034 W

Total loss = 22. 9 + 1. 0 = 23. 9 W

Assume bias is augmented by field cods:

B = 3636, Coil loss = 200 VS'

.'. Use of field coiis is costly and must be compared with the loss in
the power converter.

C--32	
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i. Coast

The loss will be largely from iron--hysteresis and eddy-currents due to
variations in the magnetic induction in the iron. The loss is conservatively estimated
to be 22. 9 watts as shown in the rated power case.

j. 100% Rated Sr eed - Intermittent Power Case

T = 7. 04 x 1750 = 1. 12 lb ft
11,000

Torque force = 1, 12 x I1 = 5. 43 newtons

B is 1818 gauss (field coil fully On) = 0. 18 weber/m2

0. 5 BLI = 5. 43 = 0. 5 x 0. 182 x 25, 6 x I

I = 2. 34 amperes

I 2R = 2.342 x 0. 809 = 4.43 W

Field coil power (from full power case) = 200 W

Total loss = 4, 4 + 200 + 22. 9 = 227. 3 watts

4. Motor-Generator Configuration 3

Assume use of bias magnets and field coils to obtain constant voltage and
control with variation in speed.

Assume total air gap in magnetic circuit = 2 x 0. 047 + 2 (0, 03 + 0. 08)*
0. 314 in. = 0. 157 hL (half Circuit).

The circuit is three dimensional (as in Figure C-19). Assume the stray flux
is as in the motor configuration 4.

	

2.5 1 ;^	 rb^-,^

0.0471 V,

U'. F 1 ! N,

T__	 ^	 N'

0.047 IN,

A7

i

0

Fi gure C-D. Three dimensional m. ; ,,nctic circuit.	 '
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2.0011

5 M.

Assume the moving poles to have the planform as in Figure C-20.

Figure C-20. Moving pole configuration.

Use the same size permanent magnets as in the other configurations (0.3 x 1 x
1. 83 in. , approximately).

Also assume alternating polarity. Both sides of the armature coils are active
in the field of the alternating polarity poles.

The only advantage over Configuration 4 is the smaller gap at the pole face.

Use the same procedure for determining the pole gap field as in motor con-
figuration 4. Also assume 28 poles and pole pitch of 2. 5 in.

The magnetic circuit and the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure C-21.

H 
g-2 

Reluctance:

1 _	 1 + 1 = 2 Rg- 
2

R 	 Rs-2	 Rg--2	 (R )2g-2
2 (0. 11)	 0. 12	 33.33

	

1.83	 0.0036
0.11K L  83

(R T = 0. 03)

C-34
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0.047 IN.

H9-1

C-35

eoG
e^

7
RS-2

112 CIRCUIT	 1

Figure C--21, Magnetic circuit, Configuration 3A.



f

7
x	 r=
k

f

R.	 -.0. 047 - 0. 0256
g-1 ^ 1.83

Rg-1	 T+ R = 0. 0556, G g-1 + G T = 17.99

RM - 1.g -0.1.67, GM=6

Hbg
- x 

= H g-1 flux density

1

Hb-	
Rg-1 + R 	 x A M

g-1 -	 1	 1	 +(I) Aq
Rg-1 + RT) +.2  Rg-1 + RT ]FM

- 17.99	 x 80001.2 (17.99) + 6

17.9927. 59 x 8000 = 5216 gauss- 

Hb9-2 = 5216/2 = 2608 gauss

a. Field Coil

Assume 2 to 1 variation in field (to maintain voltage with constant armature
current over a 2 to 1 speed range. Field must vary 2608/3 = t 869 gauss or 3477 to 1738
gauss (1/2 speed) (rated speed).

NI =OR

Magnet intrinsic flux = 94451 maxwells

R of magnetic circuit:

Bs



•gap 1 + Rgap 2 = 0.0218

RMag = 0.0645

Rsr1 = 0.040

1	 -	 1	 +	 1 +	 1

Rtotal	
0.0218	 0.040	 0.0645

1	 = 45.87 + 25 + 15. 5 = 86. 37
RtotaI

Rtotal = 0.0115

R = 99351 
x 0. 0115 = 381. 2 gilberts = 479 AT

(1 field coil per pole or 28 in all; use No. 36 wire)

b. Armature Conductors (Rectangular - 0. 057 In. Wide)

Thickness = 0. 030 x 3829 = 0. 066 in.
1738

Area = 3540 sq mils

R = 8146 ` 2. 30 ohms per 1000 ft.
3540

At rated speed torque force = 54.4 newtons
____	 3540 —. __



With 4 coils in series, V n101, with 7 parallel paths

Power = 24. 76 x 7 x 101 = 17. 505 kW

At 1/2 rated speed: B = 3.477 kg

Tforce 2'- 
108. 8 newtons

Hence, I and V remain the same.

c. Losses

Assume conductors carrying maximum current of 24. 76 amperes.

Conductor size 0. 057 x 0. 066 in. , rectangular

R = 2. 30 ohms/1000 ft

I = 24. 76 amperes

L = 25.28 x 1239. 37 = 82. 94 x (2) = 165. 88 ft

12R = 24. 76 2 x 82. 94 x 2 x 2. 30 T 233. 78 watts?1000

(1) Field Coil

Power loss is approximately the same as for motor 4, approximately
200 watts.

(2) Eddy Currents and Hysteresis

Use same values as for motor 4.

(3) Spin-Up

Current = 1. 13 amperes (from motor 4)

I2R = 1. 13 2 x 0. 38 = 0.485 ! 0. 5 watt

Hysteresis loss = 12. 8 to 22. 9 watts

Total losses = 23.4 watts

*full coil length

C--38



(4) Intermittent Operation at 60% Rated Speed

Assume coil loss same as for motor 4, or 64. 3 watts

Torque forge 9. 06 = 0. 5 BLI

=0.5x0 . 302x25.28xI

12. 37 amperes

I2R = 2. 37 2 x 0.3815 = 2. 14 watts

The foregoing Iosses for the four motor-generator configurations
are summarized in Table 2-4.

r	 d. Motor Weight

Assume 10, 000 gauss flux density in the rim metal (see Figure C-22).

Rilln weight = 22 x 7r ( I x 0. 25 + 0.44 x 0. 625) x 2 x 0. 29 + 28 (0. 625 2+ 0. 25) x

1.25x0,29x2

31 lbs.

}^-i lN.-W^-3.75 1N.

i.51N. I	 i IN.

I

LL r

	 MOVING

7/ 17A



Table C-3 contains a list of design values derived from the foregoing
	 p

analysis. A decision was made later to go to a three-phase arrangement rather than 	 t

a torquer arrangement. The values shown are for the latter configuration. The items
marked with a bullet are still pertinent and the losses are unaffected.

TABLE C-3. M- G DATA

Configuration

I 2A-1 3 4

Number of Poles 28 28 28 28

® Pole Span, in. 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.5

* Stack Height, in. 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.5

0 Torque Force Arm, 22 22 22 22
in. x 2

® Magnet Size, in. 0.3 Lg x Ix 1.8 0.3x 1x 1.6 0. 3 x I x 1. 83 0. 3 x I x 1. 5

Number of Magnets/ 1 2 2 2
Circuit

Gap-in. (complete 0.12 .14/217 0.314 0.234
circuit)

® Gap Field, B, gauss 4845 4200 2608 2726

Wire Size, in. 0.051 0. 040 x . 057 0. 066 x 0. 057 0. 062 x 0. 057

Armature round rect. rect. rest.

Field - -- 0. 051 round 0. 051 round

Conductor Length, ft. 470 326 166 336

Copper Volume, cu in. 11.52 5.83 9.90 13.36

Weight-Moving Parts, 4.65 35.10 31.04 22.03
lb.

Maximum Current 8 10.4 24.76 23.6

* Current Density 3950 6980 6980 6980
Amps/in. 2

Coils in Series 4 28 4 4

Number of Parallel 28 -- 7 7
Paths

a.

1

i

i

f



C. TECHNICAL NOTE C-1 (INLAND MOTORS DESIGN SHEETS AND CRITIQUE)

The Inland Motor Division of the Kollmorgen Corporation reviewed the RCA pre-
liminary designs and performed some preliminary analysis of two motor configurations,
1 and 2. Their contributions follow in pages C-42 through C--63.

D. ARMATURE COIL DESIGN

The ironless armature can be designed as shown in the typical coil Iayout in
Figure C--23, or by concentrating the individual strands into twisted bundles Qitz wires)
as partly shown in Sketch SK 2294234. The first construction poses problems in
providing clearance for the coil ends at the inner rim and is wasteful of wire (hence
I211 loss). Also, to minimize eddy current loss in the wire, the number of coils be-
comes impractically large. An unconventional armature design has been selected for
the point design.

From Section II (Technical Note 2-1), the armature coil eddy current upper bound
loss has been calculated. This is based on the use of litz wires. Actual losses are
expected to be a small fraction of the calculated value.

i

s

t

a^

Litz Wire Diameter

AWG No. 10 wire diameter is 0. 1019 in.

The Litz equivalent is AWG No. 36 in 413 strands

Area of No. 10 is 0. 00816 in. 2

Area of one Litz strand is 0. 000373 in. 2

Area of 413 strands is 0. 0154 in. 2

Assume 80% pack factor

Total area = 0. 01015 in. 2

Assume round shape

Litz wire diameter = 0. 157 in.

Coil Winding

The coils per phase per pole = 2

The coil pitch is 2/3 (throw 1-5)

The coil winding arrangement is shown in Figure C-24.
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TORQUE MOTOR DESIGN SHEETS
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Sheet 1 of 5

I1 Assumptions

No. Poles = P Z4

No. Teeth - t t ^.

Pole S pan w ^. 4

Stack Height = 1. Q

Stator 0. D,	 --

Stator X. D.
^ z z rt ems- ^^ c^ ^:.. 	 d^ ^, a 3

Rotor 0. D,	 •

Rotor 1. D. =

Stator Casing (If Req'd)

Max. Current Input - 	 ^ A,.,., r 1- f 4 -+ t ^r _ 6 p-.

.4

II I To find.. magnet .operatic	 point:

Mw = Magnet Width

Mt _ Magnet Radial Thickness Stator 0.,_D. - Stator. 1. D. -.0.030

-MA	 Magnet Area	 Mw Mt

Assume a flux/pg:le: 	 MA x 60,000 x 2

. 1.5

Wp	 Width of Pole Constriction = --r-^-•--»
110,00 Mw

MLR Magnet Length _	 Stator I«D..f..030 _ wp

(Stator L.. D.Pole Are A	 ...	 a x	 Pole Span .
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xo f3ttid u when motor is. energized:

F MAX . . Currerit,: Input 	 n....,,..Currena per: path>R	 1
2

Assumed turne /coil
r _

` =	 m Teeth/Poly	 No:..::Teeth k Pole SpanT	 No
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P

T C	 = Demagnetizing a^pee	 turns per Pole'
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. - _ STurtts/coil.}(.Current per Path)^No. Teeth2.-C x Pa1e Span
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Sheet 3 of 5

Tot. Drop While Energized = GAP A.T. + Total Demagnetizing A.T./Pole =

Note: Operating density obtained from curve of magnet material selected

Magnet Chosen

Operating Density =	 .}	 Gauss x 6.45 =

f

(1) = Magnet Flux/Pole = Operating Density x 2 MA = zQ )^

OB = Flux/Pole in bridge = 2 x 130,000 x B t t MW

(2) OA = Air Gap r lux/Pole = -- (l)	 (2)	
_ ff ?
	 +

Leakage Factor

HII To find slot dimensions:

Lam. Material Used =	 No. of Slots =

B = Flux Density Used =

TW

r	 !

i..

Yoke Thickness =
2 B (Stack Height) .93

r'

tw = B T  (Stack Height) .93	
-

C-44

where B t =
Bridge Thick-

ness

a

7

,lP

G1

I	 r

1-7 t^I
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Sheet 4 of 5

_	 Rotor 0. D. - 2 Tooth Tip)] Ir	 _ t
X r	 No. Teeth	 w =

y = -Rotor 0. D. - 2 Tooth Ti	 - Rotor I._D.-_2 (Yoke) =
-	 2

Z = CPOtor 0. D. - 2 Tooth Ti	 2Y-1 'rr	
- tw =No. Teeth

x+z
Asloz -	 2	 -

IV To determine torque sensitivity:_

Awire = KF (Aslot)
	 where KF = Fill Factor

Size wire chosen

Awire	 °.
No. Conductors/Slot = VA (wire Dia)2

No. Turns/Coil = No. Conductors/Slot
2

Z = Tot, Conductors = (No. Conductors/Slot) (No. Slots) _ ' L y ^^c	 Z^ r	 2 ^{ ..^

Ts

-g 	
-")- 22.5 x 10	 Z 0 P	 oz.-in./amp.	 I r `a	 l:o	 ^• 3 c r ^1^ t(a	 a (r-

a 
f

2	 L4

4 )^o.a ui	 I V/r^'^s
TS

V^	 To find resistance:	 -`	 V c^tt	 S a.? ,	 ^••	 i'^`f

LMT = 2(Stack Height)+2(End Bundle)+2'r r tRotor O.D. - 2 Tooth - Ti221 x Teeth Linked
Total Teeth

LMT -

oT,^c^Y^ri l^

C--45 OF 
p^}Ul^
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Sheet 5 of 5,

R = (LMT) (No. Teeth) (No. Turns /Coil) (Wire Resistance in ohms/ft.)
48

RI,E = R x KBR	 where KBR = Shorting Factor due to Brushes

^	 r z	 c^it ^	 ; {^-^^^

i

Vl `^ ^ U^ ^^. J	 ^_	 ;TRH G„t	 k.	 Q ,

f¢	 'J 

^E uE( ^.{
Ae	 ^.

3

`{	 1

-i

f

Op,1cmAl.e "PA IE

E'
f {	
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, F _-	 FEATURES	 I
11"ell-Ba lan ced 31(trinctic Properties

111COREX is made to have a residual flax density (Br)
valur , a p proximately equa l. to the coercive force (1111(:)
value, Because of this halanec, 11lCOR l:.X performs ideally

even when magnetized in single pieces before installa-
tion into equipment. 5lnrcover, thinner magnets can be
made from 111COREX than any other magenetic material.

Excellent 5tabilitr/

The coercive force of 111COREX is 19 times that of Alnico
magnets.IlICO1tEX resists demagnetizing forces remark-
ably well, and its properties are little affected by vibra-
tions encountered under ordinar y circumstances.
111COREX also offers excellent resistance to corrosion
and oxidation. Because of these superior properties,
111COREX can be used with the same confidence and ease
as Alnico magnets.

MAG\F.7'IC I'Itf)I'f:ltHFN OF I11C'ORl".X

Grade
Residual
Induction
Hr (F(:)

Coercive
farce

k;fIC1 E O O

"Iaximum
Er,rcy	 1'roducl

11M max, NIGOv_
}IICOREX 10 6.0-6.6 6.0-6.6 9-11

a	 12 6.6-7.2 6.6-7.2 I1-13
14 7.2-7.7 7.2-7.7 1315
16 '7.7-8.2 7.7-8.6 1517
18 8.28.7 8.0-8.5 17-19
20 8.7-9.2 8.5-4.0 19-21

Recoil permeability, it rec	 1.0-1.1

Curie point,	 '1'c	 710'C

Irreversible loss _	 WC-250'C	 5 3-7;;
(0'C-200 -C}	 -0.03--0.05?;,"C

Hardness	 Hv	 460

Density	 grlem'	 7.3-9.3

Permeance Cociflclent (B,H)
I Ir.	 r G	 1.75	 2	 2.5	 3	 4	 5

Domagnetnzu>y Force --H(k0o)

Permcance Coefficient (B°H)
I ks	 I.5	 1.75	 2	 2,	 3	 4	 5

10

	

1.0	 Encr P oduct (BH) }
tl.Goc	 J

20 16 12 8	 J8	 1

	

0.75	 -I'-

IiICOIti;X 18	 I	 j
x	 - 4

2EX 9 1,

	

\	
k

2 -	 t	 Ocawgnrhzmg Force --11(10c)	 j
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Sheet 1 of 5
i

iTORQUE MOTOR DESIGN SHEETS

F-L v Z.ar ^ C3r.^ ^  `F ^.J L : ^. 7 t .^^..,} G Ia	 ^

Customer: E•?4 iq	
ADwg. No.:	 Qy SUS'r,^	 1	 2	 4t! L a+J L7 e rt •-f

Date:	 7

T i Assumptions =	
Yr^	 }t

No. Poles = P = Z

No. Teeth = l t L

Pole Span = .). C.4 e(
 
= t ^°

`' e

!	 c'

Stack Height

Stator 0. D.
i

Stator 1. D.

^. z . y	 rat ^^. r, Ll c •.^	 : G . o G-7 4- 	 t

Rotor 0. D. _	 C.	 s ^.	
G z.

Rotor x. D.

Stator Casing . (If Rest' d)

Max. Current 'Input = 	 !

i
r
a Id To find magnet operating point:

Mw = Magnet Width	 s'

Stator 0. D.	 Stator Y. D. - 0,030Mt -Magnet Radial. Thickness =	 - ^ ^ t •,-• ; = D,

2	 Z
0 .^	 '^-MA = Magnet Area = Mw Mt =	 t e^ -Q ` E	

4^ . t	 u .^F t.,,^

l
Assume a flu /pole: = MA x 60,000 x 2

1..5

Wp = Width of Pole Constriction 110 2 00 mw

-(Stator_	 D. + .030 Ir	 _	 = Z# .	 _ ML Magnet Length - (S	 Z. 
P

	 14p	 3 3

-3L T,,, ^' e f̂ L/ a 't !	 1 1

(Stator I. D.) Tr	 j.^ cn	 a n
 t.,	

2^Pole Arc =	
P	

x Pole Span =	 j

'.	
{Yp

i	 C.-TB

r	

y
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'E

Permeance

^ l = 4Ma 	=	 _
MD

To find pn when motor is energized:

Current per path = Max. Current Input
2

Assumed turns/coil. =

No. Teeth x Pole Span	 lt^T p •- No. Teeth/Pole -- 	 --	 • ^^	 '.
P	 Z

Cm = Demagnetizing ampere - turns per pole

r	 (Turns/coil.) (Current per Path) (No. Teeth) 	 PnIP Snan



GAP A.T. = .313 BgKs =
	 Sheet 3 of 5

Tot. Drop While Energized = GAP A.T. -f Total Demagnetizing A.T./Pole =

Note: Operating density obtained from curve of magnet material selected

Magnet Chosen =	 ^`( L : -9^%,	
0

Operating Density =	 `	 Gauss x 6. 45

t^a ^

(^)	 = Magnet Flux/Pole = Operating Density x 2 MA = 7 ^^ x ,1 1 % 1 ^- '	 S t o t. r.t`

^	 ^B = Flux/Pole in bridge = 2 x 130,D00 x B t 	 where Bx MW =	 t -
Bridge Thick-

(2) OA = Air Gap Flux/Pale = ---(1) =--(2)	 -	 -r a u _	 . t t '4 	 ness
Leakage Factor	 ---	 f

III To find slot dimensions:

Lam. Material Used =	 No. of Slots =

i?	 B = Flux Density Used =

Y,
3

TOOTH TIP

=	 d

TW

L	 j

t t:,	 vt it T	 f71]	 11 ten

Yoke Thickness

	

	 +	 Q = ?t "^
2 B (Stacie Height) .93

tw B T (Stack Height) .93	
,r	 r 2	

L S
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Z	 [Rotor 0. D.	 2(Tooth Tip)	 2yj qr
No. Teeth

(x+z ) y
As lot	 2

ORIGTNAL PAGE IS
=where KF Fill Factor	 QUALITY

i.

Awire 
=

ŶF (As lot QU

Size wire chosen

Awire
No. Conductors/Slot TrA (Wire Dia)2

No. Conductors/Slot	 2 1	 GLNo. Turns/Coil
L LI2-	 -1u

e `q 4p r A,
Slots)	 c ieu..7 7z 47t'g

Z	 Tot. Conductors	 (No. Conductors/Slot)(No.

p
TS	 22.5 x 10 Z 0	 oz.-in./amp.	 io

a

JA

V
j	 r	 6, 14 -1 V 11

1- [4- -Z e_	 V 0 VT

v To find resistance:

LMT 2(Stack Height)+2(End Bundle)+2rr [Rotor O.D.	 (y-+2 (Tooth Tie))] x Teeth Linked
Total Teeth

IV I To determine _for lue- sensitivity:
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1

Sheet 5 of 5

_ (- MT) (No. Teeth) (No. Turns/Coil) (Wire Resistance in ohms/ft.)
48

Rai = R x KBR	 where KBR = Shorting Factor due to Brushes

) 	 ,,^ , f	 /I
	 -y	 ry	
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14IAGNHTIC 1'R(11'1i11'1'11:5 U1' H1('ONEX

Grade
Residual
Induction
Br ( K(;)

Currnre•-F
jot rP

lt llt'	 xn,•}
6.0-6.6

Maximum
1(nrrgv	 Pro.lurt

' Im	 11GMc
9- 11	

.- _..,_.-
_ico x 10 6.0--6.6

«	 12 .	 6.6--7.2 6.6- 7.2 11-13
„	 14 7.2-7.7 7.2•-7,7 1315
+	 16 7.7-6.2 7.7-8.0 15-17
«	 16 8.2-8.7 6.0-8.5 17-19
«	 20 8.7--9.2 8.5 -9,01- 19-21	 -

RCCOi1 prrmeabilii)', Fe rcc

Curie point, Tc

Irresersiblr loss WC - 250"C P,
1r^.^ :.Itar	 1rn,r,^r^1 ^.' (0'C -200"C )

Hardness Ilv

Density grAW

1.0 - 1.1
7160
3-7 .
- 0.03- -0.05"o A'
460

7.3- 6.3

0
_L_ _L_ _!____.;__
6	 <

Derragne.t zr, Fvrr.e	 ii(rJr)ORIGINAL PAGE IS
- OF POOR QUALITY

1

FEATURES

,

Well- irdanced Jlrrrrnetic Properties

111CO11L•'X is made to have a rosirlual flux density (Hr)
value approximately ('11031 to the coercive force fill-IC)
value. Because of this haL•tnce, 111COR1'x performs ideally
even when magnetized in single pieces before installa-
tion into equilmitnt. Mureaver, thinner magnets can be
made from IIICORLY than any other magvnetic material.

Lkcellertt Stability

The coercive force of 111 CORE;X is 10 times that of Alnico
magnels.111CORL\ resists demagnetizing forces remark-
ahly !sell, and its properties are little affected b y eibra-
lions eacuuntered under ordinary circumstances.
111COREX also offers excellent resistance to corrosion
and oxidation. Because of these superior properties,
111CORlst can be used with the same confidence and case
as Alnico magnets,

'	 s

Permcance Ceefhc,ent (B H)
1.25	 1 5	 i.75	 2

En,rgy Wladuct ;ten

-20 6	 ^8

HICOR , X 20
0.5

PL• f m1`anr•'1 CoSIhciPnt {b ^!}

	

'	 1.25	 1.5 - 1.15	 2	 25	 L
1

0

	

LID^..
	

it	 gy F, <,d,,.; {e i 

1	 12 1 	 „`g

0.75.,

IIIC{)ItUX is	
--	 --	 ; .	 ^-' 	

ca

0,5-

c7r l 1	 L' L`l: L. X	 ^t	 025 -	 }	 + '	 -	 2

''l•1^^*	 ^Jl^	 f,r	 Lev	 -	 tT•.,1	 ,, 	 voter	 Ilil ; i)	 I
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Sheet 1 of 5

TORQUE MOTOR DESIGN SHEETS

!	 12 A  -.
Customer:	 I? G A

Dwg. No.:	 A
Date:	 ,-^^- 77 `^

4

jAssumptions
a

^'' `'= f

No. Poxes = P =	 Z K

No. 'Teeth	 t, -A	 ^ Z-

Pole Span -	 L	 ^ _	 t G^3,t`^V,

Stack Height -	 ^' = 5

Stator 0. D, =

Stator I. D. =

Rotor 0. D.	 J -7

Rotor I. D.

Stator Casing (If Req'd)

Max. Current Input =

II	 To find magnet operating point:

MW = Magnet Width

Mt = Magnet Radial Thickness =	 Stator 0. D. - Stator I. D. - .030
2 2

MA = Magnet Area = Mw Mt = (+	 =	 Z ''^	 '^	 ^,.^.wt ^.^^	 ice3

h	 (^ -r .-

Assume a flux/pole:	 ¢ =	 MA x 60,000 x 2	 -

1.5

Wp = Width of Pole Constriction 	 =	 0
110,00 rf,

ML = Magnet Length =	 (Stator I. D. + .030) 'i3'	 Wp = (2-
P

L~^K tt s^.r t,^ s r,

Pole Arc =	 (StatorP I. D.)`	 x	 Pole Span =	 C. ^rl , S^.rt^ â tit

C-54
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Sheet 2 of 5

Ks = Carter's Coefficient = (5g + W
s ) SP

Pol^^
Permeancefi'ole	

Arc Stack Height)=	 _	 ----.--
Ks g	

o +

Permeance	
JJ

ML

To find u when motor is energized:	 f')-PG r-.,`. II...

Current per path = 
Max. Current Input _ 7 3 	 1 ?	 't,

Assumed turns/coil = 	 d

T p = No. Teeth/Pole = No. Teeth x Pole_ Span	 ,•

}

Cm = Demagnetizing ampere - turns per pole

F:

(Turns/coil)(Current per Path)(No. Teeth x Pole Span l 4C=m	 P '2ia	 ^ 

Cm
Demag: Oersteds =

2.02 x ML
°^
Z ► ^ 7	 C;'

Bgap r	 (Pole Arc)(Stack Height)

OR•IGYNAL PAGE, IS
OF PI )OR QUALITYI

1
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GAP A.T. = .313 BgKs =	
Sheet 3 of 5

Tot. Drop While Energized = GAP A.T. + Total Demagnetizing A.T./Pole =

Note: Operating density obtained from curve of magnet material selected

Magnet Chosen =	 ` `	 L `r-

Operating Density	 Gauss x 6.45 = 3	 '	 ` ^''

(1) OM  Magnet Flux/Pole = Operating Density x 2 MA 	 Ld..a	 ,.

	

OB = Flux/Pole in bridge = 2 x 130,000 x Bt x MW =	 where B t =
Bridge 'hick-

(2) OA = Air Gap Flux/Pole =	 1	 2	 = f ^• .^r	 ness
Leakage Factor	 _	 `T t `-^	 ,.,	 fi . ^[ ^, r

Tu To find slot dimensions:

Lam. Material Used =	 No. of Slots =	 ^°

B = Flux Density Used =

i

TW

f	 ^ h ri't-- a -t ►'n..:c Sam Y^ ^

Yoke Thickness = 2 B (Stack Height) .93 	 0^ p. ^ 2^	 ^ 4 72 1

f
^i^„^ ,J	 (dam.'	 ^

tw	 B T„ (Stack Height) .93	 =	 r	 '

LIU-
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3rb
60 Hz

X = SWITCH

I

(b) Switch details.

(a) Elemental schematic of NCC.

Figure D-2. NCC r??--grams.

D-4



Figure F-2. Toroid coil components. L -PAGE 1S
ORIOINa
OF POOR QU ^`

r.

It

T
2 IN. O.D.

5/16 IN. (APPROXIMATELY)
7-1 /^3 I N.
I. D,

Figure F-1. Core dimensions.

Five powder tirades were prepared, but only three cores made from these were
sound and suitable for testing. The weights of these are:

Grade	 Wt, grams

Ecr 97.6

C 96.2

L 94.4

Figure F-2 shows the powder, compacting mold and a finished core with a simu-
lated winding to show the method of winding.

I

^e^sonn un°,>^,
6	 v

$ ^^i 4r

F-4



E. ^	 2^ J^

Sheet '2 of 5

Ks = Carter ' s Coefficient	
(Sg + WS ) Sp	 4L

2
(5g + WS ) SP ,q- Ws

,(.Pole Arc.1.0-tack. Height)
Permeance/Po'le	

Ks g

Permeanee

u, - 4 Ma

ML

To find u. when motor is energized:

Current per path = 
Max.. Current In at

Assumed turns/coil

LNo.• Teeth x Pale. San_Tp No. Teeth/Foie
v

Cm Demagnetizing am.pere turns per pole

^Turnsh.oil)(.Curren-t ,per P&th).^No.. Teeth)
CM	 P	

x Pole Span

Demag. Oersteds	
Cm	 cs

2.02 x ML

Bgap (Pole Arc) (Stack Height)

0-43
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TIP

Sheet 3 of 5

GAP A .T. _ .313 BgKs

Tot. Drop While Energized = GAP A.T. + Total Demagnetizing A.T./Pole

Dote: Operating density obtained from curve of magnet material selected

Magnet Chosen

Operating Density	 fL Gauss x 6.45

f
(1) Flux /Pole = Operating Density x 2 MA = Z^ ^ 

	

OB = Flux /Pole in bridge - 2 x 130,000 x Bt x MW o	 Where Bt
Bridge Thick-

Leakage Factor(2) OA = Air- Gap Flux/Pole	 .(I.). -. C2,1, ,,^,	 L{ ;; :. }	 ^;? , , i	
Bess

IIL. To fnd._slo_t dimensions:

Lam. Material Used =	 No. of S lots =

B = Flux Density Used

1

Yoke Thickness -	 0

2 B (Stack Height) .93

0
tw - 

B T  (Stack Height) .93 -

u^	
1

^/^^ ^ ^ ^ ° a 1 7 ^ 6l L

^.3

C-Ml
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S,heet 4 of 5

X = fRotor 0. D. - 2.(Teot :h Ti.p)].",W— - tw
No. Teeth

y	 Rotor 0.. D. - 2 (Taoth Tipj - Rotor I ^ D.. - 2 (Yokel
2

Z != &otor O. '' D.	 2(TQot:h Tip)- --,,2^ Tr 	tw
No. Teeth

Aslot = (x+z)
2

_IV To determine torque sensitivity.j

Awire = Y-F (As lot) 2	 where KF = Fill Factor

Size wire chosen = 
Ir 1,^2

Awire
No. Conductors/Slot -	 21'vt4 (Wire Dia)

No. Turns/Coil ^	 No. Conduct.ors/Slot
2

Z Tot. Conductors	 (No. Conductors/Slot)(No. Slots) 0	 r

Ts
-8

22.5 x 10	 Z	 oz.-in./amp.
a

L4

-0"4	 ra to &-I A
Tq Vv

vi	 To find resistance:

LMT = 2(S-tack Heigh,t)+2(End Bundle)+21r (Rotor O.D.-- - (jt2(TOGth Tipjj x Teeth Linked
Total Teeth



Sheet 5 of 5

R	 (L WT )(No. Teeth)(No. Turns /Coil) (Tire Resistance in ohms/ft.)
4:8

RM R x KBR	 where KBR Shorting Factor due to Brushes

-led
1:4t	

e	 X -

	

ol— 4.	 -2	 ^,7	 ci	
Z' t.	 eW

L

# 

4

	

tA X4^	 L
'Z

2
t

V
("0"0	 4 z
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Domagnolkzing Force -H(kOej

x

to
0

VC

MMv	 "`s4'i. ,pTr3L,r. ."-L:'. si_ +^{"`°..?`=^•:;l."'"".'.iS^ST..r.-'??"CP;e^+'•.:..g!i^rt.T!?^r5t"^s:s!°.KS3:%'	 s

s
w

Wellllub-i lced Jlglaelic Propert ies 	 11A(:\1s7'IC 1'1R)VEI:'I' IES OF IU[(`[lf::I \

IIICOREX is made to have a resielual flux density (Br)
value aplkrocimately equal to the coercive force (141C)
value. Because of this halanee.11 11CORl:X performs idrall-^
even when magnetized in single pieces before insta-lla-
lion into equipment. Mnreorar. thinner magnets east be
made frorn INCOREEX than any Ether magenetic material.

,excellent Stability

Craile
Residual
Itrducti.m
Rr	 (Ic(-C-)

Coercive	 I
Force

W;IC.f WOO

Maximum
Ee•rg}' Product

Fli, l'i `gntax; MG"0a._

HICOREX 10, 6.0-6.6 6.0-6.6 9-11
12! 6.6-7.2 6.6-7.2 U1-13

•	 14 7.27.7 7.27.7 13-18
•	 16! '7.7 48..2 7.7-LO 15-17

18' 8.2--6.7 8.0-8.5 1?-19
20 1 8.7-9.2 8.5--9.0 19-21

The coercive force of 111 1 CO.RF.X is 10 times that of Alnico
magnets .111COREX resists demagnetizing forces remark-
ably troll, and its properties are little af-Seated by vibra-
lions encountered under ordinary circumstances.
11ICOREX also offers excellent resistance to corrosion
and oxidation. Because of these superior properties.
111COREX can be used with the same confidence and ease
as Alnico magnets.

Recoil permeability; p rec 1:0-1.1
Curie point, Tc 7d0'C

Irreversible loss	 _ (0'C --250'C Y1110.5 3-7%
lteve-a,le (0'l: --200-C) -0.03- --.0..05,o,"C
c-fim	 k

Hardness Hv 460

Density ltr/CW 7.3-8.3

Permoance Coefficient (S H)
135	 1.5	 1.75 2	 25 3	 4 \ 5

1k

Energ .Product (13H)^

.16 G12 J
i

!	 6	 4	 2

1:0•

a.7t

1111CO!RE1 1S
a:s

/IccREx 9v
I	 0.25

L L16,IJ rlr" d

5 ^	 a

o
d ^	 t

2	 1
k	 s

fG !	
i^s^	 Dcnognetkzing Force -H(10c^)

rlc l S 11 
vv
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F

TORQUE MOTOR DESIGN SLEETS

Customer: 1Ze- A
Dwg. No.:	 a y sv+ ,w i.	 2	 4u L AJ a h ,^I

Date: j-	 - ?7	 2	 S	 44lWpw*` tr.P n IJr, ST-•.Iar
^.. r Jr ^ t u

	

Ana"mp.[.ions =	
^	 y

No. Poles = P

No. Teeth m t { 3.

Pole Span = J. LJ.-4 -r = t

Stack Height - , t Ss

Stator 0. D. - 10-

Stator I. D. -

2 ^. .:s o MEN n ^j , ...
Rotor 0, D.

Rotor I. D, -

Stator Casing . (IF Req'd) -

Max. Current Input -

II.	 To find magnet.ocerating point:

Magnet Width -	 E•a

Mt -Magnet Radial Thickness	 Stator 0. D.. ^- Stator .L. D. - 0..03.0	 - ^ ^ t •^:. ! w A
2 x

MA - Magnet Area - Mw Mt w ^^ ` fi	 t t	 ' 0,	 ► an . ^ . T.	 Y %a

Assume  a flux/Pole: Qf	 MA x 60 ,000 x 2
1.5

WP
w Width of Pole Constriction	 - ---- 0

110 00 Mw

.^ (S .tat	 I.. D:. + .0.3. er03 r 	 L 
0 • 

3	 G k L-	 ^.My Magnet Length	 or 
P	

- Wp 	-
•1t T,r ^  f e 1 ^l + ^ e ^s ^ 1

jS tator I.. D. 3 per DPole Arc -	 P---^	 x Pole Span - • [. i +%	 µ t a n ("'-t z

1

C-48
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Sheet 2 of 5

Ks = Carter t s Coefficient - 
(5g+ WS ) SP

(5g + WS) SP - W$2	
6-	 1 1 ,41

(Pole Arc),,(.St.ac-,k Height)Permeance/Pole	
Ks g

Perme,an,c-e

4 M.a

ML

To find)a when motor is energized:

Current per path	
Max. Current Input"

2

Assumed turns/coil =

TP = Na. Teeth/Pole = No. Tee-th x Pale S. an
17-

C
M 

= Demagnetizing ampere - turns per pole

(Turns/co.il)(Current per Path).(Ne. Teeth)
Cm	 P	

x Pole Span

Cm
Demag. Oersteds	

2.02 x ML
ry

A

Bgap	 (Pole Arc )(Stack Height)

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALXff,-
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GAP A.T. - . 313 BgKs -
Sheet 3 of 5

A

Tot. Drop While Energized - GAP A.T. + Total Demagnetizing A.T./Pole -

Note: Operating density obtained from curve of magnet material selected

Magnet Chosen =	 ^-''-

•ti ^	 ^	 ^ Z. Z. ^a .^ ^ ++ems ,ir "i^^ . , jjt +^' 1•
Operating Density r	 ?	 Gauss x 6.45

(1) im - Magnet Flux/Pole - Operating Density x 2 MA -	 . t

Og - Flux/Pole in bridge - 2 x 130,400 x B t x MW _	 where B t =
Bridge 1hick-

(2) OA - Air Gap Flux /Pole -	 (1.?	 .^2	- 5^.r.a	 _	 ,	 ness
Leakage Factor	 --^	 * f! • r',^

t ..7 s

11_I_ To.. find . slat dimensions :

Lam. Material Used -	 No. of Slots =

B - Flux Density Used -

TIP

TW

^t ^:..^.^+^ t ^	 b17 s 23 r n	
.

Yoke Thickness- ---- __	 -	 r v " ! •"
2 B k9tack Height) .93

t - B T. (Stack Height) .93 s	 1	 s	 r4

C-50	 ^• i  ;	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Sheet 4 of 5

X = LRotor 0. D. - 2(Tooth TiQ , 'rr - t
No. Teeth	 w

y = Rotor 0. D. - 2,CTooth Tip) - Rotor I. D.. - 2 .(Yoke)
2

Z	 LRo.tor 0. A .	 2 (Tooth TIO. , - 2y 11'
No . Teeth

x+z
As lot =	 2

IV. To determine torque s-ensitivity

1

wire = XF (Aslot)

Size wire chosen = # I D

Where KF = Fill Factor
ORIGTNAL PAGE M
OF Pooh QVALny

wwire
No. Conductors/Slot	 Ir/4 (Wire Dia}2

	

No. Conductors./Slot	 ( ort	 , r';#No. Turns /Coil 	 2	 ..t	 [ = ! t , z I 1 "J" r G

w	
rr
	 y

Z - Tot. Conductors = (No. Conductors /Slot) (No. Slots)	 Kc+J	 47

-:8 	s 	 1
To - 22 . 5 x 30 Z a oz.-in. /amp. = Tt R' ^ (^!/	 iE wYt ^ ! a

!. ^5^(.t2, `	 _ , l^4 -t art-4ls
k- c^	 G h, V o ( I g 4P^ t t, c7.* ^e	 i t .a w J  •	 (4:^ V i t t}

_VI To find resistance:

IMT 2(SItack Height)+2(End Bundle)+21r (Rotor G.D. - ^v±2(T.00.6 Tip.).)] x fee.th Linked
Z6s	 Total Teeth

triT

LI C :. ^D, v o i e!	 L 
J

,W y 1	 to 2 1,1:a rfA^^

I^ 	 f

r
C-51
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Sheet 5 of 5

R a (LMT) (No._ Teeth) (NO, Turns /Coil) (Wire Resistance in ohms/ft.)

4-8

R.M - R V- Y-BR	 -there XBR s Shorting Paotor due to Brushes

7

t 5	 -24P -7

TO

rf

ORIGINAL PAGE N
OF?N# QU
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Perragnelrzirr Force - We0a)

 :^nzrryy I'g odoct	 (t::^ ,

L—L IL
e	 A	 e	 2

ai

IO

s^

6 `^
C3

A

2

•.t

^	 FEATURES

Well-Balanced :Magnetic Properties MAGN ITIC P1tOP I;TU1.S t0, IllrorVEX,

111CORI 'X	 is made to have a residual flux density ( 11r) Residual	 coercive Mavimwn
value ar roximately	 e q ual	 to the correive force (1SHC)I p	 >	 l Grade Induction

11r (VA
Forre

W47, Ko I
Energy Pro duct

,	 ^IGah•1111 + wa."
value. Because of this 1+ahlnce. , 111CORI.a performs iileally -• --- -	 --

evert when magnetOrd in	 single	 pieces	 before	 installs- 111CORE\ 10 G 0 -6.6 - 6:0	 6 . 6 9-111
12	 . 6:6-7.2 6.6-7.2 lit _ 13

tion	 into equipment:	 Moreover, thinner magnets	 can he #141 7 .27.7 7. 2•-7.7 13 - 15
made from 111COR 'EX thou any other magenetic material. ,	 16! 7.7-8.2 7.7- 8-0 15-17

18' 8.2	 8,.7 SA-8.5 I7-19

Excellent Stability	 a 20] 8.7-9.2 f 8.5 -9.0 j_ 19-21

The cocrciue force of 111 1 COREX is 14 times that of Alnico
magnels.111COREX resists demagnetizing forces remark- 	 Recoil permeabitity.	 u rer	 1.0-1.1
ably well, and its properties ate little affected b y vibra-	 Curie point,	 Tc	 710rC
lions encountered under ordinary circumstances.
RICOR^i X	 also offers excellent	 resistance to	 corrosion	 1'rrecersible loss	 (0'C-250'C1!10.5	 3-7 -.

and oxidation.	 Because of these superior 	 properties,	 rrxttac;cni	 (0'C -24D'C I	 - 0.03	 - 0.0a14reew1li-Ir lewyxratrre

111COREX can be used with the same confidence and ease 	 Hardness	 Hv	 460
as Alnico magnets.	 Density	 grAW	 7.3-8.3

Permcance Coeflic,cnt (Q 13)
1,25	 i.^	 1.15	 21 	2,5	 3,	4	 _

I

LO .

0,5

()RIG-INAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY

111CO1 ,11LEX 18

n

`t

	

_	 ^	 3

	

n	

;

I'r	
, GG/tX 7r

glt) ^

Per.mranca Cuetlirimit ('H }a)

	

1.25	 LK 	 1.75	 7.	 2.5 3	 4 5

20 16 7	
8

s	 I	 A, 7

	

s	 6	 4 -a	 e
(h• :!.:r -,.1 tar; 1 411W.	 II {a<ji )

HIC:URVX 20

0:25
a
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Sheet 1 of 5

Customer- IZ G A

Dwg. No.:
Date: 1- z5 -?7

TORQUE MOTOR DESIGN SHEETS

^ `r •rJ tfs4 r ^ . L ! ^..:^ -+.^+^.. ••.•..^ r 	 ^ .^ 4+ +rt^(t st

Assumptions. =

No. Poles P * 2

No. Teeth	 1 V A	 L e a + l s f t" n r- .,:?? ^t

Pole Span	 L k 73 ,. t • C•,3 , t 4 `^^ )^t X

Stack Height =•= 5

Stator 0. D. -

Stator I. D. -

Rotor- O. D. y	 + •	 -3 c o

Rotor I• D.

Stator Casng . (If Req + d) -

Max. Current Input =

To find .mattne.t operating-point.:

MW - Magnet Width =	 .av

Mt Magnet Radial Thickness	 • Stator 0. D. - .Stator L. D.. - .030
2	 2

MA - Magnet Area = M. Mt = (+ / ` r	 = r : n	 f v x

Assume a flux/pole: 0- MA x 60,000 x 2 -
1.S	 •

Wp = Width of Pole Constricti on - -•-^• 0	 -	 I/
110,00 MW

II_

ML - Magnet Length - (Stator L. D., + .0.3.0.} Tr	 _ W 
p 

,^ ^2 (7 j r,^	 l 2.

P 

	

C, z 	 t 
Pole Arc	 (Stator L..D.. } n' . x Pole Span =	 •!^ c h .p	 S^rc^ery	 ^

t

C-54
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Sheet 2 of S

Ug + ws ) Sp
Ks = Carter ' s Coefficient = 

(59 + w8) SP - Ws;.•.,

^Pa.le.Ar-c) (Stack Height)
Permeanee/Pole g Ke 

g	 o _

Per-meance

l - 4 , Ma	 5 .	 L ^- 1	 -

ML

To find u when motor is energized:	 .—.14M	 +	 a-v^' f'

Current per path = 
Max..- Current Input	 77	 1 ? w	 4'

2	 7_,	 z ,

lssumed turns /coif. _	 I

Tp = No. Teeth./Pole = No-. Teeth x Pole Span

Cm = Demagnetizing ampere - turns per pole

(Turns/co1l) (.Current per Path) No. Teeth	 '
Cm 

	 Span = j. S l 4

cm	
2 4	 Pk

1	 _	 ^

.Demag. Oersteds -	 —	 ?	 r

	

2.42 x ML 	 2 ► n 3 ^t • :)	 'i
i

Bgap = (Pole Arc) (Stack Hcghr)

4R:IG^NAL PAGE IS
OF PQOR QUALITY!
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CAP A. T. = .313 BOs -
	 Sheet 3 of 5

Tot. Drop While Energized - GAP A.T. + Total Demagnetizing A.T./Pole -

Note: Operating deftsity obtained from curve of magnet material selected

Magnet Chosen =

Operating Density = Gauss x 6.43

(1)	 Mhgnet Flux/Pole	 Operating Density x 2 MA	 d	 j

Og	 Flux'/Pole	 in	 bridge - 2 x 130,000 x Bt x MW where Bt
Bridge Thick-

( 2 )	 OA	 Air Gap Flux/Pole (2) 1,4 j	 ness
Leakage Factor

ITI1 To find slot dimensions:

Lam. Ma-terial Used No. of Slots

B - Flux Density Used

I

T W

_J Z L
Yoke Thickness -	 0	 M I

2 9 (S-tack Height) .93

tw m B T 
P 

(ftack Height) .93' v

C-56
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^ 14, ]" 
At 460 p

ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

Sheet 4 of 5

X tRotor 0. D. - IfToothTi.o.-I tv	 i	 3.(14
No. Teeth

y = - Rotor 0. D.	 t.2 (Too h Ti p) Rotor - I. D. A2 (Yoke}

Z - Rotor 0. D,...	 .2 .{Tovth T12) J_qr 2;
No. Teeth

Aflot =	 (X2+Z) Y

IV 0To. deter-mine. toK_que sens.itivity.'

hwire - KF (As lot)	 where KF - Fill Factor

Size wire chosen -	
1,0	 .

No. Conductors/SlotA
wire

fr/4 (Wire Di=a)-2

No. Turns /Coil - No. Conduc
2
tors./Slat 	

4p A --2/,

Z = Tot. Conductcr-s = (No. Conductors /Slot) (No. Slots) 	 ke,,j -= H1

To P
71	 4D	 W&-j

j I24w&-x--k&- a ^.
A.	 '2 11>

-71 t? 21 "!4.1 1 14	 4	 t	 X

'Ts 11	 Z	 L

P-A 4. IL.	 v

To find. res-istance:

LMT - 2(Stack Height)+2(End Bundle )+2 1r [Rotor O.D.	 (Y+2 -(Tooth Tiej x Teeth'tMked
Total Teeth

710	 2 t
LMT

rzt t/r?	 e.,L

C'-57



Sheet 5 of 5

(LM.-T)(No. Teeth)(No. Turns /Coil) (Wire Resistance in ohms/ft.)
R x:^ --m—	 1. 6

RM R X "BR	 where KBR - Shorting Factor due to Brushes

Oj

'u-

1 Z,'I )v	 J

C.001/^	
Z

11w
z:f G 7 ^

.1 A

4

78 -3 4-4

ToTAL

WJ,

1 3	 -.0Ll	 In 5'

- 'Ov

7.6 j o- h

ORIGLNTAL PAGE IS
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HICOREX 20
Y

m

0-o
avz

11111CORHAX 1S

[t,^ ^ L 1 ^^ ^	 ^^ - e
quip

tic I

M-!1

Y. 

FEATURES

lVell-Balan—cell fagnefic Properties	 MAGNETIC mtoj'3:1:'i +,s all, allcouni.x

JIIC0R X is made to have a residual flux density (Br)
value approximately equal to the coercive force (IiFIC)
value. Because of this balance, II1C0R `X performs ideally
even when magnetizer,' in single pieces before installa-
tion into equipment, Moreover, thinner magnets can be
made from IHCOR^EX than any other magenetic material.

Kecellea t Sl abili tJ
The eoercivc force of HI CORIEX. is 10 times that of Alnico
magnets . 1 :11COREX resists demagnetizing forces remark- 	 ' Retail permeability. N rec Lo —L.l
Ably well, and its properties are little affected by vibra-
flops encaun?wred under ordinary	 circumstances. Curie point, Tc T•LO'C

IIICOR IEX	 also offers excellent 	 resistance to corres;.wn Irreversible loss (WC — 25WC1Y0.5 3-1%
and oxidation.	 Because of theses 	 erior properties.t!P	 P	 P Rerecsn • r..u...w^.^.rr^c..^ (0'( —200'C) —0:03—a.45?b!'t
HI,COR'+- X can be used with the same confidence and ease Hardness Hv 160
as Alnico magnets.

Density Bt'/cn?'

7-'

Grade
Residual
Induction
Ur (ihG)	 ..

Coercive
lyarce

1111C..I.K00

\laximM
Energy r4 oduct

yllll Imacc Mal Oe.ti
RICOUX 1* 6.0-6.6 6.0-6.6 9--11

•	 12! 6.6-7.2 6.67.2 11-13
•	 It 7.27. 7 7.2-7.7 13-15
+	 16 7.7-8..2 7.7-8.0 15-17
+	 181 8.2-8.7 8.0-8.5 17-19
•	 201 8.7-9.2 8.59.0 19-21

Demagnetizing Force —H(k0o)

ORIGINAL PAGE; 18
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t

riu'rOR/GENERATOR DESIGN REVIEW

OBJECTIVES:

a
The ^^aan F the w-Zcv^ caacisa^— '-r was for Inland Motor Division,	 k

Kollmorgen Corporation, to review the four	 motor/generator design

configurations supplied by RCA to compare the configurations for losses and

manufaeturing costs and to recommend changes, if any.

DISCUSSION:

The four	 designs, as defined below, were reviewed with regard to

performance, ease of manufacture and costs.

Configuration.;	 This design has 28 poles with two radial gaps, one on

each side of the axially oriented magnets which are on the rotating member.

The windings are in slots in radially laminated iron. Although the desired 	 ~

performance can be achieved, this configuration would be ranked second choice

because:

1:. The difficulty of obtaining uniform radial slots. If machined.

after the laminated core is rolled, the inter--lamination burrs

would cause excessive eddy current losses. If punched before

being rolled, the slot spacing must uniformly increase as the

diameter increases.

2. The utilization of copper is low since each turn around the iron
4

is one conductor having a long end turn.. This increases the

4

resistance.

j

C-60
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INLAND MOTOR DIVISION

MEMO
February 2, 1977
Page -2-

3. The iron in the wound member will have-considerable hysteresis

and eddy current losses at a frequency of 25.67 Hertz at 11000

RPM.

4. The manufacture cost would be ranked second.

Configuration 2a: This design has 2-8 poles with two magnets per pole, one on

each side of an ironless, radial, armature winding which is stationary. This

design has twice the magnet volume as Configuration 1 and the adjacent axial

poles have alternating polarities. The most efficient magnetic circuit requires

an iron ring at each end of the unit as return paths for the flux.

This configuration is the preferred or first choice

because:

1. The costs would be the lowest.

2. The design does not deviate too far from well established construction

concepts.

3. The absence of iron in the wound member eliminat-es the hysteresis and

eddy current losses.

4. The unit would he the smallest volume and have the lowest total weight.

5. The inductance would be minimum because of the lack of iron in the

wound member and the permanent magnets at the air gap surfaces..

Configuration 3a: This design has both magnets and windings plus a control

field coil, on the stationary member. The rotating member has a Lundell type

pole arrangement which requires flux paths ae.Loss two additional air gaps at

the ends of the unit. The armature windings are placed in slots in an axially

C-61



The recommended configuration is a modification of 2a as defined below. 1
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]Page -3-

laminated iron core. This configuration would be ranked last or fourth

choice because:

•1. The manufacturing cost would be ranked fourth.

2. The inductance would be the highest of the four designs because

of soft iron on both sides of the air gap.

3. The hysteresis and eddy currents would be highest of the four

designs because of iron on both sides of the air gap. Also the

pole pieces cannot be laminated.

4. The magnetic circuit would be less effective because of the many

parallel leakage paths for the flux.

5. The unit would be the largest and heaviest.

Goaf.igura-tion 4:	 This design is similar to the one in 3a except the

armature winding is radial and is ironless and the axial poles are of the same.

polarity on the same side of the armature winding. This configuration would

be ranked the third choice because:

1. The cost would be ranked third.

2. The utilization of copper would be low because when one side of the

coil is under a pole the other side is between poles.

3. The inductance would be ranked second lowest.

4. There would be some hysteresis and eddy current losses in the pole

`	 faces which cannot be laminated.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

C -62
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Poles - 28 (alternate polarity - 56 magnets spaced 28 on each

side of the air gap and having 1/4" thick iron ring

as flux return path.)

Magnet size - 1" x 1.6" x 0.3"

(located l" radially, l.6"circumferentially, 0.3"

axially.)

Magnet material - Samarium Cobalt

18 million energy product.

Armature - irenless, windings are radial, supported by epoxy.

Winding type - 3.phase-Delta connected

Equivalent slots - 1:68

Coils/phase/pole - 2

Coil Pitch - 2/3 (throw 1-5)

Turns/coil - 1

Wire size - #10 AWG or equivalent

Air gap length - 0.310 inch 	 r )

Mechanical clearance each side of armature - .0.30 inch.

Mean armature diameter - 22 inches.

Calculations were made resulting in the following performance:

As a Motor:

DC Resistance per phase @ 25 0C = 0.0356 ohms.
DC Resistance line to line of Delta = 0.0237 ohms.
Torque sensitivity, K , 	 0.238 lb.ft./amp.
Back EMF constant, KB9 = 0.323 Volts/Rad/Sec.
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When the Delta winding is excited line to line for
electronic commutation (3 point commutation)'

Pulse rate at 11000 RPM - 15400 Pulses/second.
Pulse Voltage to overcome Back EMF at 11000 RPM - 372 volts.

As a Generator:

Output -- Balanced, sinusoidal, three phase Delta.

at 11000 RPM:

Frequency - 2567 Hertz
Total generated volts, lime to line, - 263 volts RMS
Total generated watts . 17540 watts
U-ne Current - 38.5 amps. RMS
Total internal 12'R losses o 53 watts

at 5500 RPM

Frequency z 1283 Hertz
Total generated volts, line to line, . 131 volts RMS
Total generated watts-= 17470 watts
Line Current - 77 amps. RMS
Total internal I 2R losses - 211 watts

A copy of the calculation is attached.

ESTIMATED COSTS:

A firm and accurate cost estimate is impossible at this early stage of

the study program. However, it is estimated that the cost will be in the

range of $1200 to $1700 each in quantities of 1000 and 10000. This estimate

does not include tooling, the extent of-which will affect the unit cost.
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1:600 MAX.	 0A16 R. MAX. INNER WINDING

0.7501I411N	
0.391 R. TYP. OUTER WINDING

. ,

,MIN.	 I
I 1.250 MAX.

FINISH
-START

MIN.	 0:500

0.500	

LF
.	 BLACK IDENT. BAND, ALL 54 COILS "START" LEADS

18 COILS RED

,:I,	 fIDENT. BAND ("START' & "FINISH" LEADS)
18 COILS BLUEN

TYPICAL COI L OUTLINE (FLAT PATTERN)
30 TURNS (SINGLE LAYER)
R - 1 OHM MAX. (0:949 NOM;}
SCALE 211

Figure C-23. Typical ironl;ess armature coil.

E. EFFECT ON MOTOR-GENERATOR WEIGHT OF CHANGE IN WHEEL INSIDE IIAMETER

Motor torque = Pr = 63025 HP

Tangential force= Pr = 63025 x HP
R	 NR

If the radius R is reduced to RI, N will increase to achieve the same energy
storage density and stress which is: K R 2 N2.

SoK R2 N2 = K R 1 2 N1 
2

If R1=2R

N1 =N

Also, if the wheel motor diameter increases, Pr  = BURR = Torque 	 a

If the wheel speed is cemstant and the torque is constant

PR = P1R 1	 (C-1)

t

s
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and

BLUR = B1L1I1R1

B = B 1 if the air gap is held constant

LIR = L 1I1R 1	(C-2)

I1 =I 0  by design

Li = L R
	

(C..3)

1

if

L - L1 by design	 (C-4)

I1=IR
1

The motor-generator soft iron weight can be traded for copper weight. Also
motor-generator weight can be changed by changing the number of poles. Therefore,
design decisions can mask the effect of a change in motor diameter on motor rim weight.

Lacking a rigorous weight model, the gross effect of motor-generator design
changes has been estimated for the case where motor diameter increases 50 %, as shown
In Table C-4. The fixed and variable parameters are noted at the top of the table.

The conclusion Is that motor- -generator weight can be increased or decreased with
increased diameter, depending on design values chosen for the motor design parameters.

but

so,

If

r ' . .. _._^,.^	 _. _. ^	 ..	

.. .. ...
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TABLE C-4. MOTOR-GENERATOR WEIGHT, CONFIGURATION 2A-1

Fixed - Wheel Speed
Flux Density
Torque

NI > N
Variable - M G Diameter, D	 N	 N2 < N

No. of Poles, N	 L	 Point Design	 LI	 Assumed
Conductor Length, L 	 I	 11
Current, I	 D	 DI

A
CD

i

W.T. Model Normalized Weight for,:
Poles L & I WT1 = WT x Factor Dl,/b.= 1. 5, N1/N = 1. 5,

Below and N /N = 4. 667

L1 = L
So Iron

C
Dl

I

1.5

1PMS

I1 = I
Soft Iron 1 1

PMS D/D1 .667

1^L

Soft Iron N/N1 x Dl/D 1

PMS N.1-IN 1.5
NI

N/N1 .667(NI > N)	 Soft Iron
II=I

PMS D/D1 .667

.LL.
Soft Iron,< N/N2 x Dl/D

PMS N/N2 L 5
N2

N'/N2 . 1.5(N2 < N)	 Soft Iron
II=I

PMS D/DI .667i
I

^_	 f

1
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Appendix D

POWER CONDITIONING SUBSYSTEM

The subsystem requirements were refined during the study to include the following
assumptions and statements:

- 30, 110;/220W supply and load.
- Supply has infinite tolerance for converter reactive volt-ampere demand

and converter injected harmonics.

- Parallel tie-line operation.
- Motor harmonic impedances high.

- No filtering between converter and m-g.

Motor configuration 2A-1 (Figure 1-8) was used for the analysis.

The Westinghouse R&D Center Systems Analysis group consulted on the subsystem 	 r
design and cost estimate.

From a technical viewpoint, there are a number of ways to approach the problem
posed. The most elegant, conceptually, would use a direct frequency changer, or
cycloconverter, between the high-frequency machine and the 60-Hz supply. The two
most attractive versions of this basic approach would be

(1) The use of a naturally commutated cycloconverter (NCC) with thyristors as
the active devices, or

(2) The use of an unrestricted frequency changer (UFC) with transistors as the
active devices.

The NCC has at least one serious technical deficiency—it draws., inevitably, a
lagging quadrature component of input current regardless of loading, and draws that
current from its commutating source which, in this application, would be the high-
frequency machine. Providing controlled compensation to offset the NCC Is lagging
quadrature current demand is technically feasible, but both adds to the cost and re-
duces the efficiency of the approach.

D-1
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Both the NCC and the U, PC suffer, however, from major economic disadvantages
In low-power applications. The simplest realization of au NCC, a 3-pulse version,
would use 18 active devices. Because of both input-current and output-voltage wave-
form considerations, at least a 6-pulse realization, using 36 active devices, would be
needed. Since each device (thyristor) has associated with it, as in any power conver-
sion application, a heat sink, snubber network, gate drive and control circuitry, and
supporting hardware, the cost of such an equipment would be considerably higher than
that of approaches using fewer active devices even when those approaches require more
expensive devices. This might be offset, wholly or in part, if an isolation transformer
were not required. However, the machine voltage range is such as to mandate the use
of such a component in order to interface sueceMally with a 208- or 220-volt, 3-phase,
60-Hz source,

A 3-pulse UPC need use only 9 transistors, but would need 36 associated high-
speed diodes; alternatively, 18 transistors and 18 diodes could be employed. it is
possible, but unlikely, that the input current and output voltage waveforms of a
3-pulse UPC might be acceptable in the application. More likely, a 6-pulse version
would again be needed, and it would use twice as many devices, both transistors and
diodes. Once more, the economic disadvantages compared to approaches needing
fewer devices are quite serious, especially in view of the fact that the transformer
at the 60-Hz input cannot be eliminated.

Both frequency changer approaches should give quite high efficiency. Since they
are single stage power processing, they are inherently more efficient than alternatives
using double-conversion techniques. They are shown in block diagram form in Figure
D-1. Figure D-2(a) shows an elemental schematic arrangement, 6 pulse, for the NCC
with Figure D-2(b) showing some details of the switches. Figure D-3(a) depicts an
elemental 6 pulse UPC schematic, with Figure D-3(b) showing details of the switch
arrangement for the UPC.

Both of these conceptually,  attractive approaches are not, at the power level pre-
dicated in this application. worth pursuing because of their economic problems.

All other approaches would use double conversion with a do link, i.e., as depicted
in the block diagram of Figure D-4, an ac- do/dc-ac converter coupling the 60-Hz
supply to a do link and a second ae-do/de-ac converter coupling the do link to the high-
frequency machine.

Within this format lie a number of technically viable combinations. Each of the
converters can, in principle be either current- or voltage--fed (with reference to the
do link). Thus, conceptually, four possible arrangements exist, to wit:

(1) Current-fed and current-fed

(2) Current-fed and voltage-fed

r
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la} Block diagram of NCC system.

30	 +60K,`	 UFC	 .0
MACHINE

(h) Block diagram of UPC system.

Figure D-1. Frequency changer systems.,
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X = SWITCH

(b) SrAtah detalle,

(e) Elemental schematic of NCC.

4

f
t

Figure D-2. NCC diagrams.
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X = SWITCH

16! &witch dot

la} Elemental schematic of UFC

Figure D-3. UFC diagram.
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MACHINE

AC-0C1DC-AC
CONVERTER

DC LINK

AC+DCf0C•AC
CONVERTER

30 60 Hz

Figure D-4. Block diagram of double-conversion system.

(3) Voltage-fed and voltage-fed

(4) Voltage-fed and current-fed.

To establish the best configuration, the problem can be approached as comprising
two separate and essentially independent converters. The use of current-fed con-
venters (''adjustable current inverters", or AC1 1 s) to drive, at variable speed,
synchronous ac machines has recently gained some popularity (so called "br-ushless
do drives''); however, 'he combination of frequency, speed range, and machine type
encountered here make It unlikely that the current-fed approach can fit the bill for the
machine converter. A voltage-fed approach, on the other hand, is eminently suited to
the task, being superior in performanc(: (by far) and, probably, but little if any more
expensive when all application requiremiLents are accounted for.

Voltage-fed converters can, of course, use either thyristors or transistors as
their controllable active devices (inverse parallel connected diodes are required in
both c ses). Thyristors need additional force-commutating circuitry. At the operating
frequencies predicated here, the cost of this will more than offset the higher cost of
transistors in the main switch positions (despite the fact that parallel-connected transis-
tors are needed with the present state of the art, and likely will continue to be for some
time; however single thyristoxs are available that will comfortably handle the combined
current and voltage requirements). Further, the losses of a thyristor self-commutated

Al
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converter operating in this frequency range are substantially higher than those of a
transistor version — again due, in large part,' to the force commutating circuitry,
needed.

f
It can be concluded that the most efficient and economical machine converter will

prove to be a transistor voltage-fed scheme for which a 6-pulse elemental schematic is
shown in Figure D-5(a). Figure D-5(b) shows switch details as they would be using
transistors presently available; for the 1990-85 time frame, higher current devices may
become available, reducing the number required in parallel to 2 for the machine with-
out field control (Le., with variable voltage over the operating speed range), and
perhaps to one only for a machine with field control.

The output line-to-line voltage wave of such a converter is 6-pulse in character,
i.. e., contains only harmonics of order 6k f I t k any integer, with amplitudes relative
to the fundamental of 1/ (6k :h 1). The sequences of these harmonics depend on their
order, every 6k - 1 component being negative sequence and every 6k + 1 component
being positive sequence. Thus the lowest order harmonic (the 5th) has 20% relative
amplitude and any current It causes to flow in the machine will generate negative (or
counter) torque. The 7th harmonic, with approximately 14% relative voltage ampli-
tude, is positive sequence so any current ft causes to flow will create aiding torque.

It is assumed that machine harmonic impedances are sufficiently high that a
6-pulse voltage wave excitation will create no problems for either the machine or the
converter. (Substantial harmonic currents, if they would flow, must be considered in
the converter design). Thus, the conceptual design allows for no filtering between
converter and machine.

Voltage-fed converters, as the name implies, require a do voltage source with a
very low impedance to the ripple current they generate, as an inescapable result of
their mode of operation, at their do terminals. As depicted in Figure D-5(a), this
requirement is usually met by using a suitable bypass capacitor at the do terminals.

For accelerating the machine from rest to half speed, at initial start up, such a
converter can be operated in a "pulse patterned" (or ''pulse-width-modulated") mode
to provide the lower voltage, lower frequency excitation required without needing to
reduce the do link voltage below the value obtaining at half speed, full conduction.
This feature is widely employed In voltage-fed converter ac machine devices currently
on the market, and while ft does complicate the control somewhat, it presents no
major technical or economic difficulties.

For the 60-Hz supply interface, the converter choice is largely dictated by whether
the application calls for parallel tie operation only (i.e., with the utility or other 60-Hz
generating system always present) or whether operation into passive load alone is pre-
dicated. In the latter event, a self-commutated converter is mandated and at the power
level obtaining, a voltage-fed converter would be far the most economical and efficient



Y

Ch

X - SWITCH

a. Elemental schematic diagram of voltage-fed co.aver--ter-.

b. Switch details.

Figure D-5. Voltage-Fed converter diagrams.
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solution at this interface too, albeit using thyristors and auxiliary, force commutating
circuits rather than. transistors, the frequency being low enough (60 Hz) to make
thyristors superior from an economic standpoint and not dramatically inferior in
efficiency.

However, only the parallel tie case is considered, and only,  to a 3-phase, 60-Hz
system of 208 or 220 volts line-to-line. Also, i-t is assumed that this source has
infinite tolerance for both converter reactive volt-ampere demand and converter In-
jected harmonies. In this case, a simple 6-pulse current-fed converter, with electro-
mechanical do reversing switches to permit change of operation from rectification to
Inversion, is by fax the most economical and efficient solution. Depicted in elemental
schematic form in Figure D-6(a), this converter uses thyristors as its active switching
elements. The requirement to maintain continuous do current flow despite the not-
inconsideraole nipple voltage generated at the do terminals of this converter mandates
the use of a sizable reactor in the do link. The further requirement for operation
over a quite wide range of do currents necessitates that the reactor be a 'swinging
choke" (Le., exhibit an inductance approximately inversely proportional to the do
current level over the operating range) for economic reasons.

A major dra.,,Nback of this converter approach is, of course, its inevitable lagging
quadrature current demand on the 60-Hz supply and the impact that this has on the
rating requ reinent (and hence size, weight, cost, and losses) of the isolation trans-
former. Thus, as is seen below, a system with a field-controlled high-frequency
machine, and hence an essentially invariant de link voltage, enjoys substantial bene-
fits in both cost and efficiency at the 60-Hz converter interface.

if this conversion scheme, depicted in full elemental schematic in Figure D-7,
is simply designed to handle the maximum machine power, on a continuous basis,
preliminary estimates for costs and losses are as follows:

Losses at Full
Cost Machine Power

Variable de link version -
at full speed/voltage	 $11,400 2410 watts
at half speed/voltage 3020 watts

Fixed de link version 	 $8,270 2520 watts

An obvious disadvantage of such designs is that during charging operation, at
machine powers of 625 to 1250 watts, and during intermittent low power discharge at
power levels returned to the 60-Hz system of less than 2 kW, the efficiency will be
very low, probably in the range 40 to 60%. Consider only the isolation transformer;
for the variable voltage unit, this component mast be rated at approximately 50 kVA
and for fixed voltage at approximately 25 kVA (lower ratings are permissible if we

D-9
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X - SW

a. Flementai schematic dhwam of current -fed converter.

b. Switch details.

Figure D-8. Current-fed converter diagrams.
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X - SWITCH
ISEE FIGURES
1-17 AND 1.16
FOR SWITCH
DETAILS)

VOLTAGE-FED
CONVERTER

DC LINK

DC REVERSING
SWITCHES

CURHENT-FED
CONVERTER

3m 80 Hz

Figure D-7. Schematic diagram of double--powered conversion system.
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take advantage of the thermal overload capability of the transformer for the short-term
full-power discharge, but would result in substantial increases in transformer losses
at both furl and part loads). We can compute transformer losses to be as follows..

Variable Voltage	 Variable Vottage
at Full Voltage	 at 1/2 Voltage	 Fixed Voltage

	

Full Load	 500 watts	 1000 watts	 500 watts

	

10% Load	 335 watts	 340 watts	 173 watts

	5% Load	 334 watts	 335 watts	 168 watts

Thus due to the transformer alone and presuming "full load'" Is 15 kW, at 1.5 kW or.
10% load, the efficiency is but 81.5% for the variable-voltage version and 89.7% for
the fixed-voltage version. At 750 watts, or 5% load, the transformer efficiency re-
duces to 69.1% for the variable-voltage and 81.7% for the fixed-voltage scheme.

Since both converter and the do link components have some loss contributions
that exhibit similar behavior, the overall efficiency suffers radically at reduced load.

This behavor can be circumvented, at additional cost, by establishing 2 power
conversion "channels", one designed to handle quite modest power levels and there-
fore exbibit ng good efficiency thereat, and the other to provide the conversion capacity
for full-power operation. Time and effort limitations of the present study preclude the
exploration of this option, in any of all its possible ramifications.
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Appendix E

VACUUM HOUSING AND MOUNT

A. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Two primary considerations are involved in the design of the vacuum housing:
vacuum seal and environmental protection for the wheel, and isolation from the foun-
dation.

A vacuum environment must he provided to eliminate windage Foss at the rotational
speeds to be used. Without a reduced-pressure environment, it would not be possible
to even reach an operating speed of 17, 000 rpm for a 4-foot-diameter wheel with the
rated energy storage of 10 Kw-hr. A vacuum of 10-4 tors or better Is desired to re-
duce windage losses to a negligible level, compared to other system losses (electrical).

On the other hand, only those components that rotate should be exposed to the
vacuum, since electrical components are better cooled if exposed to a controlled
atmosphere. Also, outgassing and other reactions to a hard vacuum are avoided.
Maintenance and test procedures are simplified as well.

Isolation from the foundation has two advantages, depending on the installation.
First, the isolation protects the wheel from external disturbances which, while they
may not cause failure of the system, will caus e additional power loss through the sus-
pension as a function of frequency and amplitude. Secondly, the isolation protects the
environment from vibrations caused by the wheel.

With respect to vibration caused by the system, however, it can be noted that un-
less the wheel runs very quietly and without vibration, the losses due to the suspension
servo attempting to accommodate the wheel motion will be unacceptably large. It
therefore seems to be a rational point of view to assume that system.-isdaced vibration
will be negligible and will not be a problem except for the r ye event of destructive
failure.

The possibility of destructive failure, on the other hand, makes it very probable
that the system will be installed in a protection pit, with a substantial .foundation 	 !
embedded in the ground. Therefore, the method of mounting the system need consider
only vibrations transmitted from the ground to the system.
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Ground induced vibrations are of two lands: vehicle/machinery induced and earth-
induced (earthquake). The frequency spectra of these events are within overlapping
decades, but it is difficult to provide a shock mounted system in a simple way. The
requiriement imposed by the relatively low frequencies of an earthquake (1 to 10 Hz)
spectrum is that a passive mount have its natural frequency at approx imately 0.3 Hz.
Such isolators tend to be constructed as air bellows springs and are usually servoed.
A fully passive system could be constructed with a pendulum leveling device, but tends
to be bulky.

Typical ground measurements, even for earthquake motions, show peak accelera-
tions below 0.25 g. Vehicle/machinery motions are less than 10%n of that value. Most
damage to structures results because the structure amplifies the ground motion by
resonance near the principal driving frequencies. The Mechanical Capacitor, on the
other hand, can be constructed to have resonances that are much higher than the 1 to
10 Hz driving frequencies expected at its mounts. Because the wheel suspension sys-
tem is adequate to handle 2-g inputs, and is serveed for several hundred Hz bandwidth,
there is actually little need to shock mount the system for earthquake inputs. Other
inputs are most easily accounted for by providing a heavy concrete slab on elastomer
pads to afford ground isolation at 1 Hz or above.

The Mechanical Capacitor vacuum cover can then be mounted to the concrete slab
with isolator mounts at a nominal value, say 10 Hz, primarily to accommodate expan-
sion, rather than additional vibration isolation.

B. SYSTEM CONFIGURA11ON

The mechanical capacitor system is shown in sketch SK2294234. The housing
material is fiberglass/epoxy, to eliminate magnetic interaction between the moving
motor fields and a metallic case. The fiberglass ccnner is reinforced with attached
ribs and supported by a central core that supports most of the compressive load
produced by the vacuum.

The central core also acts as a non--evacuated but sealed chamber for housing
the electronics. The only non-rotating parts exposed to the vacuum are thus the
motor and suspension coils and supporting structure. An access port over the
central core allows maintenance and test to be performed while the wheel is operating,
if desired.

In order to maintain a hard vacuum, a make up pump is included with the installa-
tion. The pump is a standard GEM laboratory vacuum pump, with an expected long
life. It can be used for initial pump-down, and with automatic pressure detection, can
be used intermittently to maintain the vacuum over the life of the system. Leakage of
the case will be well below the pumping capacity.
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Appendix F

INVESTIGATION OF LOW LOSS MAGNETIC MATERIALS

A. CORE MATERIAL INVESTIGATION

The high-speed energy wheel contains soft magnetic materials in the magnetic
suspension and motor-generator subsystems. The high relative velocity between the
moving and stationary elements of the magnetic circuits in both subsystems leads to
rapid magnetic field changes and the potential for high hysteresis and eddy-current
losses, or 'friction' (see Section In.

NASA suggested the use of powdered iron as a candidate low-loss material. The
following notes describe the investigation and test program that was undertaken as a
subtask of the study.

Many kinds of soft ferromagnetic metals have been used for years for the purpose
of reducing magnetic losses in transformers, motors, inductors, and other equipment.
A number of candidate materials are listed in Table F-1. The values shown are repre-
sentative only; one must refer to the manufacturers data for more detailed data. How-
ever, the data for two candidate materials are not in the literature for different reasons.
Carbonyl iron has been used mainly in high-frequency, low-induction-level applica-
tions and the Metglass alloys are a new development for which data for specific appli-
cations are not fully available. However, both kinds of metals are of interest because
of their potentially superior low-loss performance in power devices operating in the
frequency range encountered in the energy wheel.

The Allied Chemical Corporatiou has been developing 1VMetglas alloys for use in
power transformers and other devices. These are produced in thin strip form and
have a glassy structure. They are suitable for laminated magnetic structures. One
alloy, Metglas 2605, shown In Table F-2, exhibits lower losses than existing trans-
former irons. Further, the Metgla .s alloys may be used as load bearing structural
elements.

However, the extensive use of thin laminations may lead to fabrication difficulties
and high production costs. Soft magnetic parts made from powders may be an alter-
native approach.

F-1
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TABLE F-1, SOFT MAGNETIC MATERIALS

Si Iron
(Laminated)

Ni Iron
(Laminated)

Ferrite
(Powder)

Cakbonyl
I-Ton

(Powder)

Met-
glas

(Laminated)

Molybdenum
Perm alloy,
tPowder)

Initial Per m. , eabihV, go to 1. 5'K to 100K to 10K 1? 14-1.215

Maximum Permeability pm High High High 13-58 High Low
6-40K 25-10,,OK to 15°K 130

Maximum Saturation Induction, Bs Med-High High Med. ? High Med.
to 10K to 18K to 5.2K to 15K to 7Y.

Resistivity, poh-m-cm Low Low High Hugh Low High
50-60 7-80 to 1010 lo 0 100-150 1()6

Hysterisis at high inductions

Eddy Current at high inductions High High Med, Med-High Very Low*

and frequencies

*Approximately equal to 4-79 permalloy and superpermalloy.
*,*Must be verified by tests.
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TABLE F-2. SOFT MAGNETIC METALS FOR ENERGY WHEEL

	

Material	 Watts/kg Hysteresis and Eddy-Current
(2 Mils Thick)	 Loss at Frequency and Field Noted

60 Hz	 10.Hz	 10`1 Hz
13,000 Gauss	 1000 Gauss	 1000 Gauss

50%b Silicon Iron	 1.5	 0.26	 7.0

	

50% Nicked Iron	 0.77	 0.22	 5..5

	'605 Metglas * 	0.53	 0.10	 .2.9

*'The resistivity is 125 julohm cm.

In genes=J., at the higher frequencies, METGLAS 2605 losses vary from those shown
as:

	

B1.6	 f	
1.4	

t1/ P IG

BO 
j
	 f 0	 to/ p

where B is the ' eduction field, f is the frequency and t and p the thickness and resis-
tivity, respectiv =ply.

Of these, carbonyl irons have potential for use in energy wheels. Accordingly,
a limited investigation of several electronic grades produced by GAF Corporation was
undertaken.

Through the cooperation of the GAF Corporation, RCA prepared several types of
carbonyl iron powders in the GAF quality control laboratory to ensure proper powder
preparation. The powders were then compressed and bonded into toroid core test
specimens suitable for magnetic loss measurements. Paragraph B, from a GAF
specification, describes the preparation of cores for several iron powder grades.

The prepared powders were pressed at 33, 000 psi, cured at RCA, and wound for
loss measurements. The specimen dimensions are as shown in Figure F-1.

The cores are wound with 100 turns each of 24 gauge enameled wire for the primary
and secondary.
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The cores were tested through the cooperation of the Allied Chemical Corporation
Research Center. Table F-3 contains the test results. Unfortunately the capability
of the test set-up did not allow for high inductions at high frequencies and changes to
the test equipment are not feasible at present. The results at a low frequency, (60 Hz)
show no measurable loss. Losses were not detected below the frequency of 50 kHz.
However, the induction was low (to 20 gauss). More measurements must be Arun, at
inductions up to 10, 000 gauss on a follow on program.

Table F-3 lists the test results and Figure F-3 illustrates the B vs H hysteresis
curves for the C grade material.

TABLE F-3. CARBONYL POWDER TEST RESULTS

Sample E L C

Weight (g) 97.6 94.4 96.2

Approx. A (g/cm) 4 3.5 3.5

lm (cm) 14.96 14.96 14.96

N1 = N2 100 100 100

A (cm2) 1.63 1.8 1.84

N2A (cm2) 16.3 180 184

de He (Oe) ^• 0 5.25 6.3

do go 13.8 31 20

Br (gauss) .., 0 163 125

60 Hz loss (W/kg) ^- 0 -.0 ^ 0

loss 50 kHz (watts /kg,) 0.72 at I10 gauss 0.77 at 30 gauss 0.8 at 13.5 gauss

0.24 at 6.5 gauss 0.32 at 125 gauss 0.25 at 7.5 gauss

He at 50 Aft (Oe) 0.29 at 11 gauss 0.18 at 20 gauss 0.27 at 13.5 gauss

0.18 at 6.5 gauss 0.14 at 12.5 gauss 0.20 at 7.5 gauss
S

µo at 50 kHz 11 22.1 1:6.6

im = mean length of toroid

N1 , N2 = primary, secondary windings

A = area of toroid cross section
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(a) Loss = 0.8 W/kg @ 13.5 gauss. 	 (b) Loss = 0.24 W/kg @ 7.5 gauss.

Figure F-3. Hysteresis curves for C grade carbonyl powder cores at 50 kHz.

Other powdered metals, including hydrogen-reduced iron and molybdenum per-
m,alloy, should be measured also.

B. CORE FABRICATION (GAF SPECIFICATION)

The fabrication of cores is done in three steps.

(1) The powder is insulated.

(2) The binder is applied.

(3) Using this "press" powder, cores are formed.

The manufacturing program consists of basically three groups of powders: (1) the
unreduced grades E, TH, SF. J and W; (2) the reduced grades C, HP, L and MR;
and (3) the reduced but preinsulated powders GQ4 and GS6.

Accordingly different methods for the quality control have been established.

C. INSULATION

For the following grades of powders it is necessary that the iron particles are
insulated:

E, TH, SF, J, W. C, HP, and L

F-6
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MR is basically a 50-50 mixture of HP and L for which special procedure for test-
ing was developed.

In the case of GQ4 and GS6, the antisintering agent acts as an insulation and no
additional insulation was found to be necessary.

In every case where insulation is required the procedure is the following:

50 g of powder are placed into an evaporating dish of 6-inch diameter. Next
0.5 cc of 60-percent orthophosphoric acid is diluted with 15 cc of acetone and
added. to the powder. The dish is placed on a mortar grinder situated under a
hood. A 250 watt infrared bulb is placed so that the radiation heats the mixture,
while agitation continues for 2 cycles of 7.5 minutes. After the first cycle, some
wet lumps remain and are broken up manually with a pestle. At the end, the
powder is completely dry and dusty, and the particles are now covered with a
thin layer of high-resistance iron orthophosphate.

D. BINDER APPLICATION

For the standard core test on unr-educed powder grades, 2.5 grams of Durite are
dissolved in 15 cc of acetone and added to the insulated powder. It is next thoroughly
mixed and agitated with a stainless steel spatula until all the acetone is evaporated.
Evaporation is assisted by a 250 watt infrared bulb mounted above an evaporating dish.
The almost-dry mass is pressed through a 20 mesh sieve. Finally, 0.1 gram of atomized
Acrawax is added and mixed in.

For the reduced powder grades C, HP, L, and GS6, the procedure is the same
except that 0.5 gram of Durite and 0.25 of Acrawax are used.

For GQ4, 0.3 gram of Durite and 0.25 gram ofAcrawax are used.

For MR, 1.'75 gram of Bakelite laquer is dissolved in 15 cc of acetone and added
to 50 grams of powder. The procedure is then the same as previously.

E. PRESSING OF CORES

After the binder is applied, the powder is ready to be pressed into cores. The
powder in this stage Is called "press powder".

For the unreduced powder grades, 6.0 grams of press powder is weighed out
and poured in the die No. 2. This is a cylindrical die of 2-inch diameter, 3-inch
length, and a Lore of 0.368-inch. The two plungers are so dimensioned that the
length of the core is 0.770 Inch. A pressure of 6 tons Is then applied to the plungers,

r
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which will be flush with the die at that pressure, simulating conditions in rotary 	 f'
presses as used by our,  customers and resulting in isodense cores.

For the powders SF, J, and W, it was found necessary to test side press cores
	 i

in addition to the cylindrical cores to be able to determine the characteristics of these
powders under isobaric conditions.

For these cores, 4.5 grams of press powder is weighed out and poured into die
No. 4, a rectangular die. The cavity, is 1.504-inch long, 0.196-inch wide and 1.5-
inch deep. The plungers are made to fit the cavity, but each plunger extends about
1 inch ' ever the die, thus the pressure on the core can be controlled. A pressure
of 9 tons is used for unreduced powder grades.

For the reduced powder grades (except MR), 6.5 grams of press powder are
compressed in die No. 4 under a force of 1, one.

For the MR Grade, 6 . 4 grams of press powder are compressed in die No. 4
under a force of 18 tons. All cores are then cured for 30 minutes at 170°C to set
the binder.

F-8
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Introduction

Energy storage in rotating flywheels is an area that a number of

investigators 
[1-12] 

are currently studying. Most of the current work

involves maximizing the stored energy density (energy per unit of flywheel

weight), by selecting rotor designs which can take advantage of the large

values of specific strength of fiber reinforced composite materials.

Because these materials exhibit ainisotropic elastic properties, full utili-

zation of their strength requires designs which predominantly stress the

composite material in the fiiber direction. One design which is suggested

to satisfy this constraint is the multirim flywheel proposed by S. F. Post

and R. F. Post E93 and D. W. Raibenhorst
[71

. In these designs a number of

concentric rings (not all of the same material) are bonded together and

connected to a central shaft (usually by some type of spoke arrangement)

to provide for the input and output of power.

Kirk, Studer, and Eva^ns
[13,1 '4,15] 

of the Goddard Space Flight Center,

have suggested a rotor design which eliminates the need to couple to a

central power shaft. Their design utilizes a thin (overall ID/OD > .9)

magnetically suspended rotating pierced disk, which also serves as the rota-

Ming element of a motor/generator system. All energy input and output is

electrical and there is no mechanical contact between arty, rotating and

stationary components. Their rotor consists of an iron ring which is ,joined

to a circumferentially wound continuous filament ring (Kevlar-49). Kirk and

Huntington E161 have performed a stress analysis on the 2 ring design and

have shown that the presence of the iron ring will cause minimum derating

of stored energy density if an .interference assembly is used between the two, Ap

rings. Additional work by Kirk and Huntington l$ has shown that if the iron

G-I



is segmented in the circumferential direction (in essence a dead weight)

there is virtually no derating of the stored energy densiL-. , . One problem

with the Goddard design is its low volumetric energy density (stored

energy per unit of swept volume). However, the analysis presented in this

paper will show the volumetric energy density can be substantially improved

with little effect on the stored energy weight density.

The purpose of this paper is to present an analysis of the stress dis-

tribution in a constant thickness, orthotropfc, multi-ring flywheel. This

configuration differs from the multi-ring design by Post [91 in that elasto-

meric rings bonded between adjacent structural rings are not necessary,

although their presence can be analyzed. Also an outline and demonstration

of an energy, density maximization procedure, which utilizes an interference

assembly of the flywheel rings, is presented. It will be shown that by

proper selection of the interference fit of each ring it is possible to

redistribute the tangential and radial stresses throughout the rotor,

so that there is-an increase in both energy, weight density and volunetri-c

energy density.

► '
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Stress. Analysis.

Shown iin Figure I is a schematic of the multiring flywheel rotor which

is considered in this paper. The rotor is modeled as n concentric, constant

thickness rings. Each ring can be considered as either isotropic or orthotropic,

with the orientation of the orthotropic directions being radial and tangential.

For convenience in performing the stress analysis, nondimensi^onal expressions

(16)for the radial and tangential stress are useful. Kirk and Huntington 	 have

developed these equations, and with slight modification, they are shown in

equations (IA) and (18). Note that when WI (isotropic ring) these equations

reduce to the standard isotropic plane stress equations for a rotating pierced

disk(17)

*	 or	 (3+v re .) p	 r 2	 r N -I	 r -N -1

°rj	 p l 	 9-^	 (ti) + Aj {b}	 +B 	 `^	 (1A)

*	 C.1ej	 (N J. lyre .} ^ r 2+	r Nj-1	
r -NI

^ej	 ^1	 -	
9-Nj	PI

where	

AjNj[b)	 - Bj N^{9	{1B)

where	 j = ring number (I, 2, 3,	 n)

NJ = f e "Er

P 1 W2b 2	 nondi lmens ional factor

Aj , B  = constants evaluated with boundary conditions

The boundary conditions which are applied to equations (1-A) and (IB) state the

foI I , owi ng:

a. The radial stresses at the free surface are zero.

b. The radial stress is continuous across the ringe boundaries.

c. The radial displacements at the ring bounda-ri-es is continuous.

d. For a solid disk (inner radius equals zero) the magnitude of the
radial as well as tangential stress must be finite.

G -3
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Figure 1. Multi-ring flywheel rotor configuration
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Applying the boundary conditions provides the complete solution for

the nondImensional radial and tangential centrifugal stresses throughout

the entire flywheel. These stress expressions are dependent on 5 nondimen-

sional variables fo r each ring. These are:

a. alb or i k/b, which specifies the ratio of the inner radius of the

ring to the outer radius of the flywheel.

b. Ni . material parameter (Ni = VE e}

c. Eej/ Eel , material ratio of the tangential modulus of elasticity

of ring j to that of ring 1

d. of /p l , material ratio of the density of ring j to that of ring I

e. vrej , Poisson's ratio

Specification of each of these variables for each ring will allow the

nondimensional radial and tangential stress distributions to be obtained.

However, it is also necessary to provide the working stresses for each ring

and the weight density of ring 1, so that a complete analysis, including

energy storage capabil ity, can be performed.

Figures 2 and 3 show typical plots of nondimenstonal tangential and

radial stress with r/b. The plots are for a flywheel rotor composed of five

rings of K-evl ar- 49/ Epoxy. However, the boundaries of the rings are not

-apparent, since the materials in the rings have identical properties. The

boundaries will become apparent after the application of the maximization

procedure, which will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure Z. Von-dimensional tangential stress distribution of
five non-dimensional assembled K-eviar rings (IDJOD = .6)
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Figure 3. Non-dimensional radial stress distribution of five
non-interference assembled Kevlar rings (ID/OD = .6)
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Maximization of Energy Densi ty

Two measures of energy storage are commonly used to characterize

flywheel rotors. The first is specific energy density (SE g or ^ )

and is the total stored kinetic energy per unit weight of the flywheel	
i

rotor.	 The second is volumetric energy density (VED' or E v ) and is the

total stored kinetic energy per unit swept volume of the rotor. The

expressions for E  and E  are derived in Appendix A and are as follows-

i t 4	 a 4 0 2	 i 2 4

1	 1Ew =- (a)	 i.)	
a 2 p 2	

i.2 2

1 11f) - (;b) + P1 [(b )

1	 (2)
a

l	 it 4	 a 4 a 2	 1 2 4	 i t 4	 pn ,	 in-1 4

In these equations Yl is the weight density of ring 1 and $ is the

smallest ratio of working stress to normalized centrifugal stress for

	

all rings in the flywheel. 	 Its value is determined as shown in Appendix A.

To improve the energy density of the multiring fly-heel, it is desirable

to increase p by redistri'buting the stresses throughout the entire multi-

ring flywheel. I an practice, this can be accomplished '/ interference

assembly between the individual rings of the flywheel.

The nondimensional interference stress equat .ins are derived in

Appendix B and are as follows:

i k N^+1 a -ZN^ r
id

 N^ -1 	
i k Ni	 r -N -1 Qe1 =

I  2ND I. -N3+1 r =N^-1 - 1. -N^+1 r Nj -1 Qe2 =
)r2 = (y)	 { b )	 {b)	 {ti)	 (.b)

i N.+1 1. -2`S	 N -1	 i N +l	 -N .-1
(f) i (b) j (b)+ 	 (b) j •(b) 	J

i k 2ND i^ -N^+l	 -N-1	 I. 4NJ+] r N^-1
(b)	 { b )	 tb)	 + {b)	 (b)
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(4a)

*	 P  {Qrl) + Pj {Qr2)
Q j -
rs -	 ik 2N

3

(4b)

PK .Qsl) - P. ON

°esj	 i 2N•
, J 	-ia

where	 j = 1,20, ... n

K = j-1
io	

a. 
in

-F,	 a

In Eqs. 4a and 4b, PK and Pt are nondimensional inner a-d outer pressures
4

caused by the interference fit. The. other parameters are material and

geometric constants.

It was recognized that filamentary wound composites are best used

under uniaxial stress conditions. Ideally, it would be jesirable if

the multring flywheel could produce a circumferential s tress field which

is untaxial. To approach this condition it is necessary to redistribute

the tangential stresses throughout the flywheel so each ring reaches its

design limit at the same rotational speed. This can be accomplished by

requiring that the maximum tangential stresses in each ring be equal to

the design limit stress at the same rotational speed. ^ractfcally,

this condition may be accomplished by choosing interference pressures

(between rings) to force this condition to occur.

By adding Eq. 8 to Eq. lb (by superposition) the c--ibined stress dis-

tribution of rotation and interference assembly in the crcumferential

direction can be found, with the inner and outer pressure as yet unspecified.

To achieve the condition described above the following requirement can

be imposed on the combilned stress distribution in 2 adjacent ring (rings

i and j, i = J-1);

^ 3•
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.e_j. + °esj }max	 °weT	 ()
*	 *	 o

(°ei + vesiymax	
weTi

where W+ 
°esj)max 

is the maximum value of combined tangential stress

and 
%eTjis 

the tangential design stress in the 
jth ring.

It was decided to adopt a more conservative design criterion than

equation (8), based upon both tangential and radial stress at a point in

any ring ( i.e. maximum strain criterion ref. 18). This new equation is

derived in Appendix C (equation C-4) and is given as:

SOW	 CQej + aesj_- vrej ( "rj + °rsj max 	 (b)

°ewTi	
[Cr + °esi - "rei ("rj + arsj ) ^ max

If equations (1), (4), and (5) are applied to every pair of adjacent rings,

a set of n-1 lineair simultaneous equattons , in n-1 unknown interference

pressures, is obtained. These equations are shown in Appendix C (equation

C-5). The solution of this equation set provides the interference pressures

which will bring each ring to the tangential design limit at the same rota-

ti,onal speed. In general, it is necessary to first guess the radial location

used in equations ( 1) and (4) to obtain the maximum combined stress for use

fin the bracketed expression in equation (b). This first guess is the inner

radius of each ring. Using this guess, the interference pressures are

obtained and the bracketed quantity in equation (6) is re-evaluated ( for each

ring) to find the new radial position where the maximum occurs. This new

maximum radial position is used to recompute interference pressures and the

F	 r
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iteration is repeated until the new interference pressures are within

1% of those computed in the previous step. Four to five iterations is

generally all that is needed.

There are three additional constraints which must be placed on the

final values of interfacial pressure which are obtained from the analysis

described above.

1. The pressures must not cause any tensile radial stresses with

the flywheel at rest.

	

ars j 10	
(7)

2. The pressures must not cause the radial and taingential stresses

at any point, in any ring, to exceed the design limit.

oeSj - vrej vrsj `— vewcj	 (8)

	v 	 a	 (9)
arsj -
	

yesj
	 rwcj

3. The pressures must not cause buckling of any of the rings.

This constraint is developed in Appendix 0 and the constraint

is as follows:

*	 -2	 Eg	 i k[b - i t -
PkB ` F'S plW^'£ 

tk b + ii/b
	 pj	 (10}

These constraints are applied from the inner ring outward. For example,

the interface pressure from the simultaneous equations at the ring l -

ring 2 interface is used to test if the constraints in equations (7) thru

r

},9

(10) are satisfied.	 If they are not, this pressure is reduced to meet

the limiting constraint.	 Pressure P
l

(or P*
1

) is then fixed at the new

value and the linear interference equations (Appendix C, equation C-5)

are reduced by.	 -eliminatin	 the first^ row and column and re-evaluating for

the remaining interference pressures. The new P2 (or P*) is then testes.'

f

1

i

T

r̂ 1
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against the constraints (e4uations (7) thru (1 10) and reduced to meet the

limiti.ig constraint - if needed.. Pressure P 2 (or P^) is then fixed at

this value and the linear interference equations are re-evaluated for

the remaining pressures. This process is repeated for all pressures

giving a final interference pressure set which satisfies all constraints.

In practice, thi s procedure was used at ea=ch step of the iteration process

described previously (i.e. radial location finder). The end result pro-

duces a set of interference pressures which satisfy all constraints.

These interference pressures a,re then put in equations (0) and (0)

and combined with equations (1R) and (18) to obtain the combined stresses

distriibution for the complete flywheel. The amount of actual radial inter-

ference for each ring can be easily calculated given the interference

pressures (see ref. 19 for details).

Figures 4 and 5 show the effect of interference assembly on the radial

and tangential stress distriibutions. It can be seen that the stresses

have been redistributed, in effect decreasing overall variations and

approaching a constant stress disk (in the circumferential direction).
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five ring Kevla+r rotor before and after interference assembly
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Results aind Discussion

The energy density maximization procedure discussed in the preceding

sections has been programmed on a computer to determine the stress distributions

and energy densities of a constant thickness spokel-ess pierced disk or • solid

disk rotor with up to ten rings. The model is assumed to be in plane stress

and the materials may be modelled as isotropic or specially orthotropic

(elastic properties). This section of the paper will present and discuss four

example flywheel configurations which were analyzed with the program.

The examples considered are described in Table I. The first configuration

(single ring.) is included only for comparison to the other three, since the

maximization procedure cannot be applied. The last two are included because

a similar rotor design (with an iron core for the purpose of magnetic suspension

and motor/generator energy tra=nsfer) is a subject of current interest.*

Shown in Table II are the material properties of the unidirectional

composite and segmented iron used in the example configurations. The

composite considered is assumed to be circumferentially wound so that the

fiber direction corresponds to the tangential (e) direction and the cross-fiber

to the radial (r) direction. The segmented iron is assemblied with the other

rings to act only as a "dead weight" lending no tangential strength or stiffness

to the rotor.

Shown in Figures 6 and 7 are comparisons of SED and VIED for the four

examples, with and without interference assembly. Significant gains in energy

storage capacity are seen for each of the three max1mized configurations.

However, none of these equal the S'ED of the single ring, although large gains

in VIED are found.

The interference assembly not only improved the tangential stress carrying

ability of these flywheel, but also helps to control tensile radial stresses.

ry	 * NASA Contract N'AS5-23650 awarded to Advanced Technology Laboratory, RCA,
Camden, K . J.
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i
TABLE I

Description of Example Configurations

--- k	 Conf .
ID/OD

^ of
Rings

Ring Materials (inner to outermost)

1 .9 1 Kevlar-49/Epoxy.

2 .6 5 all Kevlair-49/Epoxy.

3 .55 6 Iron- Kevlar-49/Epoxyy(remaini Eng 5 rings)

4 .55 6 Iron-Carbon/ Epoxy-Kevl ar -49/'Epoxy.
(remaining 4)

TABLE 2

Material Properties

Material	 Modulus of
Elasticity.

Ee	 9	 Er
N.	 Pa

(1 1 06	 psi,)

N
(	 e ' r)

Mass Densi ty. 	 Working Strengths
3	 310	 kg/m Tangential	 Radial

{ 1 b/ i^n3j
Tensile Comp	 Tensile Comp

MPa
(ksi)

Kevlar	 103. 7. 3.87 1.38 1550. 276. 34.5 138.
(15.) (1.) (.05) (225.) (40.) (5.) (20.)

Carbon	 131. 6.2 4.59 2.08 1380 1100, 41. 138.
(19.-) (.9) (0.75) (200.) (160.) (6.) (20.)

Iron	 0.0 207. 0.0 7.91 0.0 0.0 207. 207.
(30.) (.286) 30. 30.

E

J

l^
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This is shown by configuration 2 which failed by radial tension both before

and after interference assembly. However, a signiftcamt increase (36%) in

both SED and V IED was found with the maximized confi-gurati{on. In fast,

all three multiring configurations failed by radial tension before inter-

#erence assembly and were significantly improved with maximization. In

addition to this means of control, the ra,di ,al tension in the last two

maximized configurations is further reduced by 4^ie presence of the iron

"dead weight" at the inner surface. This causes a significant compressive

radial stress field through these flywheels. With thes e two controls, the

cause of failure returns to tangential stress, as with configuration 1,

and the SED comes within 12% of the single *ring while the VE=D surpasses the

single ring by 250%.
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Conclusions

A stress analysis and energy density maximization procedure has been

outlined and demonstrated for a multi-ring disk flywheel. This theoretical

analysis assumed a constant thickness, solid or pierced disk flywheel in a

state of plane stress. It has been shown that the material working stresses

and five non-dimensional parameters for each ring determine the performance

of the rotor. It has also been shown that a properly selected interference

assembly of the rungs will maximize the energy density of the rotor by

'redistriibuting tangential stress and by reducing tensile radial stresses.

Results have shown that a six rung configuration with I0/00 = .55 has

a specific energy density within 12% of a siingte-ring having 10/00 = .9

while its volumetric energy density surpasses the single ring by 250%. Other

results have shown large gains in both 5E0 and VEO of maximized multi-ring

configurations over the corresponding non-interference assembled rotors.
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Appendix A-. CQmputat on of S . eci fi c_ and Volumetric Eq rgy dens ity

	define:	
Ew - 

Specific Energy Density

E  - Volumetric Energy Density

kinetic energy	 _	 kinetfic energy

Ew	 flywheel waaght	 Ev ' flywheel swept vol.

The kinetic energy (KE) is given, for a rotating mass, as

KE = 2 Jw 2 	(Al }

where: J is the mass moment of ine rtia

w is the angular velocity

The mass moment of inertia for n rings is

1p
J = 2` I n T b {^^ [1- ( 1n b1 ) 1 + 

A a
-1 [(' b 1 

) 4 -(^
 -2 4  + ... [(b 

4	 4
} -(b) ]}

1	 l

where: a = inner radius	
(A2)

b = outer radius

i k = radius of loth ring interface

Pk = mass density of k th ring

therefore

4 
p l y b jT T {--n [1-(

7r^-1 )4^ +	 . [(i1

	

KE	 .)4-(a)¢]}	 (A3)
=	 2 4

nl	 b	 b	 b

Sit.,,--e the weiE'it (W) of the flywheel is given by

P n 	 In-1 
2	 2	 2

ti t 
2 ;^	 ^	 (M)

1

where yl is the weight density of ring 1

Ew becomes

t 	 i
q
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4

Z
b2	 On	 +

i	 4	 4

Ew
P1 1 W 	 b

' )ZZ +-T—	 4—yl	 1pn 11	 (

b

^(b)	 ff) 2b

(AS)

P

Also, since the swept volume (V	 is V T b.2
4

A

E
Oj_W2b2	 (in-1  4	

+-4 	 ftp l

i l 

4 
(a 4 ]}
b)

(M)
Y

It is possible to simplify the expressions for Ew and Ev through

the use of the following relationships:

aeWTj
(A7)

(a'	 - 'reriei	 max

CFrWTj

2j(aw .	 v rO a
ri	 ;J )max

(M)

=N

rwcJ
833	 vrO

(M)
Jn=N'Oejrj	 M in

These relationships are the result of applying a strain yield criterion

to the nondi -mensional radial and tangential stresses in each ring ( ref.	 18).

Equations 07)	 (M) are evaluated for each ring in the flywheel and the

smallest value (a) is used in the simplified equations (A10) and (All).

i n-] 4
(Ib—)

il 14

I
(0)	 P,1W 	 4yj	 IR-1	 In-1 2	 1 1 2	 a 2I +V	 PF	 [(- V-)	 (E) D

(Al Q)

P1

i -n-1 4	
+

b

i l 4	 a)4],
T (All)

v	 4	 a 

C.
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Appendix B: Interference Fit Stress Analysis

The force equilibrium equation for an axi-symmetric body ,i ch no

body forces [171 is

aar + ac -0̀8- = a
ar	 r

The solution to €q. B1 [14] is

ar = 
E1r

N-1 + C2r-N-1

Q
e
 = Cl
	 Z
NrN-1 - C Nr-N-1

where	 N

by normalizing Eqs. B2 with the factor (p l w2b 2 ) they become

N -1	 -N -1

-N -1
^^ = A^NJ(!) N-1 _ 

B3N3(r) 
j

P*
	 Pk
k p^b^

where:	 j denotes the jth sing

k denotes the kth ring interface

P is the ring interference pressure

The foll-owing boundary conditions can be applied to Eqs. B4 and B'S

@	 r = a	 apt - 0

@	 r - i t	arl _ PI 	 ar2	 (B6)

@	 r= i 2	art - P2 
= 4r3

@	 r 	 ur	 =Qn 

G -24
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(62)

(63)

(B4)

(B5)



It	 i k Nj+1 I i

esj

-2N.	 N.-1	 -N _1

r, It, 2Ni	 ,,

The solution of €qs. 86 yield expressions for the constants (A^& B3)

AJ	
^(i--^y N^ 	

b

i

P* ( i k )',-NJ ( ) -N1+1 - Pit i'kk ) N1+1
B. x	 b

J

where J = 1, 2, 3, ... n	 k = J-1

io a inn b	 *
and	 b = 

k	 b = b =1	 Po
*=p 

n 
=p

Eqs. 84 and B7 can * now be combined to yield expressions for the stresses in
each rung due to the interference pressures at its inner and outer surfaces

(B7)

*
arsj

* ik N1 +1 1 -2N.	 N.-1	 -N.-1	 * i	 N +1 1 2N	 -N.-1	 N.-1Pk(T)	 {(b)	 J (b) 3 - ^) i } +.p (b )- 3 {( 	^(b)	 - (b) J }

^ (^) N^ - 1

(BS)

b)

-NJ + l {( ) 2N
J(r 

-N. -1 + 
(^)NA
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Appendix C: Maximization of Energy Density by Stress Redistributi^Qn. 	 i

	Maximum energy storage will occur when each ring of the flywheel
	

i 

f`
reaches its maximum working stress at the same rotational speed. Since

this condition is unlikely to occur with normal assembly of the flywheel

rings, it must be forced to occur by a pre-selected interference assembly.

The following analysis will detail the interference pressure selection

procedure.

Since a areater amount of stress will be carried in the circumferential

direction, than in the radial it is desirable to maximize the stress attain-

able in this direction.

Failure will be assumed to be controlled by a maximum failure strain

in the tangential (circumferential) direction given by the ratio of working

stress and Young's modulus (e direction).

Therefore, in the j th ring at failure

l
sej I f = Eej (aej - vrej orj ) I f = o ewj /Ee j 	(0)

where f denote stress or strain states at failure

°ewj - (aej - 
vrej o rj )I f	 (C2)

In order to maximize the energy storage of the flywheel, ratios of Eq. C2

between each pair of rings must be equal. This is represented as

oewi	 a^K

where	 j	 1, 2, 3, ...

- Vrej orj)max

- Vr8'r ardmax

n-1	 K - j - 1

(C3)
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All A21 0 0 0 0 P^ B1

Al2 A22 A32 0 0 0
*

P2 92

0
A23

A33
A43 0 0 P3
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83

D 0
A43 A44 A54

0
P4

64

0 0 0 A45 A5.5 A65
*

P5 B5

0 0 0 0 A56 A66

*

P6 B6,
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'	 Eq. C3 can be satisfied if the stresses are considered to be the

s

	

	 superposition of rotational and interference stresses. 	 Eq. C3 becomes

(for non-dimensional stresses)

[er	 + a	 - V	 ( o 	+ a	 )ewj _	 e_j	 esj	 red r.j	 r.sj max	 (C4)
OrewK	 [a* + a*	 - V	 (a* + a* )].

:ty	 8K	 $SK	 re K rK	 rsK max

where the subscript s denotes interference stress.
z;

Py combining €q. C4 with the expressions for i lmterference stress

s^. developed in Appendix B, a set of simultaneous equations which yield the

Y	 interference pressures are found. Since these equations are well behaved

r,µt	 and linear, they may be solved by a simple el imi,nation procedure to yield

the interference pressures which are necessary to cause each ring to reach

its maximum tangential strain at the same rotati ,onal speed. This method

r
is also easily adapted to other failure criteria. An example of this set

of simultaneous equations in matrix form is given below. Each of the quantities

in the equation set must be evaluated at the ra-dius in each ring where tan-

gential failure will first occur.
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k = i - i

_ _ aew
AJ	

C 0ewk 

( C4k - vrek C 2k ) + ( C3j - vrej ii

As k = (C4j - 
vreJC2J )

A = --	 C	 - v C
ki	

°ewk ( 3k
	 reek Id

Bj = 
GGewk (aA - '^re'k ark } - ( °9j - vrej GrJ}
i N.+1 i -2N	 N -1	 -N -1	 i 2N

c1^ 	
(b) 3 {(-b)	 ^()	 - (b)	 }IC(i) '- 1]

a

C2i - 
(b)-N.+1^)2N^(b)-NJ-1- (b)

N ^ -1 }/C(i,')2Nj-1]
J

i N +1 i -2N	 h -i	 -N -1	 2N

C4J - 

-NJ(b ) - hj +1 {( ihk) 2N^ (r) N^-1+ (r)
N' +1 }/ (ik) 2Nj-1]

J
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Appendix D: Buckling Constraint

Consider a thin pierced disk with an inner radius of i i and an outer

radius of i k , under internal and external pressures Pi and Pk.

From Timoshenko and Gere (ref. 20), the following buckling relation

is given for external pressure

q	 3-	 (Dl)CR	 ro

where	 qCR = critical pressure per unit length of centerline

Ee = tangential modulus of elastici ty

I = cross sectional moment of inertia

ro = undeformed mean radius

From the definition of qCR, it foliiows that

P- qCR	
(D2)

CR T	T

where	 PCR = critical external pressure

T = axial ring thickness

Al so,	 (ik- i )3r

I =	 -	 ^	 {D3)12

{iks)
ro = _ 2

	
(D4 )

by combini ng Eqs. D-1 through D-4, the following results

3

PCR =
 -211	 i k-- }
	 (D5)

k ^.

This ejuati on rust now be made nondimensional using the factor p l . 2V ,

A factor of safety is also added,
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ilk	 1 3

*	 PCR	 1.	 2	 Le	
(06)

PCR = pl--m7F FS	 - T5 pl7F it i

where	 PCR = nondimensional critical pressure

FS =factor of safety

r^

For simplicity of application, it is assumed that the critical pressure

can be considered the numeric difference of an external pressure which may

buckle the ring and the pressure applied to the interior of ring. Therefore,

	

k	 3
PK	

2 —
	 b -. b	 - P*	(D7)

KB	 FS p l ug ^b	 --	 3
	ik 	 iLb b

where:	 P* = nondimensional external pressure which may buckle
the ring

P* = nondimensional internal pressure
i

I
Eqn. D4 is used as the buckling constraint discussed fin the text.

'	 However, two points must be made. First, the most recent value of B

(see Appendix A) (found in the iteration scheme) is used for p l ,w2b2 . Secondly,

the values of buckling pressure found with this relation are approximate.

Thus a sufficient factor of safety is needed. (2.0 is typical.) Also,

since the fomwl-a was developed for thiin rings, (i k+i i ) > 10'(i k-i 3 ) for

better accuracy. This final restriction is generally not a problem since

with the materials considered for this paper, such as KevIar-49, the value

of 10 above yields a buckling pressure of 50 MPa (7500 psi) which would most

likely be further restricted by one of the other two constraints.
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PRICE (Programmed Review of Information for
Costing and Evaluation) is an RCA-developed
parametric cost-modeling technique. It provides
reliable estimates of system acquisition costs
(development and production), based upon
physical. parameters such as quantity, size, weight,
power consumption, environmental specification,
type of packaging, and level of integration, and
schedule parameters such as months to .first
prototype, manufacturing rate, and amount of
new design. PRICE has been particularly useful in
developing relative costs of competitive systems.

Early cost measurement of concepts is crucial to a
new venture, since there is little opportunity to
change program costs significantly once a design
has been detailed. PRICE was developed to
operate with a limited description of a concept so
that many alternatives can be cost examined
before designs and bills of material are finalized.
It is also used extensively for independent assess-
ment of conventionally, prepared cost eh imates.
However, PRICE was never intended to be a
substitute for detailed cost estimating, its value
lies in the parametric testing of reasonableness of
the detailed estimates. If deviations from estab-
lished trends are indicated by PRICE, the detailed
estimates should be investigated.

PRICE does not provide computer software or
life-cycle cost predictions. These areas are cur-
rently under active study and will be cost-
modeled in the near future. PRICE also does not
provide costs for brick and mortar, and there are
no plans to add such capability to the model.

Numerous parametric cost models exist through-
out industry and government agencies, each
designed to cover a specific range of products or
systems and requiring its set of unique inputs
(which include performance teatures, techno-
logies., and quantities). Numerous models are
required because different systems have different
cost-significant characteristics that require unique
mathematical regressions to quantify the cost
effects.

PRICE was formulated as a universal system to
generate appropriate regressions or CER's (cost-
estimating relationships) for a range of products
or systems. In essence, it performs a multi-
dimensional extrapolation ui past experience to
predict cost.

Inputs to PRICE cover an infinite range of
systems. Since all products must have weight and
size, these are used by PRICE as the principal.
descriptors. Electronic areas are characterized by
their componentry. Mechanical structures can be
described in terms of types of material, construc-
tion, and densities. Procedures of PRICE have
been developed to process situations where
weights and sizes are not known. In these cases,
the physical characteristics can be generated by
the program.

In addition, certain PRICE inputs describe the
way an organization operates: its way of doing
business. Thus, the model can be customized to
reflect appropriate cost element definitions.

PRICE outputs feature costs for the development
production phases. Outputs are categorized

such elements as Drafting, Design, Project
Management, Prototype, and Special Tools and
Test Equipment. PRICE can also develop an
engineering schedule or measure the reasonable-
ness of an input schedule. Variations of
parameters such as physical features, com-
ponentry, percentage of new design, and reli-
ability (MTB'F) can be quickly assessed. Integra-
tion and test costs for both engineering and
production can be developed by PRICE at any
level of the work breakdown structure.

PRICE has provisions to include the costs for
GFE and purchased items. It can also evaluate the
costs of their testing, modification (if necessary'),
and integration and test with other equipments.

Fig. 1 shows a PRICE output for a cost study on
a hypothetical military airborne radar. The top
third of the format lists the program inputs. The

H-1
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rest of the format includes the RIRBORHE RAMP	 PITL-SPEC	 OCTOBER 1 • 1976
derived	 estimates, schedules, INPUT DATA
and cost ranges. OTY	 200. PROTOS

OTYSYS	 1.	 I-NTEGE
1 ,0.0 WT	 45.000 VOL	 0.780

1.000 IHTEGS	 1.000 RMULTE 125.00:
MODE	 1.
RMULTM:125.00%

P'RIC'E	 automatically	 com- MECH/STRUCT

putes	 the	 effects of phase 61;	 1-0. n00 MCPLXS 0.000 PRODS 4.20n HEWST	 0. °00 DESRPS	 2.000

interactions between engineer- ELECTRONICS

Ing	 and	 manufacturing.	 In
addition	 to	 corsidenng	 a

1PWF?	
0.000 CMPNTS

0.1)00
CMPID 0.000 PYRFAC	 1.000 CMPEFF	 1.000

normal	 performance period,
PRICE can output cost mani-

ENGINEERING
ENMTHS	 6.0 EMMTHP 0.0 EMMTHY 0.0 ECMPLX	 1.200 PRMF	 0.200

festations due to accelerated.
or	 protracted	 engineering

PRODUCTION
PRM7HS	 23.0 PRMTHF 0.0 LCURVE 0.000 EC.NE	 0.400 ECHL	 O.OUI'+

schedules or due to an opera-era-p
tign plan that requires stops

GLOBAL
AmYERR	 1976. ESC
PLATFM	 1.800 SYSTEM

9.30% Pf1OJCT
1.00A PPROJ

1.000 DATA	 1.000
1.000 PDRTA	 1.000

7LGTST	 :.0nn
PTLGTS	 1.00

and	 restarts	 of	 production
effort with varying intervals.

PROGRAM COST
EN6IHEERIMR

DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION[ TOTAL CO`_'T

PRICE	 can	 measure many
aspects of a proposed project
to determine their significance

DRRFT7H6
DESIGN
SYSTEMS
PROJ WAT
DATA

SUBTOTAL (EM6)

232.
937,
1139.
194.
61.

1594.

24.
73.

0.
328.
16.

441.

,276.
1010.
150.
522.
77.

2036.

and their level of influence. It MANUFAC'TURIH6
can direct attention to thor-e
factors	 whose	 modification
can be most rewarding. For

PRODUCTION
PRnTOTYPF
TOOL-TEST EO

SUBTOTPL.1006)

0.
734.
97.

831.

6707.
0.

199.
6906.

6707.
7314.
296.

77a8.

example, a change of engineer- TOTAL COST 2426. 7348. 9773.
ing schedule from 8 to 10
months and release of produe-

VOL	 0.780 AVCOST
WT	 43.000 ECME

33.34 TOTAL
0.072 ECHS

RV PROD COST	 36.74
0.021 DESPPE 0.494

LCURVF	 0.897
AESPPS	 0.2:10

tion at the 11th month might
result in reduction of the total

NEC44/STRUC
WS	 10.000 IISCF 12..821 NEC ID 0.000 PRODS	 4.200 MCPLKS	 5.602

cost of a particular project
even more than reducing the

ELECTRONICS
WE	 35.000 WECF
PUP	 182.349 CMPNTS

44.872 CMP .I!D
4053.

0.000 PRODS	 4.1300
PYRFRC 1.000

MCPLXE	 7.903
CMPEFF	 1.000

product weight by 10%. Under
another set of conditions how-

WHE+DULES
ENMTHS	 6.000 ENMTHP 14.874 EMMTHT 24.679 ECMPLX 1.200 PRNF	 0.200

ever, a reduction of assembly PRMTHS	 23.000 PRMTHF 50.229 AVER. PPOD RATE PER MONTH 7.928
weight might far outweigh any COST RAM6ES DEVELOPMENT PPODUCT10h TOTAL COST
conceivable schedule change,
On occasion, technology will

FROM
CENTER
Tn

2122.
NM.
2874.

6121 _
7948.
9192:.

8243.
073.

12037.
completely govern the pattern
of cost variations. Fig. 1 - Typical Price Output

J

There is a mode of PRICE called GEOSYN--an acronym for geometry synthesis, which is truly a
design-to-cost procedure. For GEOSYN, the target cost, quantities, product class, and level of technology
are entered as inputs. GEOSYN outputs include design limits, i.e., weight, size, component count, and
power dissipation. For the design-to-cost project, therefore, if the design is held to the GEOSYN- derived
limits, there is a good chance that the cost target will be met.

In 1971, the U.S. Air Force and NASA were the first to contract with RCA for sernices of the PRICE
model. Their usage has increased each year since and several other Government agencies are now using
PRICE. Records indicate that the various Government agencies have processed thousands of cost studies:

Many aerospace and electronics companies learned of PRICE through its widespread government use.
Because of expressed industry interest, RCA Management chartered the G&CS PRICE Systems Activity to
offer PRICE commercially in August 1975.	 r

Since then, agreements for the use of PRICE have been effected with eleven major companies and others	
z

are now actively evaluating their potenti-d use of the model.
H-2	
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